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The Science Fiction Research Association is the oldest professional 
organization for the study of science fiction and fantasy literature and film. 
Founded in 1970, the SFRA was organized to improve classroom teaching; 
to encourage and assist scholarship; and to evaluate and publicize new books 
and magazines dealing with fantastic literature and film, teaching methods 
and materials, and allied media performances. Among the membership 
are people from many countries—students, teachers, professors, librarians, 
futurologists, readers, authors, booksellers, editors, publishers, archivists, 
and scholars in many disciplines. Academic affiliation is not a requirement 
for membership. Visit the SFRA Website at www.sfra.org. For a membership 
application, contact the SFRA Treasurer or see the Website.

SFRA Standard Membership Benefits

Science Fiction Studies — Three issues per year. This scholarly journal includes 
critical, historical, and bibliographical articles, review articles, reviews, notes, 
letters, international coverage, and annual index.

Extrapolation — Three issues per year. The oldest scholarly journal in the 
field, with critical, historical, and bibliographical articles, book reviews, let-
ters, occasional special topic issues, and annual index.

SFRA Listserv — Ongoing. The SFRA listserv allows members to discuss 
topics and news of interest to the SF community, and to query the collective 
knowledge of the membership. To join the listserv or obtain further informa-
tion, visit https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/sfra.

SFRA Review — Four issues per year. This newsletter/journal surveys the field 
of science fiction scholarship, including extensive reviews of fiction and non-
fiction books and media, review articles, and listings of new and forthcoming 
books. The Review also posts news about SFRA internal affairs and updates 
on works in progress.

SFRA Optional Membership Benefits

Foundation — Discounted subscription rates for members. Three issues per 
year. British scholarly journal, with critical, historical, and bibliographical 
articles, reviews, and letters.

Science Fiction Film and Television — Three issues per year. Critical works  
and reviews.

Journal of the Fantastic in the Arts — Four issues per year. Scholarly journal, 
with critical and bibliographical articles and reviews.

SCIENCE FICTION RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
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FROM THE EDITORSFROM THE EDITORS

Spring 2022

Ian Campbell

As I write this, the ghastly oligarch Elon Musk has just purchased Twitter, the ghastly platform 
for racism, misogyny, and encroaching fascism. Twitter can, if extremely carefully curated, be 
a medium for discovery, but mostly, a tremendous amount of energy is spent by people trying 
to earn the title of Cleverest Person of the Last 30 Minutes. I suppose I can hold out hope that 
un-banning Golden Toilet's account will result in another Trump/Biden election, which is the 
only way we're going to stave off Braindead Gilead for another four years. Musk and Twitter are 
both part of a Bad Science Fiction future. We wanted space communism and jetpacks; we got 
uncharismatic oligarchs and micro-rants. I wanted to find a source where someone discussed this 
at length, but the first thing I found was, of course, a Tweet:

I have a special loathing for Musk because, in addition to everything else questionable about 
him, he claims to be a fan of Iain M. Banks' Culture novels and to have read them multiple times: 
he's even named some of the SpaceX ships after ships in the novels. While it's definitely amusing 
to see a rocket recovery ship called Of Course I Still Love You, it's also clear that he either didn't 
understand the books or has chosen to serve as a counterexample. In the Culture, everyone has the 
freedom to do as they wish; many people have speculated that Musk is buying Twitter purely so 
that he can ban the account of the teenage boy who tracks Musk's private jet. More than anything, 
Musk is the villain from a Banks novel. Specifically, he's Joiler Veppers from Surface Detail: an 
archcapitalist with vile appetites who profits from the suffering of others. Had we the technology 
to capture people's mindstates after death and send them to a digital hell, Musk would surely try to 
leverage it—but of course, we already have Facebook and whatever the Metaverse is going to be.

In this issue of SFRA Review, we have elements of a better SF future: specifically, the second 
half of our Hungarian Futurisms symposium. We very much hope that in some way, the essays, 
fiction and reviews herein can help us to understand how things might, could or should be better.
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FROM THE EDITORSFROM THE EDITORS

The SFRA Review’s Transition to Partial Peer Review

The Editorial Collective

With the explosive growth in scholarship on SF in recent times, the Editorial Collective feels 
that there are more scholars who need peer-reviewed scholarship to obtain and advance in their 
positions. As of the Winter 2022 issue, the SFRA Review will move to a peer-review model for 
some of its feature articles. This will happen gradually over the course of 2022: by the end of that 
year, we hope to be publishing three or four peer-reviewed articles per issue. We will of course 
need established scholars to perform peer review: you are more than welcome to volunteer by 
emailing us at sfrarev@gmail.com. 

Scholars wishing to submit their articles for peer review should take care to properly edit and 
format their manuscript before sending it to us, and to clearly notify us that they wish their article 
to go through the peer-review process. 

• Articles should be a maximum of 8000 words in length, including notes and works cited. 
• Articles should conform to MLA 8th edition standards throughout. 
• MS Word .docx format only, or Google Docs should you not have access to Word. 
• Your first page should be a title page containing only your name and affiliation and the 

paper’s title.
• Please anonymize your manuscript by making sure your name appears only on this 

title page; we will take care of disabling the automatic user tagging before sending the 
manuscript to peer reviewers. 

• Please make sure pages are numbered.
• Please use endnotes, not footnotes. Do not link the note to the in-text number; this will 

require you not to use Word’s automatic notes.
• Please avoid discursive notes when possible. 

Articles not conforming to these guidelines will be returned rather than sent to peer review.

Once an article is received, two of our editors will review it and discuss its suitability for 
peer review. If we do not believe it suitable, the editors will either return it or propose that it be 
published as a non-peer-reviewed article. If the editors do believe it suitable, the submitter will 
be informed that it has been sent for peer review. For such articles, our intention is to have it 
reviewed by two scholars who are qualified to evaluate the work. Our intent is to spend no more 
than sixty days on the peer-review process. 

After receiving the results of the review(s), the editors will decide whether the article in 
question should be accepted as-is, perhaps with a few minor edits, or accepted only after major 
revisions, or rejected entirely. We will notify the submitter as soon as is practically possible after 
this decision is made. 
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Again, we will be doing this slowly and carefully. While scholars are encouraged to submit 
their work for peer review beginning now, please note that we will only accept two articles into 
the process for the Winter and Spring 2022 issues. This is not because we do not value your 
contributions; rather, we want things to move as smoothly as possible and are therefore being as 
careful as possible.

We are also planning a move away from WordPress to an established academic publishing 
platform, one that will allow for indexing in scholarly databases and DOI numbers. This will also 
be a gradual process, not least because it involves the appropriation of funds; we will keep you 
posted as the process unfolds.

We look forward both to your submissions and to bringing the Review, gradually, into the 
ranks of peer-reviewed journals in SF.

FROM THE EDITORS
Transition to Partial Peer Review
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From the President

Gerry Canavan

I could not be more excited by the Oslo conference—Bodhi Chattopadhyay and the 
CoFUTURES group have planned a simply incredible event (including an ambitious hybrid 
structure, half a dozen keynotes, nearly 200 presenters from six continents, and no conference 
fee!) that I really think will put our organization on the map in a new way. The conference 
registration page is now live at https://sfra.org/sfra-2022-conference/sfra-2022-conference-
registration/ for both presenters and non-presenting attendees so I would ask you to sign up and 
let me know if you have any issues or concerns. (Presenters must be members of SFRA, so be sure 
to renew your membership as well.)

Thank you to Bodhi and to CoFUTURES for everything you’ve done and are doing for SFRA.

We are moving forward with our plans to expand the executive committee. We have issued 
recent calls for the outreach director and the web director and will name those new officers soon; 
we are also reaching out to people we believe might make a good development officer and seeing if 
they have interest and capacity to take this on. Aisha Matthews has generously agreed to chair the 
new conference committee, and will be working with the organizers of recent conferences, as well 
as the 2023 and 2024 conferences, to set policy and guidelines for future SFRA conferences; she 
will also help us select a site for 2025 and beyond. (Thank you Aisha!) Perhaps most importantly, 
our elections this fall will include votes for president and secretary under the new guidelines, and 
will also include one-year pilot terms for the new “at-large” exec seats; this one-year pilot will help 
ensure that procedures and expectations are clear in time for the scheduled at-large election (for 
the full three-year term) in 2023.

This fall’s election will of course also mark the end of my time as SFRA President and my 
assumption of the “Immediate Past President” role. I look forward to assisting the new exec in that 
new position, but I’ll look back very fondly on my time as SFRA president (despite all the COVID-
related chaos that dominated the last three years). Thank you all for the trust you’ve placed in me 
these last three years, and thank you for all the work you all do to keep SFRA humming. See you 
in Oslo! 

FROM THE SFRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEEFROM THE SFRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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From the Vice President

Ida Yoshinaga

As we head to our first truly hybrid conference, in Oslo and online this summer, it is my 
pleasure to facilitate a follow-up discussion on diversity and inclusion for the global SF studies 
community that is the Science Fiction Research Association. Last year’s organizers—in response 
to critical, helpful feedback on the conference program by our membership—started this 
conversation on how our association can perform social justice in its institutional practice in 
addition to appreciating it in textual analyses. We hope to become the sort of organization that 
puts the “Co” in “CoFuturisms,” in other words.

Such conversations have been transpiring in traditional academic disciplines as well as our 
modest field of speculative/fantastic studies. Diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) 
issues are not exclusive of other, related discussions we have been holding among the SFRA 
Executive Committee—for instance, how to widen our scope of country representatives so as to 
include more participants who are not from the Global North. How to conduct better outreach 
to members of non-traditional class-, gender-, sexuality-, age-, ability-, and other thriving 
communities of intellectuals, educators, and artists who love our family of genres. How to support 
our rich breadth of scholars through more extensive networking and mentorship activities as well 
as improved travel and research funds. And so on.

At SFRA 2022 this summer, there will be a DEIB panel that invites you to share 
suggestions and proposals for widening the reach of our organization, for making it more 
safe and encouraging to join for diverse thinkers and creatives in SF studies, and for reflecting 
conscientiously on the outcomes of such efforts as we move together into the future. I take my 
lead from observing other academic associations—for instance, the Society for Cinema and 
Media Studies, which in the mid-2010s advanced a free trial 2-year membership for Indigenous 
scholars as a way to signal a welcoming space for Native, Aboriginal, First Nations, and similar 
researchers. For many, an SFRA membership might come secondarily after signing up to belong 
to a key association in one’s discipline (e.g., the MLA or ASA)—or inter-discipline (e.g., in the 
field of Native studies, NAISA; or of film/media studies, SCMS), as the case may be. For “alt-ac” 
researchers and adjuncts; for BIPOC and first-generation college-graduate scholars; for LGBTQIA 
faculty and storytellers working under varied social conditions, how do we facilitate membership 
in a vibrant, nourishing organization, so as to be competitive with other associations?

Come with your concrete suggestions for practice, policy, evaluation, finance, organizing. 
Come with your experiences with, and knowledge of, other associations’ (or programs’/ 
institutions’) imaginative, effective DEIB changes. If you can, reduce it to ONE page—outline, 
paragraph summary, bulleted list—to share online onscreen and in our Oslo meeting room with 
fellow attendees. And come with your curiosity for the future.

FROM THE SFRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEEFROM THE SFRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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The SF in Translation Universe #15

Rachel Cordasco

Welcome back to the SF in Translation Universe! As often happens, we may not have a 
boatload of new SFT available this spring, but what is available packs a real punch. Especially 
exciting is the arrival from Aqueduct Press of the first work of Basque science fiction in English 
translation. From Japan we get two new works of horror fiction—one of which comes from the 
pen of internationally-acclaimed horror writer Koji Suzuki. Finally, we’re treated to one of German 
modernist author Peter Weiss’s works, thanks to New Directions.

One of the most interesting phenomena related to the upswing in SFT is that, as the saying 
goes, a rising tide lifts all boats. Sure, the usual source languages are well-represented each year 
(Spanish, Japanese, etc.), but along with them, over the past several years, have come Czech, 
Hebrew, Arabic, Hungarian, Galician, Korean, and others. Italian science fiction, for instance, has 
also made its way more often into English, despite the fact that the genre is still not overly popular 
in Italy and very little funding is available to bring Italian literature into English.

Basque can now be added to this list of source languages gaining attention through SFT. 
Thanks to Aqueduct Press, which published excellent feminist science fiction from Spanish 
authors Lola Robles and Sofia Rhei in 2016 and 2019, respectively, Anglophone readers can now 
get a taste of Basque author Mayi Pelot’s unique perspective on writing and the future. Considered 
one of the first writers to have crafted science fiction in Basque, Pelot (who died six years ago) 
co-founded a literary magazine, participated in a Basque-speaking radio station, and contributed 
to a French-Basque dictionary. Her collection Memories of Tomorrow (tr. Arrate Hidalgo, April)-
-written between 1982 and 1992—includes five short stories and one novella, all focused on the 
aftermath of an imagined third world war. Each story zeroes in on just one or two characters 
trying to scratch out a life after widespread destruction. In her foreword to the book, Hidalgo 
looks forward to readers appreciating “the lyrical possibilities of [Pelot’s] elliptical, synthetic style 
of writing.” Having sat on many an SFT panel with Hidalgo, I can say with confidence that she 
understands not just the mechanics of translation but also the complex issues surrounding it as 
a craft. It’s always been a pleasure for me to talk to Hidalgo about translation and many other 
subjects, and I want to congratulate her on bringing Pelot into English where more readers can 
enjoy her creative mind.

For those of you who are more into surreal horror fiction, April and May have you covered. It 
should come as no surprise that both of these books are from Japan, since that country has given 
us more horror fiction in recent years than almost any other (besides Spain and Sweden). First 
up is Masatugu Ono’s At the Edge of the Woods (April), translated by Juliet Winters Carpenter, 
known to the SFT world for her Kobo Abe translations. In this unsettling story set in an unnamed 
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country, a family has just moved into a new house in the woods. The ghostly coughing and 
laughing drive the pregnant mother back to their previous home, since she’s worried about the 
growing fear in the house causing another miscarriage. Thus her husband and young son are left 
to face the isolation in an area rumored to be haunted by fantastic creatures and warriors from 
ancient history. And yet, this disquiet seems downright cozy compared to the increasing violence 
and environmental catastrophe that the two watch on tv every night. Even the mail carrier brings 
bad news of the outside world. This swirling mix of myth, fantasy, horror, and the surreal make At 
the Edge of the Woods a book you’ll likely want to read on a bright summer’s day, surrounded by 
cheerful people and chirping birds, because, man, that sounds scary.

“Scary” is also something Koji Suzuki knows well, having written a tetralogy that blends 
horror and science fiction. The Ring books focus on a psychic virus that spreads through various 
media, including film, video, and television; some Anglophone readers will recognize this story 
because of its own jump from book to tv and film. In his latest book in English, The Shining Sea (tr. 
Brian Bergstrom, May), Suzuki weaves a story about a pregnant woman left behind by her lover, 
who went to sea on a tuna boat. Feeling desperately alone and hopeless, the woman had tried to 
drown herself but was ultimately rescued and now remembers almost nothing. Over the course of 
the book, Suzuki explores the intersection of human fate and the indifference of the universe, and 
how relationships are either strengthened or frayed by this reality.

You might be thinking “yes, well, these sound interesting but I’m more of a Modernism fan,” 
so you’ll be glad to hear that German modernist author, playwright, and filmmaker Peter Weiss 
is in English again with Conversation of the Three Wayfarers (tr. E. B. Garside, April). Redolent of 
Kafka, Music, and Gombrowicz, Conversation features Abel, Babel, and Cabel monologuing about 
a steeplechase that occurs on a floating pontoon. Though each narrator describes the incident 
from his own perspective, the lives of the three men start blending together until the question 
arises as to whether or not these men are really just one person.

In terms of short SFT so far, April brought us another story by Chinese writer Pan Haitian. 
Titled “Hanuman the Monkey King” (tr. Emily Jin, Clarkesworld Magazine), this story imagines 
the complicated interactions between humans and an alien species in a spaceport city.

The rest of the year promises some further exciting SFT, including Shimon Adaf ’s Lost 
Detective trilogy and Lavie Tidhar’s anthology The Best of World SF 2 (which includes my 
translation from the Italian of Clelia Farris’s story “The Substance of Ideas”).

Thanks for reading, and I'd love to hear what you're reading now and what you’re looking 
forward to: rachel@sfintranslation.com. 

Until next time in the SFT Universe!

FEATURES
SF in Translation #15
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Call for Papers: Masculinities and Science Fiction

Michael Pitts

In the introduction of Gender and Environment in Science Fiction (2018), Bridgitte Barclay 
and Christy Tidwell note the suitability of sf texts for gender readings since such “texts often ask 
questions such as where is nature, what is natural, and who is equated with nature” (ix). Sf calls 
into question traditional, essentialist understandings of femininity and masculinity. Close analyses 
of gender in speculative texts therefore illuminate how sf normalizes and in turn marginalizes 
divergent performances of gender.

The intersection of masculinities and speculative fiction makes up an overlooked site at which 
normative and alternative conceptions of gender may be analyzed. Since its inception, sf has 
played host to the so-called crisis of masculinity. Fearing the loss of a mythologized, essentialized 
man, adherents to traditional ideals of manhood have contributed speculative works that attempt 
to stabilize essentialist, patriarchal views of manliness. A.E. van Vogt’s “The Changeling” (1944), 
E.E. “Doc” Smith’s Lensman (1948-1954) novels, and Frank Robinson’s The Power (1956), 
for example, vilify newly imagined forms of masculinity and frame patriarchal conceptions 
of manhood as both natural and pivotal to the stability of society. Each narrative therefore 
contributes to the crisis within sf concerning masculinity.

In contrast, other writers have contributed diverse works united by their socially-situated, 
radical presentations of masculinity. Golden age texts such as Stanley G. Weinbaum’s The 
New Adam (1939) and Jack Williamson’s Darker than You Think (1948) undermine the traits 
historically associated with manliness. Carrying forward this project, contemporary novels such 
as Ursula Le Guin’s The Dispossessed (1974), Marge Piercy’s Woman on the Edge of Time (1976), 
Octavia Butler’s Lilith’s Brood (1987-1989) trilogy, and N.K. Jemisin’s Broken Earth (2015-2017) 
series reimagine masculinities in radical and promising ways. Analyses of this historic and 
ongoing conflict of masculinities within sf illuminate the ways the genre shapes and is in turn 
shaped by divergent understandings of gender.

This symposium seeks papers that discuss topics at the intersection of masculinity studies and 
science fiction studies. It seeks to understand how masculinity, presented as divorced entirely from 
or inextricably linked to biological sex, is negotiated in speculative fiction. According to influential 
masculinity studies scholar Michael Kimmel, analyses of manliness should consider both those 
masculinities idealized by a culture and the alternative versions with which they compete (4). 
Accordingly, articles should seek to complicate the history of science fiction and illuminate 
conflicts between its competing portrayals of masculinity. Papers may focus upon a single text 
and its encoded messages regarding masculinity. Papers may also analyze historical trends within 
the genre or compare multiple texts and their presentations of manliness. Moving beyond simple 
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descriptions of such presentations of gender, these papers should make novel arguments about the 
centrality of divergent masculinities to science fiction and the manner by which they shape and 
are shaped by the genre.

Submissions

SFRA Review seeks essays of c. 2,000–3,000 words for a special issue analyzing the intersection 
of traditional and alternative masculinities and science fiction. Submissions may address, but are 
not limited to, the following:

Eco-Masculinities

Race and Manhood

Female Masculinities

Afrofuturism and Conceptions of Manliness

Cyborg Masculinities

Manhood in Utopian and/or Dystopian Science Fiction

Cyberpunk Masculinities

Speculative Masculinities and Sexual Violence

The Super Men and other Golden Age Masculinities

Abstracts of c. 250 words and short author bios should be submitted by email to the 
symposium editor Michael Pitts at mpitts@jcu.cz using the subject line “Masculinity and Science 
Fiction” by June 1, 2022.

Abstracts should specify the text(s) the author wishes to write about and how they will 
approach masculinity within the chosen text(s). Prospective authors are encouraged to reach 
out to Michael if they wish to discuss their essay concept; however, a discussion does not mean 
automatic acceptance. Authors will be notified of acceptance (or rejection) by June 15, 2022.

Accepted drafts of 2,000–3,000 words will be due at the beginning of August and should be 
prepared in MLA style with a Works Cited list in MLA 8th edition. A full project timeline is  
listed below.

FEATURES
CFP: Masculinities and SF
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Timeline

June 1, 2022 = Abstracts due

June 15, 2022 = Authors Notified of Acceptance

August 1, 2022 = First Drafts Due

August 15, 2022 = First Draft Edits Returned

September 1, 2022 = Second Drafts Due

September 15, 2022 = Second Drafts Edits Returned

October 15, 2022 = Final Drafts Due

Early November = Publication of symposium in SFRA Review 52.4

FEATURES
CFP: Masculinities and SF
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Call for Submissions: Fiction 

The Editorial Collective

The SFRA Review welcomes well-written and carefully edited pieces of short fiction that 
conform to the following guidelines:

• Submissions (stories, poetry, drama, etc.) should be no more than 4000 words.

• Submissions must be original works that have not been previously published; if, for 
example, a submission has been previously posted on a blog or similar medium, please 
include a note explaining when and where.

• Submissions should be clearly recognizable as SFF.

• Submissions should not be thinly disguised social or political rants.

• Submissions should be clearly germane to the issue’s topic.

• Submit Microsoft Word .docx files only. If you are unable to access Word, please use 
Google Docs.

• All files must include a brief (100 words or fewer) bio of the author and proper contact 
information; however, stories can be published under a pseudonym.

• All stories must be sent as attachments to sfrarev@gmail.com with the subject “Fiction 
Submission: Summer 2022”.

Stories will be read and edited by at least two members of the collective. We will be much 
more likely to reject submissions out of hand than to request revision, though we may do the 
latter.

The Summer issue does not have a particular topic, so feel free to submit stories on whatever 
topic you desire.

Subsequent issues will have different topics which will be revealed in the issues immediately 
preceding them.

FICTIONFICTION
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FICTIONFICTION

“How Long is the Road?”

Anthony Sheenard 
Translated by Gergely Kamper

How long is the road in metres  
from the sun down to the blood-orange? 

–Pablo Neruda

The two of them were sitting on top of a hill near the city staring at the distance where they 
knew the sea was stretching.

“They wanted to take a sample of Jensen,” Kathlen said. “The fool walked into a zemota-park 
to take a look around and they attacked him just like that.”

She laughed so hard she cried. Her laughter was missing the easiness of candor, though, it was 
somehow forced. Kathlen felt it wasn’t all right and paused. Only a faint, sad smile lingered on in 
the corner of her mouth.

“He couldn’t get himself out,” she went on in a more withheld manner. Meekly even. “He tried 
to talk them out of it but in the end the only thing he could do was run. Which would have been 
okay, but he couldn’t find the way out, and he would still be tumbling up and down between the 
nestbeds if he hadn’t realized in the nick of time that the number of the zemota nests decreases 
farther from the sea. I’d told him about this some time ago and he remembered.”

Kathlen glanced at the small squatting zemon next to her.

“This is the time for taking samples,” Artonoto said. He shaped the earthly sounds clearly in 
the hoarse, whispered voice of the natives.

“Yes, but Jensen is human. What could they do with his cells? This is not how we produce our 
offspring.”

“This is the time for taking samples for everyone living here. Whether they be from your race 
or mine. The night is due soon… The sky is getting dark above everyone who lives here now.”

Kathlen folded her arms around her legs and laid her face on her knees. The sun, red seal of 
wax, hung low in the sky above the distant horizon of woodland. The sun, around which a year 
equaled a day, as the planet only revolved twice while it navigated around its star.

After ten months of daylight, night was dangerously close. Darkness and frost, which also 
meant death for the natives. The earth woman couldn’t answer the small zemon; she was just 
sitting there next to him, and fell asleep. She hadn’t slept for twenty-eight earth hours, and 
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although she had got used to the rhythm of life on the planet, these twenty-eight hours exhausted 
her both physically and emotionally.

Later, when she woke up, she was alone. She felt awkward as she stood up. She adjusted her 
clothes and hurried to Artonoto’s home. The zemon was out, and he didn’t even leave a message as 
to where he had gone.

“And he left alone?” Kathlen was astonished.

“That’s how it is,” another zemon whispered. He spoke like Artonoto: he could hardly make 
himself understood. He must have learnt it during a unification and may have never used it since. 
Kathlen leant closer. Natives only reached as high as her waist.

“Where could he have gone?” she asked.

“He may be looking at the forest… Many are looking at the forest now.”

The woman pulled herself upright, and set off among the tube-like, adjoined, erratically 
winding homes to find Artonoto.

In the distance the trees cracked as the sun lowered its weight on the forest. She was heading 
in that direction. She found the little zemon faster than she’d hoped she would.

“A trick of the light,” Kathlen said.

“No,” whispered Artonoto and he waved his hand around. From the top of the look-out tower 
they could see quite far. “The trees are rematerializing. They’re gathering light now. It’s as if their 
hearts were starting to beat. Up till now they had just stood there, but soon they’ll possess souls. 
The gates of the fields of the overworld are being opened… Look!”

Kathlen didn’t answer. She had been near the mystic forest, not too close, though, as she didn’t 
want to offend the zemons’ faith. Then she hadn’t seen any light filtering from the roots of the 
trees. Neither sacred, nor simple. On the other hand, the natives have much more complex eyes, 
and this is their world.

“The wind,” she said, “bends the tops of the trees. Nothing happens, but the wind is rising. The 
wind moves the branches.”

Artonoto didn’t look at her.

“I know,” he said.

Kathlen felt ashamed.

“They’re standing guard,” the zemon added with heartfelt piety. “They’ve been standing guard 
there for centuries, for millennia even, and they’ve seen all our generations. They may be older 
than even your race. They’re as old as the universe.”

FICTION
“How Long is the Road?”
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The woman knew that the forest was inconceivably old, but there was no way he could believe 
that they were born together with the planet. She didn’t say a word, though. The doubts of science 
had no say in this matter. The zemon was preparing for death… and he was no different from a 
human preparing for death.

He was afraid.

As the night approached, the cold arrived in waves from the dark side of the planet. The air 
had become agreeably mild, at least mild for the earth woman after the long months of  
unbearable heat.

Artonoto was shivering with cold.

“Let’s go down,” he breathed.

Five hundred steps led from the look-out tower to the ground.

From up there the exhausted ball of fire seemed to provide some more time for the forest, but 
at the bottom of the tower they were greeted by the sight of trees burning in the light of the  
setting sun.

The city of the zemons was unusually empty. Kathlen made a remark on that.

“This is so because of the separation,” Artonoto whispered, and he started towards the inner 
streets. “It’s only natural.”

“Why don’t you stick together?” Kathlen asked.

The zemon chose not to tell her that even the assumption was considered rude. Only a human 
could ask anything like that. A nice, lovely human.

“Sample taking and then preparation. You’ll have to get ready for the road.”

“Together. As you live, as you think, as you feel. What if you went together, everybody with 
their spiritual companion?”

Artonoto shook his head like humans do.

“No. We share the light, but we keep the darkness to ourselves. We must tread the road to the 
overworld alone.”

They were ambling on deserted streets. Kathlen and the tiny zemon by her side with small, 
limping steps. The town was a maze. It had only one face that looked the same wherever she went, 
and if she stretched a bit, above the pipes she could see the arching grey or sometimes pink stone 
roofs, and she could perceive how far this system of tubes reached before it turned back to bite its 
own tail.

“Where are we heading?”

FICTION
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She couldn’t make sense of the answer.

“Who to?” she tried again.

“I’d like to present you with something.”

Kathlen was watching Artonoto. The zemon was walking on the edge of the lengthened 
shadows of the walls, on the borderline of light and shadow. The red of the sun took over 
everywhere: it descended from the sky and settled on the city like a gloomy dream.

One that you can never avoid whether you want to dream or not.

They proceeded through familiar and unfamiliar parts of the city. Kathlen had long been 
tired, and Artonoto looked exhausted as well. By their own measures the zemon was very old, 
and he was aging ever faster. She considered carrying him, but even if she was strong enough, she 
respected him too much to dare suggest anything like that. They walked on in silence.

“Here we are.” Artonoto suddenly stopped.

Kathlen looked around for familiar signs that might help her find out where they actually 
were. She was sure she’d been here before, but she’d met so many zemons through Artonoto, so 
many seemingly identical natives, and now she had no idea which one of them they were visiting.

“I’ve already brought you here on a few occasions. True, that was a long time ago,” Artonoto 
helped. “To Okava’s home.”

Okava was waiting for them in the door covered with a thick curtain. He used to be an abrupt, 
fast breathing little zemon, but by now his movements had slowed down, and he even seemed 
smaller as his back got bent. This is just the exterior, she warned herself, but Okava (like Artonoto) 
became reserved, somehow more distant than he had been a few months before when Kathlen had 
first met him.

Kathlen had to crawl into the zemon’s home on all fours. It was but a single room, although a 
two-story one. The furniture and all the objects in the room were made of stone. Pulling her legs 
under her she knelt down. Her head almost touched the ceiling anyway. Meanwhile Okava took a 
shapeless object off one of the shelves and gave it to Artonoto, who handed it over to the woman.

“He had fetched it himself from the spreading dark side,” Artonoto whispered.

“What is this?” she asked.

“A flower. It blooms early in the evening and radiates light. It had to be covered.”

Kathlen knew what the approaching night meant to the natives, and now watched the two 
zemons dubiously.

“He crossed the boundary of light?”

FICTION
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“He entered the nowhereland,” Artonoto nodded. “Night brings death, and death brings 
night… And still, Okava crossed the line. He had planned it for long, but he could do it only after 
the night had crept up from above the eastern sea to the mainland.”

Kathlen was studying the small package in her hands, and she wasn’t about the lift the shawl 
that was covering it for the world.

“Even in the night, this is the present of our sun,” Okava interrupted quietly. “May it remind 
you of us.”

“You have no idea how much you have given us.” Artonoto turned away. “You’ve told us about 
your world, about the people. And I can’t even take this with me.”

Kathlen suddenly felt a lump in her throat.

Outside, the sun was slowly diving under the horizon. Above, the sky was ripped apart, the 
clouds were the gaps, foam on the back of the blood red sea.

She waited for Artonoto outside the house. Though she had been introduced to the secrets of 
the zemons’ unification, and she had been present on a few such occasions, now she chose to leave 
the room. After this one the separation will be final.

Okava didn’t inquire where they were going, and Artonoto didn’t say. Everything that they had 
ever offered each other during their lives was taken back now. Artonoto couldn’t see with Okava’s 
eyes any more, he couldn’t hear with his ears, and he couldn’t feel anything through the other. 
They were separated.

 “Okava was the imagination,” Artonoto whispered later. “Everyone thought I was the 
imagination, but they were wrong. I was the hand and the mouth…”

Kathlen remained silent.

By then the forest had overcome the sun.

Every city in the west had its own forest, which meant three enormous forests on the only 
continent of the planet.

 “Go home,” Artonoto whispered.

 “No.”

 “You’re tired.”

 “Just like you. I’m not going.”

FICTION
“How Long is the Road?”
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Artonoto bent his head aside and looked Kathlen in the eye.

“Why aren’t you going to leave me alone?”

They were rambling aimlessly in the city, but Artonoto didn’t speak any more. The zemons 
avoided them because of the woman. The streets were deserted now, the natives were trying to find 
their place, and started towards the forest… They feared they wouldn’t have the strength later.

Kathlen felt the tiredness, too. Although the long walk and the time that passed hung heavily 
on her shoulders, and her legs were aching, she was faithfully following Artonoto. Once she tried 
to start a conversation.

“How did Okava dare to cross the boundary? To enter the territory of darkness?”

“Only tradition is stopping us,” the zemon whispered without turning back.

“I thought some ancient fear is what holds you back.”

“That may well be so.”

The kizant was a scrub-like plant which was cultivated outside the city for its fruit, but Kathlen 
knew that for humans only the leaves proved edible. Artonoto led Kathlen to an orchard of 
kizants. He himself didn’t eat anything; he was just staring at the woman.

The fruit was sickly, anyway, and fell off at the slightest touch. The taste of the leaves had 
changed, they’d lost their moistness and were crackling painfully when her teeth started grinding 
them.

“It would be pointless to head westward,” Artonoto whispered. “The sea is the boundary. We 
are born out of the sea, the zemota nests are placed there, and that is what would stop us if we 
wanted a longer life. If we intended to follow the sun. Or the spin of the planet as you suggested.”

Kathlen knelt by his side.

“A long time ago,” the zemon continued, “darkness brought on death. Now darkness rises 
within ourselves, not in the sky. It is not the night that overcomes us, but our faith. The sentence 
that is passed is written in our own souls. And that’s something we cannot run away from.”

“You could build ships,” Kathlen said. “In our world there’s a story of a man who built the 
largest ark in the world so that he’d be able to survive the flood with all the animals. You could 
survive the night. Together we would build several ships… Plenty of ships. With the aid of human 
genetics, we could extend your lifespan. I would help you find the antidote for aging, and then you 
could see your children hatch from those nests.”

She’d been saying that for weeks, but the zemons didn’t accept her proposal. Kathlen had even 
conducted secret experiments, but the lack of support hindered her efforts so much that she had 
no chance to make much progress. Not one of the natives was willing to help her. Had they learnt 
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what she was getting at, they might have made her and Jensen leave the planet.

“No one would board those ships.” Artonoto shook his head. “You know it as well as I do.”

Far away in the distance the sun finally slipped under the horizon for another half a year. Fear 
filled Kathlen’s heart. She turned around.

Behind them, in the east, the dark ribbon of night unfurled.

“Do you know how long you’ll be staying? You and Jensen?” Artonoto asked. They were once 
more sitting on top of the hill, on the silky, drying canopy of plants. Kathlen may even have slept 
some while Artonoto was watching the long stretch of fields that were full of small figures trotting 
towards the forest. The twilight had taken their faces and their names. They were but shadows, 
feeble, fragile, tired, lonely shadows.

Kathlen pretended not to have heard the question.

“Until the first stars appear.”

Some of those on the field collapsed and they had to stand up without any help from the 
others. They toiled and strained themselves but not one of them remained lying there.

“It’s far too late,” Artonoto sighed. “They’re the last ones. Most of us have reached the haven. 
They’re resting now.”

“Okava must have seen the stars,” Kathlen noted quietly.

“He’s seen them, and he showed them just before the separation… But I want to see the lights 
of the night with my own eyes, and I want to know that one of them is your star.”

“My star.” Kathlen produced a faint smile and lay back on the grass. “Where’s my sun?”

“The stars give us nothing. It was you and Jensen that first told us about the stars.”

“And you…?”

“It can’t be taken from us, neither from those following us. We’ve bequeathed it to the 
generation after our death. The knowledge lies dormant in the zemota nests.”

From behind their backs the dark ribbon sent grey troops to seize the sky. Even if the 
night arrived as a murderer, it wouldn’t interfere with the offspring of the zemons. With their 
inheritance.

The sample takers had already trusted the zemota nests to the stream in the sea that would 
carry them after the sun, and in which the tiny creatures would hatch. They’d spend the first part 
of their lives in the water. They’d swim around the planet. They’d start from the western shore of 
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the continent but they’d arrive at the eastern shore – together with the dawn.

“I’m glad you’ve been with us,” Artonoto whispered. It was a very human confession. Tears 
filled Kathlen’s eyes.

She had long stopped counting how many times she was on the brink of weeping.

“I’m glad, too, that I could be here. With you.”

They were silent for some time.

 “I’m grateful. No one had ever taught me as much about the world as you did…”

Ever since the sun had sunk under the trees it had been gradually becoming colder and colder. 
Artonoto curled up, shivering with cold. Kathlen put the covered plant on the ground and folded 
her arms around the zemon.

“From the tower perhaps we could still see the sun,” she said.

“No. It’s a long way away. And I… I’d like to see the stars now… For the first and last time.”

Two colors had taken over the sky by now – grey and red. Two entwining giant specters that 
stole the physical presence of objects, along with the third specter, the wind. Gentle movement, 
dazzling shadow-play turned transient into eternal.

The growing blackness of the sky had nothing to do with the mating of the red and the grey: it 
was conceived as the child of outer space.

And it brought on death.

The first star shone brightly but modestly. Kathlen gently shook Artonoto’s shoulder and 
showed it to him. When the old zemon turned around, and allowed his face to be seen, Kathlen 
was aghast.

“You’ll have to carry me a short distance,” Artonoto whispered.

 “I will.”

“Let’s wait some more, though.” Artonoto was practically entranced by the only star that ruled 
the sky. “Where are the others?”

“They’ll come up soon.”

“Suns, like ours?”

“Not this one. It’s only a planet.”

FICTION
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They waited but Artonoto lost his patience. He felt the urge to go and there was nothing he 
could do to fight it. He tried to hang on as long as possible, but he could just not be left behind.

 “Now,” he said suddenly. “Pick me up, please.”

The field, now immersed in infinite calm, didn’t care for the lean, tall figure that was tumbling 
towards the forest with its burden. A single shadow in sight and beyond. Kathlen’s steps were 
becoming shorter and shorter, but the forest hardly came any closer…

“Do the roots of the trees glitter?” the zemon suddenly asked, and he started to squirm in 
Kathlen’s arms.

“They’re still very far…”

About a hundred steps away from the forest Artonoto asked the girl to lay him down on the 
ground. A second star appeared. Kathlen held up Artonoto’s head.

“Another planet, right?”

“Yes.”

“I’ll stand up, you’ll see.”

“I believe you.”

“I’ll be met by warmth and lucidity.”

Artonoto was gasping for air. The girl was kneeling by his side watching the little zemon fight 
his age. As the last trace of daylight, the floating red robe vanished, Kathlen realized the glow 
spreading from among the roots.

The small creature struggled to his feet, and gathering all his strength, he started for the last 
few yards alone.

The trees stood far apart, still, their roots and branches made up an entangled mesh. Though 
the roots were rigid they slid under one another like winding tentacles. The trunks were huge, 
rock-like giants that reflected the several millennia they had survived. It seemed impossible to 
capture all of it with just one glance. The foliage started as high as a human head, and the bottom 
was straight as if it had been cut. Some bare branches broke this order, turning it into a chaos.

Artonoto held the protruding roots, and either climbed over or slid under them while he was 
heading deeper and deeper into the forest.

“Stay,” he called back feebly. “I’ll find my place.”

“No,” Kathlen answered, and she climbed after him.

“You can’t come any further. Look, how it shines. Nice place.”

FICTION
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“I’m coming with you.”

But Kathlen was unable to follow the zemon as fast as he was crawling with what was left of his 
strength, and she lost sight of him among the high arches of the roots. The intruding fog blurred 
her vision.

“Wait! Artonoto!”

The fog was whirling coldly. The light came from the pits at the roots of the trees. In this 
mystic glow the roots cast ghastly shadows as they strived upwards.

The sound of rolling stones came from the right. Kathlen turned her head, but her eyes were 
deceived by the reality transformed by the peculiar light.

“Artonoto! Stop! Stop for a moment!”

She slid through under a bunch of roots and kept struggling forward. From the foliage leaves 
were falling down.

“Just for one word.”

Kathlen slipped on the treacherous surface, and she only avoided falling into a pit by grasping 
at a root at the last moment. As she grabbed the root, she peeled off some of the bark. From the 
wounded tree pale magenta drops pearled.

She tumbled past two more trees then stopped, exhausted. She perceived no movement and no 
sounds. She’d lost track of Artonoto. Darkness had fallen, and the little zemon came here to die, as 
generation after generation had come since the beginning of time.

They had to meet their death alone by following the sun when it dived under the horizon to 
promise eternal life in another distant realm.

Kathlen was cold now. The cool drops of sweat drew icy lines along her spine. From the foliage 
frost set upon her and she suddenly realized that the roots were radiating heat.

This heat, just like the light, streamed from the pits under the trees, through the gaping 
openings on the surface. Kathlen was sitting on a root swinging to and fro. She kept repeating a 
nursery rhyme but even she wasn’t aware which of the many she had learnt as a child. She was cold 
and she had no idea where she was.

The ever-thicker shower of the falling leaves was accompanied by a strange rustling noise.

Jensen would be looking for her, he surely would. And he’d have no problem finding her. Only 
the plants and the two of them would be alive on this blasted continent.

The light radiating from the pit under her feet was cut off for a blink. It looked as if something 
stirred down there in front of the source of the light.
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Kathlen froze and was waiting for another blink. The first one was too feeble, too uncertain in 
this ghostly twilight under the cover of the whirling roots, in the ever so heavy shower of leaves.

The light flickered for a second time. If possible, it was even more uncertain—faster and 
ghostlike. Maybe nothing but an illusion.

Still, hope returned for Kathlen. She took a step, tumbled, and fell over a high protruding root, 
and into the pit. She slid to the bottom of the hole on her side.

“Artonoto!” she shouted desperately and faced the hole gaping at the bottom of the delve.

There was no answer. Nothing moved in the sharp light filling the delve.

She started digging. She tried to make the hole bigger. Her fingers touched cool, moist earth. 
When the hole was large enough for her hand and arm to get in, Kathlen lent closer.  The giant old 
tree silently watched from above.

“Artonoto!”

Did she hear something?

“Artonoto!”

It was really warm down there, but the blinding white light had a strange, distressing effect.

Voices and more voices came from the depth. Not words, but sighs and whispers. Without 
really knowing what she was up to, Kathlen pushed forward.

Meanwhile the trees were bare, their leaves riding on the wind.

After she had fallen through the gap, Kathlen rolled down on a slope. She arrived headfirst. 
Though a bit dizzy, she felt all right.

As she looked up, she suddenly felt a strong, putrid smell. The smell of corruption, sweet 
blood, and something unknown: the smell of death.

Kathlen was retching. Everything that had ever been earthlike in this world had come to 
nothing now. She slowly pulled herself upright. In the incredibly intense light radiating from the 
stones at her feet she caught a glimpse of a body lying on the ground.

The cave was enormous, she could hardly see the opposite wall. It was freezing. It wasn’t a 
passage to a better world, as the natives thought. It didn’t lead anywhere. The ceiling was made up 
of roots, among which some slight tremor started, but Kathlen took no heed, as her attention was 
occupied by the body in front of her.

She took a step towards it. The movement above her head was getting more and more lively. 
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Drops fell on her face.

Kathlen discovered more humps a bit further. Their outlines suggested that other zemons lay 
there. She convinced herself, though, that she could only see large stones.

The body lying in the middle was wet from the liquid dripping on top of it and reflected the 
light. Strings of fiber kept falling on the body and on Kathlen’s head.

She took two more steps.

The zemon was lying on his belly and his face was turned towards a distant corner. Kathlen 
realized, though, that it wasn’t Artonoto lying in front of her. She didn’t have to stoop and turn 
him around to take a closer look: she just knew that it wasn’t him.

Suddenly Kathlen had a feeling like she had just woken from a dream. The smell gripped her 
stomach again and penetrated her mind. She gasped. She had hardly stood up when something 
jumped on her back, and she fell on her knees. As she stretched her arm to reach for something 
solid, she touched the dead zemon. Her palm became smeared, the pieces of the bark wriggled as if 
they were alive.

It felt like a snake sliding along her spine. She crawled away from the carcass, and she only 
dared to look back then.

She screamed. The roots seemed to be alive as they were wriggling wildly like the legs of a 
spider. She was lying under the thorax of the imaginary monster. But they were only roots, though 
not ordinary ones. Their outer bark hung like torn rags uncovering the naked flesh of the tree that 
was sweating some sort of grey phlegm. Something seemed to be moving behind the cover of the 
roots.

Meanwhile more and more drops fell from above. The unknown liquid started to burn 
Kathlen’s hands and face. She tried to wipe it off with her sleeve, but soon her clothes were soaked, 
too. The pieces of bark, like giant worms, were coiling, trying to get under her skin. She felt a 
minor dose of electric shock.

She looked around for the way out, but she couldn’t see the gap anymore. She was turning 
about hopelessly; the walls had dissolved in the dim light. Kathlen had lost her orientation and felt 
claustrophobia taking over.

She heard her own voice shouting for help while trying to tear the living, wriggling pieces 
of bark off her skin. The drops falling from above had turned the isolated little puddles into an 
unbroken body of whirling muddy water that covered the radiating stones. It was darker and 
darker in the pit.

She could still not see the exit; it was covered by leaves.

She chose one side of the pit at random, climbed as high as she could, and as she had no use 
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of her eyes she tried to feel for the passage to freedom with her fingers. Every now and then she 
slid on the slippery ground, and she didn’t dare to hang on to the roots wriggling above her. She 
tried hard not to be sick, but there was no way she could keep the nauseating smell out of her nose. 
After a few minutes of desperate exploring, she was covered with a thick layer of mud.

She grabbed mud, and only mud. She felt her prison eternally sealed, the time that passed 
seemed like centuries. Kathlen kept on struggling in the cold, stinking darkness. Panting, with 
tears in her eyes, she was scraping the ground. Leaning on her elbows she didn’t feel her hands 
anymore. All her life she’d never felt so squalid.

The pit seemed to have shrunk. The liquid at the bottom was coming up, the roots were 
coming down, and even the earthen walls seemed to be pushing closer and closer. Kathlen was 
convinced they’d tumble over and bury her. She was choking, her muscles cramping helplessly.

Her fingers grasped leaves – her arm suddenly disappeared in the opening. The unexpected 
movement and surprise made her pause for a moment and that was enough for her to lose balance 
and start sliding down the slope. She couldn’t find anything to hold on to, her nails were gauging 
deep tracks in the wet clay, and she would have shrieked if she’d had the strength to do so.

Someone grabbed her hand and steadied her in the nick of time. Kathlen’s feet found some 
solid ground and she started climbing. She held on tight to her savior, who was hidden from her 
by the thick canopy of leaves covering the exit. His touch was telling, though: it wasn’t human, it 
wasn’t Jensen.

“Artonoto,” Kathlen moaned. “Artonoto.”

She pushed her head through the leaves then managed to squeeze her shoulders out. She still 
couldn’t see anything, but as the smells had released her she now felt more or less relieved. 

It wasn’t Artonoto that saved her. A tiny zemon was standing in front of her, one she’d never 
seen before. A weary looking unknown zemon late for his own death. Kathlen staggered to her 
feet, looked down on him and mumbled something in their language.

Later she never remembered what she might have said.

The zemon gently touched Kathlen’s waist to show that he’d like her to step aside. She wished 
she could hold him back but obeyed without saying a word. 

At first she thought she’d tell him what was going on down there, what would happen to 
anyone descending into the pit: no warmth, no peace, but gluttonous haste and murderous 
timelessness. In the end she didn’t have the nerve to say anything. The words just didn’t come. 

Kathlen stepped aside and silently watched the zemon as with slow, calculated motions and 
with an odd, expectant smile on his face he descended into the pit. In a matter of seconds leaves 
rolled on the hole again closing the lid over this strange tomb.
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Through the now bare branches Kathlen looked up to the austere sky. Above the forest 
whished the first wave of an approaching gale.

“The moon. When does the moon rise?” Kathlen asked barely mouthing the words. She sat on 
the ground and wept.

The flower was as beautiful as could be. Kathlen was standing wrapped up in her coat outside 
her house, holding the pot in her hands. Jensen had flown to the sunny side for a few hours, but 
she’d chosen to stay. Something had held her back.

The clear sky was full of stars. After the winds that accompanied the darkness, even the 
thunders that brought the frost had passed by now.

The flower was radiating crimson light.

Jensen had found both of them easily. On the little screen of the biometer she was the 
lonely yellow dot on the black background. After he’d taken her out of the forest, he went to find 
the flower she’d left on one of the hills west of the town. Kathlen seemed to be beside herself 
demanding him to do so. The wind had blown the shawl off the pot and the dim light it radiated 
made it easy to find the flower. It was shining lonely on a downtrodden field where nothing was 
alive now. It would have been far too early.

“Fodder,” Jensen said after Kathlen haltingly told him her story. “This is how the trees make 
it through the winter. On one hand they squeeze out all the fluids so they can’t freeze… On the 
other, it’s active secretion… It happens elsewhere.”

They were sitting on a desolate world talking.

“…the leaves drift in, too,” Jensen went on. “The wind sends them in. They decay and are 
absorbed.”

The spaceship that had been sent for them was nowhere to be seen but Kathlen was constantly 
spying the sky for it.

“Ghost forest,” she said softly. “It feeds on itself and the zemons. Scavenger trees…”

“Yes. Only these trees survive. They are the only ones that don’t have to retreat to their bulbs, 
their seeds or underground or into the sea.”

“Ghost forest,” repeated Kathlen.

Yellow and red glowing from the south announced that the fluorescent flowers of the night 
would grow there until the next storms arrived. She took a closer look and saw that the blooming, 
glowing field in front of her stretched as far as the horizon.
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Suddenly the frosty night wind arrived and tore all the flowers apart.

Only one remained: the one Kathlen protected.

Now she was shivering with cold with her flower in her hands in a ghost town. She could 
have accompanied the man to the sunny side, but she didn’t feel strong enough. This is how they’d 
started exactly a year ago: by studying the newborn offspring escaping to the ocean from the 
zemota nests. They’d discovered the towns and knew that those small creatures were somehow 
linked to them.

It was then that Kathlen chose Artonoto. She studied him, got to know him, and she was there 
when this stage of the zemons’ lives came to an end. And after a painful metamorphosis as fully 
developed and conscious beings he and the other creatures of his species took possession of those 
towns, the tube-like houses and the knowledge their ancestors had left them. Childhood ended, 
and Artonoto, who had then long been much more than just a creature to study, became a co-
worker, a friend – someone inseparable from Kathlen.

At least they’d thought so for a long, long time.

They’d learnt a lot from each other, the human and the zemon.

Slowly, clouds floated in front of the stars depriving the moonless night of this lonely planet 
from the comforting light of distant suns.

Kathlen turned around. She was on her own in this corridor of the space cruiser. She hurried 
along the empty walls with the covered pot in her hands.

She had already prepared the isolated cabin for her flower in the botanic garden: a square yard 
of separated world. Earlier she’d asked Jensen whether the plant would survive in the artificial 
environment, and he assured her that it would be all right, and she might have two or three flowers 
the following year. Nevertheless, it would rarely bloom, only for a short period after half a year of 
daylight at the arrival of the half-year-long night.

It may bloom in the dark, Kathlen thought, but it is the child of that star, too.

She took the flower out of the pot with a small ball of earth and planted it into its new 
dwelling. She flattened the soil, sprinkled over it a few handfuls of that dry pale blue grass-like 
something that covered the fields on the planet. She pulled her hands out of the protective gloves 
reaching through the glass and drew a curtain over the window of the little chamber.

Having done that, she could have switched on the lights in the garden, but didn’t. She went 
over to the window, and for a long time she was just watching the planet. They were hovering 
above the sunny side. Below them there was the endless light blue ocean, an unfathomable body of 
water.
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How different the boundary between light and darkness was from up here! To get outside a 
world full of life is to get outside life itself and to leave time behind.

“I’ll be leaving you,” Kathlen said out loud to the planet, to the continent, to the ocean, to the 
trees, to the new zemota generation, which, wandering under the water was waiting for the chance 
to set foot on the continent in half a year’s time. She turned away from the window. With a single 
glance she took in the earth trees and bushes crowded in the garden of the space cruiser. “We’re 
going home… Home.”

Sándor Szélesi (Anthony Sheenard) is a multi-award-winning Hungarian SFF and crime 
fiction writer, screenwriter, and editor, and the head of the Hungarian Writer’s Alliance’s SF 
Division since 2018. He is the author of over thirty novels and over a hundred short stories.
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FICTIONFICTION

“Writing on the Stone”

Csaba Béla Varga

Secret societies do not like eyewitnesses. This antipathy is mutual. 

Next to the wall of the graveyard, sitting on a half-sunken bench I was waiting for the 
Morning Star, herald of the darkness, outrider of the morning. I had plenty of time, no urgent 
business waited for me in this city I used to call home once. I wasn’t too afraid.

Well, I didn’t have much to lose either.

I had spotted the statue at my last returning from abroad when I couldn’t find the grave of my 
grandmother at the base of the ancient wall of this cemetery. I asked people about it. They told me 
that the upper part of an old crypt had collapsed when the graveyard was enlarged. One of the big 
machines hit and destroyed it. That is how the pale woman appeared. They realized only days later, 
after that famous cloudburst, which had wiped out three villages in the eastern counties, that she 
was made of white marble.

I went into the graveyard to say farewell to my grandmother. I was surprised when I saw how 
beautiful the shining female figure was. And I was not so taken aback that I couldn’t read the text 
on her pedestal. In those days I was annoyingly vain because of my supposed importance and 
higher education. I regarded myself as an expert of ancient languages and scripts. But that time I 
was in a hurry and didn’t have much time for questions. Later, I traveled half the globe and the will 
of Fate brought me here again, although I felt not a single spark of desire to be there.

When I returned, I already knew quite a bit about the World on This Side of the Dreams, 
about the Powers, and I had just started to suspect something about the Ways. I brought a bouquet 
of yellow roses to the place where the grave of my grandmother was supposed to be. This was the 
moment when I again caught sight of the statue. 

The text in Latin still seemed to be gibberish for me. The groups of letters divided from each 
other by Maltese crosses showed no resemblance to the words of any language I knew. However, 
the short line under it, chiseled deep in the shining marble nearly cried out for my attention. I 
had learned a few things on my long quest. I stepped near the statue and let my fingers touch the 
text. Now in hindsight I realized that I hadn’t even looked at the temptingly beautiful female shape 
above it.

Probably that is why I am still alive.
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I was quite surprised to see the Old Tongue on a Christian holy site. The Elder Kin didn’t come 
often to this part of ancient Europe. A long time ago, at the dawn of history, the Bronze Age People 
of the Spirals blocked their way at the Danube. 

They only left a few marks behind, which wasn’t alive in the human flesh of the later 
generations. The Inquisition tried everything they could to erase these marks, just like the Turkish 
Empire or even the heretic sects did.

Not that I blame them for it. They had every reason to act that way. Still, this stone stood here, 
in the shade of the church and I could read the writing on the stone.

Only me, no one else.

“The full Moon wakes your desire, 
The flow of time burns like fire. 
Your bad fate is the red rooster’s Moon. 
Can you hear him? He calls your doom.”

Once, I read these sentences on the other side of the globe. And I knew how they would go 
on. I turned slowly and I wasn’t surprised at all to see the huge red bird on top of the gray concrete 
wall which separated the graveyard from the four-lane highway. He could have been the pride of 
any chicken yard and sported a crest like a crown. The bird looked at me with angry stern eyes. I 
bowed my head and put the triple sign of Thot on myself with my right hand. The rooster kept on 
watching me for a while then his gaze left my face and stopped at the statue.

I felt the old one coming right before he had appeared on the muddy path winding between 
the plots. I knew that when he reached me, he would talk to me.

“Praised be…” he looked at me with an expectation, “…our Lord... Jesus Christ.”

“Now and forever… Amen” I pronounced the word with one m only, but that did not seem to 
disturb him.

“This is a heathen statue. It shouldn’t be allowed to be here.”

“What is wrong with it?”

“It spoils young people. It is immoral. Lecherous. And… you know, heathen too.”

“It is not that old,” I protested. “Not older than three hundred years.”

“Still, it is. It radiates the spirits of the unbelievers. It should be broken. It hosts the dead. It is 
strange and dangerous.”

“Dangerous?”
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“Not even the grass grows around it. Look, it is bare stone at this very place where there was a 
lawn not long ago. As if poison was leaking out of it. Two people have already committed suicide 
at its feet. A month ago, that boy. They say he was lovestruck. Two months ago, the woman. A 
painter. She cut her veins. And then the gypsies. They wanted to steal it. The next morning, they 
were found here, cold like stone. At the roadside, the engine of their van was still warm. Murder, it 
was. It was written in the newspapers.”

“Did they get killed?”

“All of them. The investigator said it must have been a gang warfare. Nowadays they like to 
carry swords. But I am asking you...” He stopped for a second, looked around with a sly glance, 
then gave me a sign to lean closer to him. “So, what I really would like to know is why the hair of 
all the five gypsies turned white? Like snow. That’s what happened!”

It started to rain. I stayed there for a long time, even after the limping old one had disappeared 
in the bushes.

First, I had to settle an old score, after that, ten days later I could return.

This time I was sitting on the moss-covered bench and watched the slowly fading shadow of 
the tower of the church. The setting sun painted the yellow wall pinkish for a short time, then I 
could spot my star.

By that time the graveyard had already been empty. Not many people had the habit of coming 
this way at all. They hadn’t buried anyone here since the end of the war. Among the twigs of the 
dark pine tree a stunted crow made grotesque movements but when it heard the voice of the 
roosters, got scared and flew away. Not only one rooster was bidding farewell to the Sun, but 
several.

I was wearing an old Soviet officer’s coat with no insignia on the shoulders and a leather hat 
with a broad rim. I thought it was not necessary to put any kind of sign on me, I came only to 
observe. Curiosity is not a serious sin.

Hopefully.

I wasn’t too surprised that I had to wait till midnight. Usually, one has to wait till then. At 
eleven the fog came. That thick, yellow kind of fog that seemed to possess its own will to suck out 
life from everything that exists.

Although I was wearing a thick pullover and a coat, I started to shiver. The sounds gradually 
became dull, and after a while even the roar of the discotheque near the outer wall of the graveyard 
seemed to be a mere whispering only. 

I shuddered at the thought of the hundreds of young people dancing there with no knowledge 
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of the thousands of their age who had been buried at that very place after the outbreak of cholera. 
Hopefully nothing infiltrates their room; nothing emerges from the wet cold earth. Whose feverish 
mind gave birth to the crazy idea to build a place of entertainment on that cursed spot?

Somehow, I couldn’t imagine that I would have to wait in this disgusting soup long. Certainly 
this fog, with its bestial smell of rotting flesh, scared passers-by home. Even the night wards looked 
for asylum in the pubs instead of letting all warmth from their bones be sucked out. 

And then the deep sound of the bell in the tower announced midnight. Wind came again, 
chased away the clouds and the fog and then with haughty majesty the full Moon appeared. In the 
dumping grounds not far away, the dogs started to howl.

We can call the ones who now arrived dramatis personae easily. They were self-confident, 
almost arrogant, and both of them paid attention to make a very impressive entrée. 

They might have been necrophile amateur actors.

But they weren’t.

The black knight entered through the huge gate, which dominated the side wall. The wrought 
iron wings of the door were opened by invisible hands and the dark hero walked with deliberate 
steps, slowly past the angels that adorned the entrance.

He radiated a halo of self-assurance and something else. An elemental menace.

With his right hand he pushed back his long cloak and his left rested at the basket of the 
sword. Made in Toledo, I was absolutely sure of it.

He stopped in front of the statue. He touched the Latin script with his gloved right hand, then 
his fingers found a rest at the foot of the lady of marble. Motionless, he admired the face of the 
woman.

His nemesis chose this very moment to enter the scene. 

He might have seen far too many Hong Kong-style action movies. This was my first 
impression when I saw him making a perfect triple somersault above the fence. 

After finishing the jump, he froze in an immaculate kung fu position while cutting the way of 
retreat of the black knight. The moonlight sparked on the shaking edge of a Chinese blade. The 
Asian was wearing a loose red coat and a helmet, which had a crest not very different from the 
crown of a rooster. On his breastplate the ancient four-armed symbol of the Sun gloomed in a 
golden light.
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The one in the black cloak turned slowly. His hand left the foot of the woman with a 
hesitation, but after a while it slowly moved towards the grip of the sword. Now his face reminded 
me of a Carthaginian High Priest.

A priest of Baal, to be precise.

They slowly moved closer to each other. The movements followed a conscientious 
choreography. They felt no need for words while facing each other and that was a pity, because 
I really wanted to know their real names. I could swear that they had met many times before. 
Wolves faced each other like this. 

The frosty air seemed to start glowing between them, so deep was their mutual, ancient hate 
for the other. Whatever they felt, they didn’t allow their feelings to sweep their attention away. 
Sharks circled around each other like this.

The black knight could have been welcomed on the shining floor of every ballroom in the 
world. I had no doubt that the ladies of the upper classes would cover him in roses after a dance. 
On the other hand, the way the red rooster was moving would have made even the most brutal 
boot camp sergeant smile with satisfaction. The way he was moving was death incarnate.

At this moment I was already thoroughly scared. Seeing the two picadores, I regretted a 
thousand times not having stayed in the guest room of the fraternitas. 

I was too frightened even to breath, so I decided to slow down. In my chest my heart was 
pounding in a slowing rhythm. My body was not a single spark warmer than the stone bench I was 
sitting on, as if I was carved out of stone myself. 

As long as one could see the Moon in the sky the warriors were just circling around each 
other. At the very moment, however, when a ragged piece of gray cloud covered the skull-white 
celestial lamp, the two blades sparked to life in the blood red echo of the light from the lasers in 
the discotheque so damned close to us. The men launched their attack at the same time.

They were fast, incredibly fast. Chinese steel hit the blade from Toledo. The macho elegance of 
the neo-Latin fencing schools met the deadly techniques of the sword-masters of the Forbidden 
City. I couldn’t really imagine that any mere human being could have even the smallest chance 
against either of the battling ones. But they both knew each other quite well. 

The Chinese blade, sharper than any razor, moved faster than any eye could have seen, but to 
no avail because the Spanish knight knew exactly where to defend the thrust. 

Just the same way, his effort to impale the Asian warrior in the very heart of the swastika was 
absolutely futile, as his adversary had moved away a thousand times from the very same slash 
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during their previous encounters. Neither of them backed away, neither of them yielded to  
the force. 

The very strength and violence of their clash would have broken even the best swords of the 
common men into shards. It would have broken the weapon and the arm that was holding the 
blade as well. Just like so many times in the past.

I have no idea who helped the black knight. Not that I think he asked for any help.

Nevertheless, the help came.

More than a hundred young people paid for that with their lives.

As the newspapers wrote later, a mustard gas bomb from the World War had exploded under 
the floor of the discotheque.

When silence filled the place of the loud music, when lightning of the laser beams from the 
other side of the fence disappeared, I had the feeling that a black wind swept over the graveyard. It 
took only a mere minute for the leaves on the trees to get yellow and dry and it made the bats drop 
dead from the night sky. Had I been breathing, I would have died too. But my body quietly rested 
and only my mind kept me on this side of the Gate.

The red rooster-warrior nearly faded out into the dark storm. Where his body wasn’t covered 
by thick temple-clothes or armor, his skin was boiling with blisters. Of course, that alone wouldn’t 
have been lethal for him. 

But the evil knight literally drank himself full of the black fog. As he grew, he dwarfed his 
enemy. The stolen life force of the dead made him unbelievably strong.

He needed only one cut to destroy his nemesis.

The black cloud was nowhere to be seen when the survivor moved at last. He gripped the body 
of his victim and lifted him. I could see the wound quite well, and the blood. A light brown, slowly 
dripping fluid, Vitae angelis. 

Angel’s blood. The most potent, most expensive medicine in the world of the living. One drop 
of it can cure AIDS, one glass of the elixir mixed in wine can bring back the faded years of long-
gone youth. These valuable pearls were raining in a slow shower on the white grass when the body 
of the dying angel fell in front of the feet of the statue. 

I could feel it in my own chest when the heart of the victim stopped beating. The earth in front 
of the marble figure became like a greedy mouth and swallowed the fluid life-force.

The woman seemed to be the twin sister of the long-gone model of the statue. Her skin was 
gleaming in the pale light of the Moon in the very same color as her white skirt. Around her feet 
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the wind was playing with the stolen ashes from the silent discotheque then it raised the fine dirt 
of the graveyard too. 

It seemed to me that two transparent spirals emerged from under the withered grass. As they 
lifted higher, they became white and faded into the clothes of the woman. The pale beauty seemed 
to become more and more real with each passing moment. She really started being there.

They just watched each other with the knight. For a long time neither of them made any 
movement. If they talked, I couldn’t hear it.  Then the man opened his arms and stepped next to 
the lady. He wanted to embrace her. His arms went through the body of the woman, although it 
seemed to be as real as the statue above them. 

I couldn’t see the face of the knight but on the face of the woman disappointment, then flaring 
up anger, and at the end a deadly despair could be seen. Now she tried to embrace her beloved 
one, but to no avail. She couldn’t succeed.

The angry knight hit the pedestal with his gloved fist. He still seemed to be as huge as he was 
when he slew the angel. The column cracked by the sheer force of the impact; the statue however 
remained as immaculate as before. He tried to caress her face, but his fingers sank under the white 
marble skin.

The call of the bells urged them to a swift decision.

He turned, looked at his sword, down at the earth, and then at me.

He gripped the blade under the golden basket. He was moving in my direction. The terror 
on the face of the lady was obvious. She hurled herself after the man, but she couldn’t move away 
from the statue. So, she had to remain there in her desperation, she could only reach out with her 
hands after the knight.

He came to a halt in front of me and grabbed my face. As if acid had been poured on my face, 
my skin felt as if on fire. During an incredibly fast moment my heart accelerated back to normal 
speed. That shock nearly killed me. My senses were no more reduced to the seeing. They were 
unfortunately active again. The last time I sensed the stench of human bodies so close to me was in 
the hell that was the Cambodia of Pol Pot.

The howling of the dogs couldn’t oppress the sirens of the fast-approaching cars of the 
fireguard anymore. My will however was not commanding my muscles. I had to endure helplessly 
as the dark being lifted me on my feet. His black eyes looked deep in the abyss of my mind. 

“And the king will meet the queen. 
Because death is just a dream.”
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The grip of his sword, inlaid with gold, hovered only an inch away from my face. I took the 
weapon and followed the knight. In front of the statue, the red clothes and the golden armor 
covered now only withered carrion. The woman was standing hunched next to the statue. Her 
pale, bloodless fingers gripped the feet of the statue with such force that for a moment I thought 
they actually sank into the stone. 

The sword was light, perfectly balanced by a great weapon-smith but such cold radiated off 
from it that my hand nearly froze. I knew quite well what I was supposed to do, and the task was 
not against my liking. Not at all, even if the order would banish me for that.

They, the man and the woman, just kept looking at each other. I realized it would be 
impossible to hold the sword for long. My arm had already started to get numb, and the cold 
reached my shoulder. So, I raised the basket to my face and saluted them.

The warrior of shadow turned towards me. It seemed to be a huge effort for him even to keep 
his shape. He gripped his black shirt and with one sudden pull bared his chest. The woman, this 
unbelievably beautiful being of white marble, stepped behind him. She embraced the knight. Her 
small, delicate, transparent hand found a rest on the left chest of the man. Between her fingers I 
could see rather well the three numbers and the oddly shaped tattoo, similar to a wound. I knew 
where to thrust the blade.

It went through two bodies. I put all my strength into the thrust. For a second nothing 
happened, then I slowly sensed the beats of a non-human heart. The basket of the sword pressed 
the hand of the woman onto the chest of the man. 

It was not angel’s blood which splashed from this wound, not at all! The thin, burning fluid 
splashed like flames upwards on her hand. Her skin gradually became pinkish, her lips reddened, 
her eyes suddenly showed color. I was glad that she wasn’t looking for me. I pulled the sword out 
of the wound. The blade was clean, it was immaculate.

The cold nearly reached my heart. I dropped the weapon and staggered away. In the 
meantime, the fire brigade had arrived, and on the other side of the graveyard’s wall rescue started. 
Determined, firm voices shouted orders. I heard the noises of heavy boots. From the mountains a 
helicopter was approaching. The world was as it had to be.

Of course, I looked back from the gate. Who could have resisted the temptation? They were 
standing next to the column. They were embracing each other. She wasn’t white, he wasn’t black 
anymore. Their shapes faded away. When I pulled the wrung iron wings of the gate shut, no one 
was standing on the burned-out grass.

Somehow, I managed to struggle home. I escaped into a dreamless sleep. But then, at dawn, I 
heard in the urban heart of the great city the call of the rooster. I knew I had succeeded again in 
gaining a few new enemies. And of course, a good sword as well.

FICTION
“Writing on the Stone”
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A Hungarian writer and translator, Csaba Béla Varga was born in 1966 in Budapest and 
published his first science fiction short story in 1996 in the Hungarian magazine Galaktika SF. He 
has published six novels and three educational books. In his work, he is interested in the effects 
of technological development on mankind and on everyday life in our near future. Married with 
three children, Csaba has been a freelance writer and translator since 2010. The list of hobbies and 
leisure activities he enjoys but is extremely clumsy at is embarrassingly long and includes hiking, 
Japanese go, collecting SF figures, books, comics, swimming, traveling, and yoga.

FICTION
“Writing on the Stone”
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The Hungarian Way of Science Fiction

Sándor Szélesi 
Translated by Gergely Kamper

As early as forty years ago, those meddling in the world of speculative fiction in Hungary often 
joked that defining science fiction is a favored indoor sport among their ranks. It seemed like a 
nice joke, and it was at least as true as it was funny, although in those days few really grasped this.

Science fiction is a genre of British and American origins which was shaped by the scientific 
and social changes as much as by literary trends of the twentieth century. Defining it would not 
be easy even if it could be described by formal or content-related criteria like other genres, but the 
fact that these have been changing along the way makes the task even more difficult.

In the 1970s, attempts at forming a definition originated from three different sources: 
academic literary studies, commercial book and magazine publishing, and communities of 
practice. That decade was when the first theoretical works appeared, and although it was a 
formalistic approach that first found a way to a definition, a new theory also surfaced emphasizing 
a historical aspect in the system of genres. Partly motivated by this paradigm shift, SF, still in its 
infancy, started to seek out its literary antecedents. 

Nevertheless, this approach—like the formalistic one—did not result in an unequivocal 
definition. As a matter of fact, neither answered the question of what science fiction really was. 
In Hungary not only theoretical research—similar to what was going on in the United Kingdom 
or the United States—was lacking at the time but there was no de facto SF publishing, either. The 
authors of  sporadic speculative works were either practitioners of young adult literature—Péter 
Tőke, Miklós Rónaszegi, Péter Bogáti—or came from ‘high literature’ and only took a short trip 
to the genre—Péter Lengyel, Dezső Tandori, Gyula Hernádi. Every now and then a scientist—like 
astronomer György Kulin or biologist Tibor Dévényi—signed on, but their works never received 
the SF label. They also did not relate to the then-canonized British and American science fiction 
(not to the current topics let alone the institutions of publishing) or the works of the contemporary 
authors coming from a world of class struggles and positivistic technology—although educational 
policies explicitly required the transmission of socialist ideals for the coming generation. 
(Examples are Földrengések szigete [1957] by Klára Fehér or Endre László’s series Szírusz kapitány, 
which first found its way to audiences in the form of a radio drama.)

It was high time that a new collection of books labelled as SF came to life. It finally got the 
go-ahead in 1969 and interestingly enough is associated with the poet Péter Kuczka. The well-
connected and pragmatic Kuczka found a market gap he could fill in Hungarian literature. He was 
fortunate, not only because he got the backing of the socialist cultural leadership, but also because 
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communities of practice similar to those in the United States had not been formed yet, and literary 
science found SF nor worthy of their attention, which meant that Kuczka did not have these two to 
comply with.

Three years later Kuczka raised the bar attached to the books and created a more extensive 
project: an SF anthology, Galaktika. At first, to gain proper intellectual and financial backing, 
they intended to present the roots of the genre, thus proving the literary legitimacy of science 
fiction (academics remained silent on the issue). The definition was imported from overseas. 
The formalistic approach of Serbian-Canadian Darko Suvin was adopted. He defined SF as “the 
genre of cognitive estrangement, a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are 
the presence and interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose main formal device is an 
imaginative framework alternative to the author's empirical environment” (8-9).

Helikon, a periodical dealing with world literature, devoted a whole issue to SF. Besides 
Kuczka and Suvin, contributors included Stanislaw Lem, Yuly Kagarlitsky, and Philip K. Dick, thus 
giving international legitimacy to the genre. The above definition presented to socialist cultural 
leadership imported a formalistic view and later, a historical approach was added to that. This 
combination allowed the community to search for the first work that could be labeled as SF in the 
distant past, which led to some theories calling the Epic of Gilgamesh the first example of SF in 
the world. Going back to ancient times for the roots of SF was no more than an absurd interlude; 
still, it persevered amongst devotees of the genre. Indeed, it was also accepted by Hungarian 
persona publica just to legitimize it. With this 1972 definition, Péter Kuczka, who supervised SF 
publishing, raised a wall around the genre. He let in works that were supposed to improve the 
literary standing of science fiction (e.g., The Circular Ruins by Borges), at the same time filtering 
out many of the American works with a basis in popular culture. 

Kuczka’s concept also meant the seclusion of the newly defined genre, which included 
shutting out all domestic works that were not regarded as high literature. Hungarian authors could 
only publish in Galaktika or appear in the series “Kozmosz Fantasztikus Könyvek” if they were 
specifically invited by the editor. Nevertheless, they were not seen as science fiction writers—all 
they had was knowledge of previous works in the genre. Looking to domestic authors besides the 
heavily screened British and American writers we find the same categories. Literary giants like 
Mór Jókai, Frigyes Karinthy, Géza Laczkó; poets or belletrists like Endre Darázs, Lajos Mesterházy, 
Gyula Fekete, Péter Szentmihályi Szabó, György Gera; or authors of young adult literature like 
Zoltán Csernai. The esoteric writing of Mária Szepes is a peculiar addition, although her presence 
strengthens rather than weakens tendencies. Interestingly enough, none of the domestic publishers 
thought of contributing to the education of SF writers or editors. The literary training in the SF 
Division of the Hungarian Writers’ Association was more like a PR project than anything else.

During its eighteen years of existence, Móra Publishing House’s “Kozmosz Fantasztikus 
Könyvek” series published seven books a year on average. This meant seven SF books a year plus 
five Galaktika anthologies (also published by Móra), that was all. When British and American 
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science fiction was well into its second golden age—the new wave—and the genre started to carve 
itself a growing slice of cinema, in Hungary these were the only two places where science fiction 
par excellence could emerge.

But why would anyone have wanted to expand the definition of the genre in a country or 
a language area where science fiction literature meant the stories in Galaktika magazine or the 
novels in the attached book series and nothing else? Considering the then-status of the genre, we 
could simply say that SF was whatever appeared in the anthology and in the series of books. Who 
needed a new, different definition?

By the end of the seventies, a new participant of the ‘institutional network’—well-known 
from overseas—appeared: the community aiming at playing an active role in the shaping of SF. 
Dozens of clubs were established in Budapest and other cities which then contacted one another. 
These communities of various sizes, while exploring their own identities, expanded the notion of 
science fiction and started to push the boundaries with their periodical fanzines. These fanzines 
(Kvark, Metamorf, Supernova, etc.) published one hundred, maybe five hundred, copies by these 
scattered clubs with the permission of the local city councils and provided several amateur writers 
an opportunity to appear in print.

Though it remained unsaid, their presence and new approaches threatened the official 
position. Should SF acquire a different definition, it might be able to separate from the official 
position, which neither the cultural establishment nor Péter Kuczka, who was very particular 
about his status, were willing to allow. Ironically, the very existence of Galaktika was speeding up 
this process, but the publisher did not support any of these communities (even though many of 
the clubs were actually named after the anthology). The underlying reason was probably the fact 
that Kuczka saw the power of these organizations. He had written in Helikon recalling the golden 
age in America: “As early as with the first magazines, so-called ‘fanzines’ appeared created by 
volunteering fans. In these small mags so proud of their independence, marketing angles were cast 
aside, and theoretical work began, as serious aestheticians, literary historians or critics had not 
acknowledged the existence of science fiction for decades—not even as part of popular culture.” 
In spite of this, Galaktika dissociated itself from the clubs even though its monopoly (along with 
Kozmosz Fantasztikus Könyvek) in publishing was not threatened at the least in those days.

So the change—just like in the United States much earlier—came from the fans in Hungary 
as well. Véga, Hungarian SF Society’s publication of works by amateur authors, was the first to 
penetrate the impenetrable looking political force field around Galaktika. These publications did 
not only reach readers on HungaroCon, a nationwide convention held from 1980, or via mail 
but were also distributed in book shops. Véga attempted to lift the amateurs in the clubs from the 
periphery to the high waters of publishing. 

Galaktika then went on the counteroffensive and started its annual convention, Gagarin SF 
Days—hosted by the House of Soviet Culture and Science—and organized its own community, 
Galaktika Friends. The former hardly survived a few years and the latter basically operated as a 
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book club during its eight years of existence. Starting the periodical Robur for the youth did not 
help, either, as only sixteen issues were ever printed. Galaktika was turned into a monthly, which 
brought along a conversion of format: more graphical elements appeared at the expense of the 
written content.

In the end, this battle of David and Goliath had no real winner, as in the eighties a third 
combatant emerged which subdued both the gigantic Galaktika and the feeble, dying Véga. 
Popular culture was beginning to gain ground and as the socialist era was coming to an end and 
the party-state was losing its grip, it was easier to publish light literature that could be sold in 
greater numbers. And there was a demand for SF, which Népszava Publishing House attempted to 
fulfill with the novels of István Nemere.

By the end of the decade, the public recognized three authors whose work was mostly in the 
field of science fiction: the independent István Nemere, and László L. Lőrincz and Péter Zsoldos 
under the wings of Galaktika. Nemere and Lőrincz were the first representatives of popular 
culture who started to tear down the wall of socialist cultural policy from the inside. After the 
change in the political system had brought along a market economy in the book industry, though, 
there was a higher demand for novels in other genres, and both pushed science fiction to the 
background. Today, István Nemere is the most prolific Hungarian writer with his eight hundred 
books (a negligible percentage of which is science-fiction), and László L. Lőrincz built a reputation 
primarily with his crime novels.

Péter Zsoldos is a different story, though; in this context he is the exception that proves the 
rule. Zsoldos’s first science fiction novel came out in 1963 with Móra, the last one in 1988 with 
Háttér Publishing House. After the political changes, he never published again. He did not come 
from literature but from a different segment of culture: he worked as a music editor in radio. With 
his exceptional and high-standard oeuvre, he raised SF to the level of high literature, although 
he did not even think of himself as an author. He was unique in the history of Hungarian science 
fiction. His intellectual impact and legacy is indisputable; nevertheless, he never had a chance to 
make an impact on a practical level during the decades when he contributed to literature.

So after the political changes, Nemere and Lőrincz headed in different directions, whereas 
Péter Zsoldos stopped writing altogether with no one to follow in his tracks. At the same time, 
the spreading of popular culture and the free market had a murderous impact on Galaktika, 
whose prevalent position on the market had already faltered. What Kuczka had been afraid of 
transpired. Suvin’s cognitive estrangement as the grounding notion of publishing was lost without 
a trace in the melting pot of the domestic market, which now encompassed everything that could 
go down as speculative fiction in the wildest possible sense: from ufology to esoterica to heroic 
fantasy books. Finally, Galaktika was discontinued in 1995, along with Móra’s SF book series and 
Galaktika Friends. In the mid-nineties, everything around Hungarian science fiction literature had 
to be rebuilt from scratch.
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To recall the (re-)birth of independent Hungarian science fiction we have to check back to 
clubs of the early eighties, the times before Véga. Like glowing embers beneath the ash, amateur 
authors survived after the changes, alone and with no opportunities—the age of fanzines declined 
with the death of the clubs. Several initiatives were launched in the field of science fiction 
magazines (Vénusz, Birodalom, Nexus and X-Magazin with its record fifteen issues) but these were 
all discontinued after only a few releases. The most (in)famous publisher with domestic authors 
on its roster, Walhalla, later Valhalla Lodge, was more of a fortune hunter than a diligent engineer 
on the book market. Other than the ‘unofficial’ Star Wars and Alien vs. Predator series written by 
Hungarian authors under Anglophone pen names, it is linked to the role-playing game M.A.G.U.S. 
and the connected fantasy book series. The latter still runs today, but during its two and a half 
decades of existence heavy with legal disputes and lawsuits, a special circle of authors have worked 
within its bounds and they hardly touch on science fiction.

Finally, a one-time Debrecen clubber and his Cherubion genre publisher played a major role 
in rounding up Hungarian science fiction writers (something similar had happened sixty years 
earlier in the United States). István Nemes and the authors around him had known each other 
from these earlier communities. This Cherubion team of writers operated as a kind of incubator 
for amateur writers, although science fiction only complemented fantasy, which gained ground 
lightning fast in the nineties. Authors only wrote sci-fi to supplement their portfolio.

In the end, influenced by the market, the genre produced its first authors; nevertheless, they 
came up with a practical approach: anthologies and novels were mostly adventure stories where 
the scientific background was only part of the setting. All that mattered was the publisher’s angle 
on what was going on in popular culture, therefore the Cherubion team never even thought of 
attempting to define SF. Their main task was to set the genre apart from fantasy and to do that they 
conveyed a simple rule of thumb for readers: “sci-fi has spaceships, fantasy has magic.”

The transition to the next phase was instigated by a group from outside publishing circles: in 
1997 Avana Hungarian SF Society established the Zsoldos Award, which in spite of the ongoing 
debates gave a huge boost to domestic science fiction. Avana, though, did not consider training 
Hungarian SF authors as one of its tasks. Defining science fiction was not really an issue during the 
formative years of the prize. That is the reason why the genre (and sometimes the quality) of some 
of the winners is questionable. The shift in attitude, which prioritized the definition in the process 
of evaluation, was first instigated by Margit S. Sárdi in 2005. 

This was a lucky break as academic literary theory met the intentions of a science fiction 
community. The only definition since 1972 is ascribed to ELTE Institute of Hungarian Literature 
and Cultural Studies, namely a seminar led by Sárdi (which, in turn, gave rise to Magyar 
Scifitörténeti Társaság). The concept follows Suvin and reads science fiction along formalistic 
lines while adopting an approach by Lem. As Sárdi writes in  “Műfaj-e a sci-fi?” [Is SF a Genre?]: 
“Science fiction is a branch of fiction which deals with as of now non-existent or non-recognised 
problems, offering sensible solutions; or the other way round, it deals with existing, recognised 
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problems offering non-existent but sensible solutions” (32). However, this definition by the 
seminar at ELTE is far from flawless. It works fine in the sterile environment of a university (and 
for the purposes of the decision process for the Zsoldos Award) but it rules out plenty of writings 
(though still fewer than Darko Suvin’s definition) from the genre which are considered sci-fi by 
writers, publishers, distributors, readers, critics, and other members of the public.

And now we return to the third branch of science fiction’s institutional network. Almost 
fifteen years after the political change, SF publishing managed to recover. Finally, contemporary 
Hungarian writers had the opportunity to publish explicitly SF works. The first attempt at this 
was Átjáró SF&F Magazin. Átjáró attempted to fill the void after the discontinuation of Galaktika. 
Along with translated international works, it published short stories by Hungarian authors 
and reviews of their books. The editors used existing contacts to publish the writings of several 
Cherubion authors. Some of István Nemes’s writers found other publishers for their novels and at 
that moment in time it seemed that Hungarian science fiction as such would be a thing. 

A few publishers embraced the genre, up to the economic crisis quite resolutely, after that in 
a more restrained fashion. Nagual Publishing (later Metropolis Media) resurrected Galaktika in 
2004, but Animus, Deltavision, and Tuan also published domestic SF. Around this time Avana 
took over the anthology Új Galaxis [New Galaxy], which was created by Kódex Press, and 
only deals with domestic authors, although it is only able to provide amateur authors with an 
opportunity to publish. 

Having said that, in the 2010s Hungarian science fiction still had no established canon. 
Metagalaktika 11 by Metropolis Media summarized the history of Hungarian SF, but no serious 
theoretical work was conceived in the field. We can name a book, or an author or two, but the 
genre is not really better off than it was at the turn of the 1980s and 1990s. The debate is still 
going on about what should be considered science fiction while the old boundaries are long lost. 
Without a mutually agreed upon working definition the active participants of this segment of 
Hungarian popular culture are unable to communicate the genre of the works towards the market. 
During the past years, for publishers bringing out domestic SF—Ad Astra, Agave, Főnix, Gabó—it 
is a matter of vital importance how they position themselves for the readers. The latest attempts 
to influence the market concentrate on the trends in British and American mainstream SF, using 
their literary prizes (Hugo, Locus, Nebula, etc.) as reference points. There is no such standout 
reference point for Hungarian authors. 

The more than twenty-year-old Zsoldos Award has been detached from Avana and now 
fantasy and weird novels can also be nominated. Avana’s recently established Monolit Prize is 
taking turns to find the best Hungarian SF short story and the best novel in alternating years. The 
few Hungarian anthologies attached to different teams of authors do not represent the diversity 
of domestic SF; thus all we have left are sporadic publications that are not defined as SF by 
familiar authors, like Tibor Fonyódi (Harrison Fawcett), Botond Markovics (Brandon Hackett), 
and Anita Moskát. New talents fostered by some publishers also appear, but often they don’t find 
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their readers. Könyvmolyképző Publishing House invests a lot of energy to discover new talents, 
nevertheless, the novels of their first book authors are not published as sci-fi but as parts of a 
so-called ‘hard selection’ series. Even their resident author, Bea Varga (On Sai) writes her science 
fiction novels in ‘fine selection’ series marked with a red or gold dot. A perfect example of the 
disturbance in positioning is what happened to Imre Bartók’s three novels. Libri Publishing House, 
looking for high literature in SF or postmodernism in high literature, did not indicate the genre 
on book covers (what genre are they after all?), so hopeful readers ended up like Soviet soldiers 
in Hungary in 1956 when they tried to find the Suez Canal: it resulted in total confusion at the 
receiving end.

As of now, SF is dominated by selective traditions within (!) the genre and this could only 
be helped by the finding of a general introspective definition. The time has come to look beyond 
the unsuccessful attempts of SF communities and publishers, the sluggish stirrings of domestic 
literary science with which they turn to science fiction. Scholars still have an aversion to the genre. 
For instance, the seminar in ELTE’s Institute of Hungarian Literature and Cultural Studies never 
had the term “sci-fi” in its name but was advertised as a literary review seminar smuggling SF to 
the curriculum through the methodology. To come up with an up-to-date understanding of the 
genre we should step outside the traditional paradigm to approach science fiction through popular 
culture. We must also realize that science fiction is a uniquely interdisciplinary genre. In view of 
this fact, American scholars in the field have been trying to come up with a new approach. Mark 
Bould and Sherryl Vint consider SF (and other genres) “fluid and tenuous constructions made 
by the interaction of various claims and practices by writers, producers, distributors, marketers, 
readers, fans, critics and other discursive agents” (qtd. in Rieder, 191). If anything, this is definitely 
true about SF. The genre withstands structural and historical definitions, as these attempts are all 
static and there are no robes you can force on the corpus of science fiction. 
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The Formability of History: Uchronia in Contemporary Hungarian 
Short Fiction

Áron Domokos

The idea of “uchronia” is addressed by a number of terms in various lines of intellectual 
endeavor, such as alternative history, parahistory, allohistory, virtual history, counterfactual 
history, historiographic metafiction, magical historicism, and “poetic historiography” (Czeglédi). 
All of these designations denote popular and educational historical narratives based on a 
“what if ” thought experiment reflecting on contemporary social and political issues (Suvin). 
“Uchronography” (Trencsényi 38), in turn, is the activity that the interpreters of uchronia are 
engaged in. The reason why I decided to use the term “uchronia” (‘non-time,’ ‘never-time’) is 
that it has the connotation of “u-topia” in the sense of ‘non-place.’ It has numerous branches and 
connections to other genres: travel-adventure stories, lost island stories, dystopias, utopias, and 
satirical visions. What is more, its closest relative is the historical novel.

As a matter of fact, uchronia inherits the fundamental dilemmas of the philosophy of history 
and historical scholarship and calls attention to the fact that history is created by linguistic means. 
The main philosophical issues addressed by uchronia are related to time, determinism, and 
causality (Hellekson). As Angenot puts it: “Uchronia is less the refusal of real history, than the 
recognition of its ineluctable laws; by altering the course of events the author gives birth to a new 
history, but one that still contains the same rational determinism and contingency as empirical 
history” (qtd. in Csicsery-Ronay 105).

The aims of the present study are:

1. to distinguish uchronia conceived of as literary fiction from uchronias combined with  
SF; and

2. to investigate the 281 short prose pieces of Hungarian-language published between 2014 
and 2018 submitted in application for the Péter Zsoldos Award.

The analysis of the short speculative narratives identified as uchronia proper or uchronic 
narratives will lend itself to useful generalizations on contemporary Hungarian science fiction.

Literary Uchronia: Entering SF

In my interpretation, literary (narrative fictional) uchronias are historical novels rather than 
pieces of SF. They form a special group within the latter, and with a thematic connection they can 
become SF (uchronic SF). Classification is a much debated issue. In Csicsery-Ronay’s opinion, 
uchronia is hard to squeeze into “future stories” within SF (102). Rodiek almost disparagingly 
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pushes SF-like works away claiming that their worlds are very different from reality. In my view, 
the components and characteristics of uchronias are as follows:

1. They describe an alternative historical world vis-à-vis history as we know it, built along an 
alternative timeline reaching at least the author’s present (at least at the level of indication) 
and they potentially show a distant future. The points of connection and correspondence 
between the present of the author and his or her contemporary readers on the one hand, 
and those of the hypothetical timeline on the other are key: it is these characteristics that 
determine whether we are dealing with an alternative history or an alternative universe. 
Following Jemisin, world construction can be said to be of the following types: 
 • superficial: enigmatic, fragmented (my addition); 
 • moderately detailed; 
 • as detailed as possible (outlining the multitude of subsystems of the society).

2. There is an indication of the divergence point (or neuralgic point: Nagy 26). That is where 
the known historical timeline separates into an alternative timeline. In some pieces it 
is not possible to clearly point to or designate this moment. These can be referred to as 
“blurred divergence points.”

3. Uchronia in the uchronia: Another timeline (usually that of history as we know it or 
something that resembles it) is presented in narration in a mise en abyme-like manner 
(Bene 202). This feature was already present in works that formed the genre (Geoffrey-
Château). It is usually introduced by a text with a different narration and focalization 
within the larger text: a letter, a diary, a fictional text, an epigraph, a lexicon entry etc. 
Alternatively, it can be a suggestion of a character. In general, it suffices to include an 
indication of it (This narrative element is similar to the reference to a season in the  
classic haiku.). 
 
If criterion No. 1 is met but criteria No. 2 and 3 are not, the work under scrutiny still 
counts as a uchronia. If the time factor is different in 1 (e.g. the time span is a couple of 
hours, days, or weeks), I suggest that we call the piece a “uchronic” text rather than a 
uchronia proper. The “components” of uchronia including SF elements (1 + 2 + 3) are as 
follows:

4. Some SF motifs are included or integrated. There is a “(pseudo)scientific” or supernatural 
explanation for the fantastic diversion of the divergence point and the alternative world 
with an alternative timeline. This may be: 
 • time travel; 
 • the theory of parallel worlds (multiverse); 
 • virtual reality; 
 • an altered state of consciousness (strictly speaking, this is not necessarily SF); 
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 • a miracle, magic or a supernatural event (qualities characteristic of speculative 
  fiction rather than SF pieces); 
 • an absurd, surreal diversion (likewise qualities characteristic of speculative 
  fiction rather than SF pieces).

5. A technological defamiliarization is present: technology anomalous for its own period is 
featured in the timeline (We may consider this to be an interference in Kondratyev cycles: 
the whole steampunk family is an example for this category.).

Alternative Hungary

As a kind of starting point for the discussion of the narratives to be presented, I would like 
to draw attention to a lesser-known Hungarian uchronic short story. I consider Ferenc Herczeg’s 
(1863-1954) Szíriusz [Sirius] published in 1890 to be a forerunner of Hungarian uchronic 
literature. Although Herczeg’s narrative playing with the idea of time travel is not classified as SF 
by the critical reception because in the end all the actions are disguised as a dream (Sárdi 13), the 
ideas related to time travel, which have since become widespread, are remarkable. According to 
the storyline, the protagonist of noble origin, Ákos Tibor, undertakes to test a rocket invented by 
a “crazy” scientist that would take him back to the eighteenth century. During the preparations, 
the two men are given to uchronic thoughts: “Beware,” says the scientist, “not to change the events 
of the last century. I don’t know what would happen if you nevertheless did, but I suspect that 
a world twisted from its logic would crumble you” (Herczeg 21, translation mine). A little later, 
the text gains even more momentum: as the hero is substantially dissatisfied with the eighteenth 
century, he muses in the presence of another character: “Your century is worthless as it is . . . It has 
to be thoroughly reconstructed . . . I need my Brockhaus lexicon that includes everything in the 
world. We will take the railway, the steamer, the telegraph, the parliament and the whole progress 
from there. We will give the army a back loader and a steel cannon so that we can take back Silesia 
and conquer the whole world” (Herczeg 40, translation mine). Thus we can find the feeling of 
delay, the belief in progress, the imperial dream, conservatism, and a proto-steampunk idea in one 
single package from 1890.

On Contemporary Hungarian Uchronic SF Short Fiction

Having applied the above criteria to 281 narratives published between 2014 and 2018 that 
were submitted in application for the Péter Zsoldos Award, I could identify seven texts as  
uchronic SF.

The Heating Cold War

There is a multitude of imaginative topics to which a great number of contemporary 
alternative stories are devoted, yet, as Schneider-Mayerson (68) observes, the Cold War is not one 
of these. Neither is Hungary’s recent past; for example, the 1989 change of the political regime. 
Among the short stories submitted in application for the Péter Zsoldos Award, “Pacem” (Judit 
Áfonya Nagy, b. 1985) is one of the few exceptions, which seems to have combined the movies 
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Gravity (2013), Gagarin: The First in Space (2013), and The Martian (2015), as well as the Cold War 
dread of James Bond films in a frightening alternate historical, fictional drama written in a diary-
like manner. The text views history as the clash between empires and lacks Hungarian references. 
The Russian and American astronauts’ journey begins at the end of 1972, after the Voskhod 
program and the Soyuz program, at the height of the competition between the two great powers. 
The diary entries of the Russian female pilot show the gradual effects that the escalating conflict on 
Earth has in space. One such triggering event is the Russian invasion of Cuba in 1973, yet there is 
no exact divergence point here. We also witness turning points of the American pilot’s life, and his 
descent into paranoia. Having lost her American companion in an accident, the Russian heroine 
eventually reaches Mars, where she reflects on her errors with little hope for survival.

How Wonderful it is to be Hungarian

Novella [A short story] (György Dragon, 1966-2015) is a sarcastic piece applying the narrative 
technique used in Philip K. Dick’s The Man in the High Castle. In an alternate historical world, a 
fictional work emerges that presents the author’s reality. In the alternative timeline of 2007 (cf. 
mise en abyme earlier), Hungary is a well-organized, wealthy imperialist global power having won 
every battle of every war. In the fictional world war, the Hungarian-Inca-Aztec axis defeats the 
German-Scottish-Frankish coalition. There is no United States, yet there is a country called the 
Kommancs (pron. “Commountsh”) Republic. South America, Gibraltar, as well as the cities of 
Munich and London, have all been colonized by the Hungarians. Space research is thriving, and 
the education system is excellent, paying sufficient attention to the body, health, and exercise while 
not neglecting the development of cognitive abilities, either. The division of labor is ideal: only one 
person per family is allowed to work. The mental state of the country is expressed in the proud 
daily mantra: “How wonderful it is to be Hungarian.” The divergence point of the parallel world 
is the historical peasant uprising of 1514, which is a successful revolution in the fictitious realm, 
turning its leader György Dózsa into György (George) I, the greatest Hungarian king.

Unwrinkled

With the help of Nikola Tesla’s genius, Örökség [The Inheritance] (István Márki, b. 1965) 
modifies an event in the early twentieth century, as a result of which only one “great war” emerges, 
and the Second World War is missing. Likewise, there is no Holocaust, no Soviet occupation 
of Hungary in 1945, no Hungarian revolution in 1956, and no political regime change in 1989. 
History for Hungary is thus “unwrinkled”: a trauma-free, smooth, and triumphant path. One of 
the characters in the short story reports how he got from the 1900s to 1955, and how his time 
travel “distorted” the 1900s and even earlier years. The Spanish-American War of 1898 functions 
as a point of divergence; the defeat of the Americans ensures that the United States never becomes 
a political factor. The Great War (WWI) did take place, but with a completely different outcome. 
The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy flourished rather than collapsed, slowly stepping out of the 
shadow of the German Empire. German became a world language, while the United States and 
France were turned into German protectorates, with German being a second official language 
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in both. Berlin emerged as the center of the world, the United Kingdom broke down into its 
constituent parts, the Russian revolution was suppressed, and the Hungarians were given the 
opportunity to live in an independent Kingdom of Hungary. The manifestation of the alternate 
history, that is, all the alterations brought about in the past, appears as “History” for everybody in 
the story due to the historicity of the present. Therefore, all of these changes are self-evident to the 
protagonist living in the present of the short story. It is no wonder that he ponders: How could the 
United States be a major power in the global political scene?

Killing Hitler

István Nemere (b. 1944) is a Hungarian cult author having published over 700 titles under 
about four dozen pen names as well as his own. He has tried his hand at almost every popular 
genre, and has written about a multitude of topical national and international issues. Hungarian 
topics that his historical novels, textbooks on history, and works of educational historical 
nonfiction are devoted to include bloodlines and important battles in the Carpathian Basin, 
the Hungarian Soviet Republic of 1919, the 1920 Treaty of Trianon, and the 1989 change of the 
political regime. Interestingly enough, despite his vested interest in both SF and Hungarian 
history, Nemere has only produced one uchronic short story thus far. His spy narrative, “Időváltó” 
[The Time Changer], comprises love, technology (a subdermal tracking implant), and the 
character of the villain, and adds the dilemmas of time travel and the most important challenge 
it entails, i.e., that the course of historical events must not be changed. Instead, a multiverse is 
created, that is, a number of separate alternative universes including ones with Julius Caesar, 
Genghis Khan, King Louis XIV, etc. never having seen the light of day. Writing about Hitler’s 
assassination in Vienna in 1911 is a trite idea, yet due to Nemere’s usage of the multiverse trick the 
piece is rather appealing.

No Alternative

Dinosaurs, simulacrum, virtual reality, gnosticism, marketing, book publishing, and the 
matrix are the keywords of Raptor Isten [Raptor God] (István Sas, 1946-2018). A layered narrative 
exciting both in its choice of theme and way of presentation, it nevertheless tends toward 
overcomplication. In this short story, a reptilian species is the dominant intelligent life form on the 
planet. The idea of an alternative evolution is not at all new in SF literature, yet the addition of a 
SF writer reptile and another reptile character designing computer games is definitely an inventive 
solution. They are the creators of a virtual reality telling us about the development of the human 
race and the everyday life of humans. The protagonists’ important existential questions (who they 
are, what reality is, who the creator / computer programmer is, etc.) are satirically countered by 
the fact that no matter what the world we live in is like, a market economy dominates with its 
faithful helper, the God of Marketing. Sas’s text, whether intentionally or unintentionally, is a 
textbook example of capitalist realism, according to which even the imagination is incapable of 
creating an alternative that transcends the capitalist way of production (Fisher 15-30).
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Muslim-Hungarian Coexistence

The alternative story Kisvárda sejkje [The Sheikh of Kisvárda] (Csaba Gábor Trenka b. 
1959) takes place in a parallel world and unfolds before us in the self-narration and recollection 
of a wandering homeless sage-sheikh able to recount several hundred tales. In addition to 
the main storyline moving confidently towards its goal, an exciting, complex world emerges 
through a number of micro-events. According to the Islamic calendar, the narrated events 
of the Islam-dominated parallel history take place in 1421, which corresponds to 2000 in the 
standard Gregorian calendar. The setting for the story is Kisvárda, a small town in the rather 
poor north-eastern part of Hungary populated with Muslim Hungarian inhabitants. Exactly 
when, why, and how these circumstances came to pass is left unexplained. The environment is 
Islamized, as exhibited through the names of the public spaces: Chaldeans’ Street, Abu Abbas 
Shrine, Ramesses II Square etc., resulting in a Hungaro-Islamic hybrid construction. The same 
happens to personal names: Miriam Horváth, Hassan Marosi-Kun, Omar Lakatos, Abdullah 
Kiss-Kovács. The coexistence of Hungarians, Muslims, and Roma (the poorest social stratum in 
the story) is peaceful and inter-religion friendships are common. Christianity is on the brink of 
extinction, yet there are still some devout believers; at the same time, religion does not occupy a 
central position and there are no value judgments against any belief system. We are dealing with 
bradychronia here: the level of technological advancement is relatively low, the streets are lit with 
kerosene lamps, camels are among the commodities sold in the market, there is no internet, and 
there are not even computers, but collections and magazines of SF stories abound. Despite the 
obvious differences, the environment has the feel of the laid-back bourgeois milieu of the late 
nineteenth-century dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary with some Middle Eastern flavors. We 
can root for the teenage heroes, especially the young, fiction-loving narrator. Some of the pulp 
adventures that he reads are inserted into the short story, including a piece about how his first love 
and his failed attempt at courtship got him into fatal trouble. While definitely a uchronia proper, 
this extraordinary piece also exhibits characteristics of other genres. I agree with Baka’s (2014) 
acknowledgment of the short story’s aesthetic merits, as the linguistic-stylistic elaboration as  
well as the rich and inventive network of narration raise it to a level that stands with the  
highest literature.

Alternative Cosmology

In the outstandingly amusing Prospektus [The Brochure] (György Horváth, b. 1977), the 
bifurcation of the past is sometime in the 1850s. Although there is no exact divergence point, 
this is when the alien race of Tefrits arrive on the planet Earth. Their technological advancement 
enriches the Habsburg Monarchy in exchange for the construction of the Wall around the Great 
Hungarian Plain. The originally small ring gradually grows and expands in the course of the story, 
reaching a height of 2857 meters and an area of 300 square kilometers by the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Thanks to the knowledge of the Tefrits, Hungary becomes a powerful political 
actor occupying an area from what is now Miercurea Ciuc (Csíkszereda) to Rijeka (Fiume) and 
from Graz to Krakow. The brochure mentioned in the title is an informational document on 
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the Wall describing its curious nature, development, and staff regulations. The newly divorced 
protagonist fails to read some of the sections (e.g., the one saying that vertiginous people must 
not be employed) and this becomes a source of many complications and much humor. Working 
conditions on the wall are similar to those in a multicultural organization. Employees speak a 
mixed language and culinary products from all over the world are available to them. However, 
occupational safety and health is not a priority and instead of workers’ accident insurance we find 
a system of employers’ compensation insurance. Not much is revealed about the state of Hungary 
except that it is presumably a central rather than a peripheral country. NATO definitely exists 
but no mention is made of the (post)socialist region. There are only enigmatic or fragmented 
references to what the rest of the countries are like (cf. superficial world construction mentioned 
earlier). The universe described also becomes “alternative” in the sense that the known natural 
laws do not seem to apply. The climax of the story is when it turns out that the ominous Wall is 
the birth channel of the Earth, a viviparous planet. This absurd idea is presented in various ways: 
techniques of realism are put to work alongside the tools of humor and lyricism. The short story 
is a playful blend of the hardships of employment, the fear of death, the trauma of the Treaty 
of Trianon, and the Gaia hypothesis. A remarkable manifestation of what I call a conservative 
imperial dream (see section V below), this is “a grotesque, thought-provoking story written 
with a great sense of rhythm” (Böszörményi, translation mine). It is definitely another work of 
considerable literary value.

General Remarks and Attempts at a Conclusion

Only a few studies published in the last decade have been devoted to the subject of Hungarian-
language SF-themed uchronias. Hungarian uchronic novels have received considerable attention 
(Baka 2014, 2017, 2020, and 2021), as opposed to discussions of short fiction. Keserű and H. Nagy, 
in their collection of papers, provide an overview of the international theoretical literature, while 
the works of Hegedűs, Gerencsér, and Pintér form an integral part of the Hungarian-language 
critical reception of the matter at hand. Some of the above researchers point out that, in their view, 
strikingly few Hungarian texts have played with historical time and possibilities so far. Pintér (in 
2013) mentions seven such novels, Gerencsér (in 2016) refers to eighteen texts altogether, adding 
short stories and pieces of nonfiction to the novels. As for me, I have managed to identify twenty-
four novels, one comic book, and as many as twenty-seven short stories as Hungarian-language 
uchronic SF stories. That is to say, of the whole pool of Hungarian-language SF pieces, I only 
consider fifty-two texts to be uchronic SF pieces, and only seven pieces out of the four years and 
nearly 300 texts examined fall into this category.

Whether we review the history of the genre from as early as the middle of the nineteenth 
century or only from the end of World War II, it does not amount to a lot. In my opinion, the 
small number of such texts is attributable to the following three reasons:
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1. Understanding uchronic narratives often requires above-average historical knowledge 
and/or an extraordinary intellectual-cognitive effort;

2. “Existing” state socialisms (just like the late capitalism of our time), by their very nature, 
self-identify/ied as the endpoint of a historical development, and thus reject(ed) all 
alternatives. Or, if not altogether, they (could) only present them as negative possibilities;

3. As the number of works written in the genres of “traditional” historical fiction and 
historical nonfiction taken together is still relatively low, their corpus might not have been 
able to construct a common national memory or consensus against which alternative 
points of view can reasonably be formed.

Referring to Wag Moore, Gallagher states that most authors of uchronia “departed from 
common reality in order to test new political ideas and experiment with alternative social 
possibilities” (149). The concept of history detectable in the texts I have investigated, on the 
other hand, can be said to be rather conservative: it does not include a vision of various forms of 
alternative social organization; neither does it posit that “history” can manifest itself differently 
to different groups. Rosenfeld sees alternative historiography primarily as presentist, i.e., one that 
lives in the present. “It explores the past less for its own sake than to utilize it instrumentally to 
comment upon the present. Based as it is upon conjecture, alternate history necessarily reflects 
its authors’ hopes and fears” (150). I suggest that we look at the texts at hand in this way, which 
enables us to identify a considerable number of them as instances of what I call the “imperial 
dream.” In his paper on utopia, Veres applies a similar label: “Great Hungarian Dream.” The main 
features of these textual worlds can be summarized as follows: they change Hungary's geopolitical 
position from the semi-periphery to the center (being both an affirmative and a revisionist move); 
they realize imperialist aspirations far beyond the ideas of national sovereignty; they envision a 
problem-free Hungary with material and spiritual well-being; and they advocate for the ideology 
and practice of capitalism. We can also witness the practice of naive, joyful colonization in these 
narratives, in which colonial estates appear as if they were civil props such as a deer trophy or a ski 
pass. Last but not least, daydreaming is a uchronic act of compensation. That is to say, it  
always aims to relieve the readers of historical trauma by the elimination of great global and 
national cataclysms.

The texts that formed the basis of this study lack an “if the Nazis had won” narrative, although 
the Hungarian corpus is not devoid of the theme (Gáspár, Ajtay, Trenka, Galántai, Szélesi, Gráczer, 
Horváth). None of the short stories examined are steam-punk texts, not a single piece applies 
the idea of accelerated technological development (tychycronia), and only one story (“Dragon”) 
places the divergence point well before the modern era. The stories’ determinism is event-centric, 
military-historical, or technological. Interestingly enough, there are hardly any women or Gen Z 
authors, as it seems that Hungarian-language uchronia is a genre of middle-aged men socialized 
under socialism. The two outstanding collections of Hungarian-language uchronia (Cserna 
2016 and 2020) devoted to the events of years 1919 and 1956, respectively, do not change the big 
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picture. Only the collection entitled 48 másképp [1848 from a Different Point of View] (David) 
shows considerable age and gender diversity.

Apparently, searching for and finding short pieces of uchronia and uchronic short fiction in 
Hungarian is a challenging endeavor, as is the attempt to make the subject of Hungarian-language 
uchronias more diverse and the genre more popular in this country. The task may be carried out 
with the alliance of teachers of history and Hungarian literature. Students’ imagination and belief 
in the formability of history can be further strengthened by offering them a class session involving 
creative writing assignments (Deszcz-Tryhubczak-Marecki) or the inclusion of alternate historical 
computer games (e.g., the strategy game Civilization).
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The Representation of Otherness in Contemporary  
Hungarian Urban Fantasy

Eva Vancsó

After the regime change (1989), urban spaces gained ground in genre literature, and the city 
became a common imaginary environment mainly in post-apocalyptic/dystopian science fiction 
novels, such as in Kiálts Farkast (Cry Wolf, [1990]) by András Gáspár, Hiperballada (Hyperballad 
[2005]) by László Zoltán, Szintetikus álom (Synthetic Dream [2009]) by Tamás Csepregi, Feljövök 
érted a város alól (I am coming up to get you from under the city [2015]) by Zoltán Pék, and 
Acélszentek (Steel Saints [2016]) by Kristóf Szöllösy.  It should be noted here that none of the 
novels mentioned in my article is available in English; the titles, names, and quotations are my 
translations. 

The field grew at an explosive rate from the early nineties onwards, but urban fantasy did not 
become widely read—or written. Among the earliest Hungarian examples of the genre are two 
anthologies, A Cetkoponyás ház (The House of the Whale Skull, edited by Lajos Hüse, Cherubion 
Könyvkiadó [2001]) and Erioni Regék (Tales of Erion, edited by András Gáspár, Valhalla Páholy 
[1998]). Those short stories are set in imaginary cities created initially for role-playing games 
(Hegedüs 94). The re-imagination of Budapest (or any other Hungarian city) in urban fantasy 
remained absent until Egyszervolt by Zoltán László (Onceupon [2013]) was published. In this 
traditional intrusive fantasy, inspired by Neil Gaiman’s Neverwhere, the protagonist becomes 
aware of a secret Budapest that lies under the surface and starts exploring this secondary world. 
More recently, Egyszervolt was followed by less traditional urban fantasy works, such as Pinky by 
László Sepsi (2016), where the nameless city, which might as well be Budapest or New York, has 
its hidden secrets and streets populated by elves, werewolves, or vampires. Csudapest (Wonderpest 
[2020]) by Fanni Sütő can also be considered as urban fantasy, consisting of short stories, blog 
entries, and poems with one common feature: they all describe Budapest as simultaneously 
familiar and magical.  

In my essay, I analyze two award-winning contemporary Hungarian urban fantasy novels, Irha 
és bőr (Fur and Skin) by Anita Moskát and Az ellopott troll (The Stolen Troll) by Sándor Szélesi, 
which were both published in 2019. The stories unfold in an alternative Budapest where non-
humans live (or at least try to live) together with the humans, and my examination focuses on the 
intersection of the urban and fantasy milieus, which lends itself quite well to explore the problem 
of otherness through certain genre conventions and clichés. 
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The Genre Tradition

Fur and Skin talks about the new ‘creation’ when animals begin to turn into humans all around 
the world. The animals pupate, initiating a transition in which human limbs and organs replace 
the animal parts. When the transformation does not end in death, it results in hybrid creatures. 
Moskát’s novel revolves around these creatures’ fight for social and political acceptance. The Stolen 
Troll concerns a detective, Bercel Tóth, who is the only human at the Department of Magical 
Creatures at the Budapest Police Headquarters. The troll living at the foot of Margit Bridge goes 
missing—probably kidnapped—and through Bercel’s investigation the novel offers an insight into 
the daily life of the unusual world in which magical creatures make up about 20 percent of the 
city’s population.

Both novels play extensively with the tradition of urban fantasy, and I highlight the generic 
features that contribute to exploring otherness. According to Irvine, “the element most common 
to all urban fantasy is a city where magical or supernatural events occur” (200). Kenneth Zahorski 
and Robert Boyer give a more restrictive definition of urban fantasy: a fantastical narrative that is 
“set in the conventional here and now” (56). Fur and Skin and The Stolen Troll are both placed in a 
contemporary urban environment, more specifically, in an existing city that has become magical 
because of its inhabitants. I use the term ‘magic’ or ‘magical’ in a broad sense to describe very 
different worlds, creatures, and phenomena that expand the limits of urban fantasy. 

In Fur and Skin, the magical or supernatural event is a metamorphosis of animals into humans 
without rational reason or explanation, so it can be considered magic. The transition process is 
incomplete in most of the cases, with animal parts remaining, the novel thus introduces creatures 
that are neither animal anymore nor fully human. Their very existence is supernatural/magical, or 
unnatural, and humans believe that the sudden appearance of the creatures challenges the natural 
and divine order. The Stolen Troll, in contrast, describes a fictional world in which the magical 
creatures of Hungarian folklore are integrated into our contemporary world and society. The text 
introduces both fictional, and widely (dragons, witches, and sorcerers) or lesser known (fairies, 
dwarfs) characters from Hungarian mythology whose names and attributes derive from the 
folktales. Moreover, the novel also builds on the narrative structures of the folktales, for example 
featuring an old king with three daughters or a magic whistle to call for help. These different 
folkloric elements pervade the quotidien and seem natural to both humans and magical creatures.

In Rhetorics of Fantasy, Farah Mendlesohn grouped fantasy texts into four categories: portal-
quest, intrusion, immersive and liminal fantasies. According to her taxonomy, both The Stolen 
Troll and Fur and Skin belong to the category of immersive fantasy, in which the characters (to 
varying degrees but) “take for granted the fantastic elements with which they are surrounded; they 
must exist as integrated with the magical (or fantastic) even if they themselves are not magical” 
(20). At the same time, the reader doesn’t have to discover this primary magical world because it 
is already familiar, the urban areas are identical to Budapest and Kistarcsa. Therefore, the novels 
continuously challenge our understanding of normal and not-normal, familiar and unfamiliar, 
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or one could say, the other and the “not-other.” In addition, the sense of intrusion is present in 
both novels due to the urban fantasy setting, with the dragons flying over the famous bridges on 
the Danube or deerpeople running down the existing streets of Kistarcsa. In that case, real and 
fantastic do not collide within the text, but in the readers’ minds. This form of intrusion generates 
threats or problems that are not resolved in the text in a certain way but require the readers’ efforts 
to consider different possibilities, and to avoid (over)simplification.  

Otherness: Segregation or Integration     

The creatures of Fur and Skin are built on the literary tradition of the chimeras, being half-
human like us, yet still animals. The denomination used in the novel, “fajzat,” reflects on the 
creatures’ liminal position, being a word used here in a new context to express that they are a non-
human species, at the same time indicating disdain. Terms and names are central to the narrative 
as a form of speciesism, and the creatures fight for the name chimera, considering that it “Nincs 
negatív felhangja, nyoma sincs a gúnynak. Egzotikus, ősi, rejtélyes” [“It has no negative overtones, 
and there is no sign of mockery. Exotic, ancient, mysterious”] (Moskát 91). Interestingly, humans 
are called “sapiens” by the chimeras, suggesting the same disdain in reverse.

By their nature, the chimeras of Fur and Skin embody the other and humans feel threatened: 
“A fajzatokhoz első asszociációként az összes felmérés szerint a félelem kötődött” [“According 
to all surveys, in connection with the creatures, the first association is fear”] (37). Chimeras are 
fearsome because they disrupt the duality of humans and animals; their birth is unnatural, as a 
character points out: “Az emberek születnek, van anyjuk, van apjuk. A fajzatok, mi, állatokból 
keletkezünk” [“People are born, they have a father and a mother, the creatures, we, come into 
being from an animal”] (65). Secondly, the transition is inexplicable and unpredictable; it can 
happen to a deer in the forest or to the family’s beloved pet. Moreover, the number of chimeras 
seems to grow, raising philosophical-theological questions about humanness and causing a series 
of socio-political problems.

Chimeras call into question what people perceive to be human, yet Fur and Skin does not want 
to answer this—though the text inevitably proposes a solution. In the novel, human and animal 
are not mutually exclusive categories, their relationship is rather an axis that has two ends, the 
animal and the human. The chimeras are creatures in between; some are closer to humans, like 
one of the three protagonists, August, who is practically perceived to be human. Pilar, the badger-
girl, and Kirill, the deer-man, possess more animal traits, and many of the chimeras are further to 
human on the above-mentioned axis.

The duality is mirrored in the chimeras’ position in society and the humans’ attitude towards 
them. In the Hungary of the novel, chimeras, in a certain sense, are perceived as humans, more 
precisely disabled humans, as their remaining animal body parts are considered a disability that 
makes many creatures still unable to do ordinary human things, such as holding a mug, buttoning 
buttons, or tying up shoelaces. Their disabilities need to be remedied, therefore antlers and horns, 
for example, are muffled up in foam or an artificial finger, a fork and a hook is inserted into the 
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hoofs. Besides the body modifications, chimeras are also expected to suppress their animalistic 
instincts and perform civilized human behavior. The “creation” itself is followed by a period 
in the Socialization Centre, which is responsible for integrating the chimeras into the world of 
humans, claiming that “Már nem vagytok állatok . . . Meg kell tanulnotok emberként élni” [“You 
are not animals anymore . . . You have to live as humans”] (Moskát 44). During this education—or 
I would call it forced anthropomorphization—the chimeras are required to be non-aggressive, 
learn to speak, wear clothes, and try to eat with cutlery. However, it is declared that “Nem 
minden állat válik civilizálttá” [“Not all the animals become civilized”] (47); some feel “városkór” 
[“citysickness”](49) and refuse (or are unable) to imitate the behavior of the humans.

On the other hand, in Hungary—and this is a crucial point—chimeras are regarded as 
inferior to humans, even treated like animals. Their education does not result in their integration 
into society; they are segregated, lack human rights, and must have a legal guardian to leave the 
ghetto, which resembles a zoo where humans visit on safari buses to look around and take photos. 
Moreover, in the blog entries of Kirill, we read short stories about the brutal violence against 
chimeras that often results in their deaths.  

Pilar represents the concept of voluntary assimilation; to her, the goal is to become human, 
or at least be indistinguishable from them. To this end, “Minden állati maradvány csak hiba, 
amely a bebábozódáskor keletkezett. Itt az idő kijavítani őket” [“The animal remnants are 
mistakes that occurred during the pupation. It’s time to erase them”] (Moskát 72). In contrast, 
Kirill refuses assimilation, saying that “Kevés dolog megalázóbb, mint imitálni a sapienseket.” 
or “Nem kell utánoznunk őket. Nekünk is lehetnek saját fajzatdolgaink.” (“Only a few things 
are more humiliating than imitating the sapienses” or “we don’t have to imitated then. We can 
have our creature-things too”] (64). Other characters in the ghetto hold a more radical opinion 
on assimilation, namely that chimeras are not to conform to human norms and expectations 
as they are not disabled human beings. According to this opinion, otherness is a problem of 
majority and minority: “Matematika. Azért uralkodnak rajtunk, mert ők a többség, hétmilliárd 
a százmillió ellen” [“It’s mathematics. They rule us, because they are the majority, seven billion 
against seven hundred thousand”] (243). In this situation, the Other is, by definition, a minority 
and subordinate, thus cannot prescribe his own norms and is subject to the practices of the 
dominant group. This line of thought leads to the conclusion that the situation will only change 
“Ha mi lennénk többen . . . mi hoznánk a törvényeket, mi alakítanánk a kultúrát” [“if we were the 
majority . . . we would write the rules, we would shape the culture”] (244). In other words, they 
determine what is normal and other, and then “a hétmilliárd sapiensből rácsok mögött mutogatott 
látványosság lenne” [“the seven billion sapienses would be a spectacle behind bars”] ( 244).

The third character, August, is approaching the problem of otherness from a human 
standpoint, having been regarded as human all his life. He intends to secure human rights for 
chimeras, as they have in other countries, where they have the right to elect their representatives. 
In his opinion, human rights are the first step towards an equality that takes the differences into 
account; as he points out in his political statement “Egy vagyok közületek [emberek közül]” [“I 
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am one of yours [humans]”] (40), but unlike Pilar, he doesn’t deny the differences: “ember és fajzat 
közt a különbséget a külső jelenti” [“The only difference between human and creature is in their 
appearance”] (40). 

Nevertheless, the novel raises no false hopes that the chimeras will be accepted as normal 
in the foreseeable future. Regardless of her efforts, Pilar is rejected and laughed at for imitating 
a human. After she is re-created by a team of hairdressers, make-up artists, and stylists, 
her transition seems to be accepted, but when she stands in front of people under different 
circumstances, the audience sees a creature on the stage, mocking and humiliating Pilar in public. 
Should the chimeras become the majority, it would only reverse the roles and would not provide 
a real solution; as we learn from the examples of other countries, despite the human rights and 
the liquidation of ghettos, chimeras remain marginalized in society. They cannot change humans’ 
attitude, and apparently, as a conclusion, the novel suggests that there is no place for the other with 
biological differences in society, as protagonists end up in prison or choose self-imposed exile. 

In The Stolen Troll, we find different “others” and a more positive attitude towards otherness. 
Magicians and magical creatures are a common trope of fantasy that embodies the other among 
humans and the attitude towards their otherness varies from dread or disdain to admiration. 
Szélesi’s novel describes an alternative Hungary populated by humans and a wide variety of 
magical creatures from Hungarian folklore, no less than fifteen different magical species live 
together. In this exceptionally diverse world, the other is considered a normal member of society; 
the coexistence is even if not unproblematic but based on acceptance. Ordinary humans represent 
the majority of the population, followed by humans born with magical abilities, like shamans 
(“sámán,” who is connected to the spiritual world and able to use magic of nature), magicians 
(“mágus,” who possess magical objects and is able to use different forms of magic), witches 
(“szépasszony,” whose magic also derives from nature but they are only able to cast smaller spells) 
and sorcerers (the figure of the “táltos” is unique to Hungarian mythology; their power derives 
from a direct connection to God). In addition to humans and different magicians, magical 
creatures like trolls, siegbarstes, giants, werewolves, fairies account for about ten percent of  
the society.

We can distinguish between visible and invisible otherness. Contrary to Fur and Skin, where 
the chimeras are visibly different from humans in most cases, the magicians and witches do not 
differ from humans in their appearance, yet they are associated with the magical other. This 
duality is mirrored in the attitude towards them, as on the one hand they are not perceived as 
fundamentally different. Answering the question “Hogyan viszonyulsz a varázslényekhez?” [“How 
do you feel about magical creatures?”], Bercel replies that “Nincs veletek gondom” [“I don’t have a 
problem with you”] (Szélesi 20). Contrary to Fur and Skin, in Szélesi’s novel, integration is present 
in every aspect of life, including education (mixed nurseries and schools) and jobs (the protagonist 
works together with a werewolf, a shaman, a magician, and other creatures), in the private sphere, 
“inter-species” relationships and families are accepted, though uncommon. Certain magical 
creatures live apart from humans, but that is usually a consequence of the different body sizes; 
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giants prefer to live on the top of the beanstalk, and tiny fairies (called “pilinkó” in Hungarian 
folklore) tend to hide in the forests. 

The novel does not give a detailed description of the society’s structure but the investigation 
of Bercel Tóth leads to higher and higher places, revealing the hierarchy of the fictional world. In 
the novel, Hungary is a kingdom, the king is a human, and the parliament is the highest legislative 
authority, made up of the Upper House and the Lower House. The members of parliament, and 
most importantly, the aristocracy, are equally composed of humans and magical creatures, yet, the 
highest positions, like the Home Secretary, the Minister of Human and Magical Resources, the 
Minister of Security, are held by highly qualified magicians. Apparently, magical abilities are not a 
basis of discrimination or an obstacle to overcome, but rather an advantage in public or  
political life.

Various forms of otherness are acknowledged, accepted, and even appreciated in the novel, 
in both political and social terms. However, delving deeper into the text, we see the humans (and 
magical creatures) struggling with otherness in everyday life because invisible alterity is more 
fearsome than visible otherness. Examples can be found for distrust or fear of magic, or we could 
say distrust and fear of the magical other and their superhuman abilities. The protagonist, Bercel 
Tóth, wears an amulet to be protected from curses and spells and automatically assumes that his 
partner of magical abilities, Krisztina Hanga, is reading his mind or uses magic to bewitch him 
(Szélesi 79, 113). Bercel is not the only one who does not entirely trust magical creatures, the 
aversion of a “magicolist” is expressed in an outburst: “Egy boszorkányt hozott a házamba . . . 
Úristen!” [“You brought a witch to my house? Oh my God!”] (22). Krisztina Hanga articulates the 
problem from the opposite point of view, saying:

Integrált oktatás, hogyne. Minden varázstudó gyerek rémálma. A többiek félnek tőlünk, 
nem fogadnak be minket, kinéznek maguk közül. Az a varázstudó, aki nem védi meg magát, azt 
zaklatják. Ha megvédi, akkor beárulják, hogy agresszív és antiszociális.” 

[“Integrated education, of course. It is every magician’s worst nightmare. The others are afraid 
of us, do not accept us, even ostracize us. The ones who don’t defend themselves are bullied. And if 
you defend yourself, you are told to be aggressive and antisocial.”] (78)

Moreover, despite their human and political rights, some non-human magical creatures 
are still objectified in certain situations. The title, the “stolen troll” addresses the problem of 
objectification, and it derives from the law: “A lopás szót használom a rablás helyett, és nem 
rasszizmusból, hanem, mert a büntetőjogban a kőből álló varázslényekre még mindig így 
tekintenek” [“I use the word stolen instead of kidnapped, and it’s not racism, because according 
to criminal law, magical creatures made of stone are regarded as objects”] (7). In other situations, 
magical creatures despise humans for the lack of magical abilities, such as a goblin (called 
“pörtmandli” in Hungarian folklore, a magical creature unable to lie and susceptible to magic) 
declares to the protagonist that “Maga csak egy ember” [“You are just a human”] (6). The novel’s 
antagonist, a magician, points out that humans are the same and worthless: “Az egyik emberizink 
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olyan mint a másik . . . Tizenkettő egy tucat. . . . A szaporodáson kívül másra nem képesek!” [“One 
human is like the other . . . They are a dime a dozen. . . . They can only reproduce”] (192). His 
view, however, is not generally accepted and he is called an “abilist,” a word created by analogy 
with racist from ability. The term suggests a form of ableism according to which the lack of 
magical abilities is a disability from the magical creatures’ point of view. We can draw a connection 
between the two novels, as they both connect otherness to the concept of disability that limits the 
others’ opportunities in society.

Like Fur and Skin, names and denominations reflect on the attitude towards otherness, 
though it is only a question of political correctness in The Stolen Troll’s world. Following Bercel’s 
question to Krisztina: “Maga boszorkány?” [“Are you a witch?”] (11), the detective is reminded 
to be politically correct, at least concerning the terminology. But as the quotation in the previous 
paragraph reveals, not only the magical creatures are called insulting nicknames, but humans are 
mocked as “emberizink,” an archaic word, meaning little, both in body and abilities. The world 
and society described in The Stolen Troll reveals that the integration of the magical other into the 
society is not without conflicts and certain forms of distinction are still at play.

“The world is designed for humans”

    The setting is central to the definition of urban fantasy, and fantasy scholars are taking 
different approaches to the characteristics of the city, predominantly based on its location in a 
primary or secondary world (Elkman 457). Irvine proposes the distinction (or rather an axis) 
of urban fantasy or fantasy urban, referring to texts in which “urban” is a descriptor applied 
to fantasy and those in which fantasy modifies the urban milieu (200). On the one hand, both 
Fur and Skin and The Stolen Troll belong to the category of urban fantasy, in which the city is 
recognizably taken from our contemporary world. However, as Irvine points out, this kind of 
narrative involves contact with some magical realm, and the story revolves around the magical 
coming into collision with the urban milieu (201). In the novels discussed, the fantastic does not 
come in contact with reality, but is intrinsically part of it from the first pages, being a component 
of the urban milieu. Talking about the urban environment, Kirill points out that “a világot 
sapiensekre tervezték” [“The world is designed for sapiens”] (Moskát 46). It is worth examining 
this remark in the light of accepting or rejecting otherness and to what extent the urban spaces are 
transformed because of their magical inhabitants.

Despite the different attitudes towards otherness, both novels depict cities that mostly 
remain unchanged compared to our known reality, and the texts refer to real objects of the urban 
landscape. In Fur and Skin, the NFSZ (International Organization for Creatures) headquarters at 
Kálvin Square is in the modern glass tower with a view of Szabadság-bridge and Danube (Moskát 
80), the visitors travel to the ghetto in Kistarcsa by the local railway (13). At the same time, the 
cohabitation of the other and the human in a common space is not a given. Concrete walls and 
barbed wire separate the spaces of the humans and that of the chimeras, and within the walls, 
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we find a city in the city, more precisely another urban environment that mirrors the chimeras’ 
otherness in two ways.

Firstly, it highlights the creatures’ physical differences from humans, expressed through 
their incompatibility with the urban environment. The city of the humans is a constant threat: 
“akárhányszor kimerészkedtek otthonról, az életükre tört” [“Whenever they dared to venture out, 
it tried to kill them”] (Moskát 13), being cold, silent, dirty, and full of glass and steel compared to 
nature where the chimeras’ partly belong. Contrary to the humans’ world, the ghetto is inhuman 
in two senses. The creatures live in an area that the humans abandoned; they occupy houses and 
multi-storey buildings that were family homes. The ghetto is characterized by decay without 
humans; the walls are ruined, the furniture is broken, the windows are covered with cardboard, 
and there are no public utilities. Among the houses, huge tents are set up. However, those also only 
provide inhumane refugee camp-type living conditions of shared camp beds, common facilities, 
and strict rules. The ghetto is the inferior, ruined version of the human urban spaces, mirroring 
the chimeras’ inferior position in society.

The Stolen Troll likewise describes a city almost identical to the real Budapest, and magic 
is not apparent in the construction of urban spaces. The narrator spends much time detailing 
the routes and places of Bercel’s investigation, mentioning dozens of reference points, including 
Margit Island, the bridges over the Danube, the building of the police headquarters at Teve Road, 
and Jégbüfé, a famous patisserie at the Square of the Franciscans. The only mentioned difference 
between the real Budapest and the fictional one lies in the name of Andrássy Avenue that bears 
the name Avenue of Equal Constitution and in the presence of a Broom Store that sells traditional 
Hungarian brooms to witches. Re-naming the avenue, the novel also reflects on the continuous 
change of the street names according to the political changes, throughout Hungarian history 
Andrássy Avenue also wore the name Avenue of People’s Republic (Népköztársaság útja). We 
could say that the difference between the real Budapest and the imaginary one is as invisible or 
subtle as the difference between magicians and humans, and the nonhumans are not represented 
at all in the cityscape. In short: magical creatures are integrated into the world, but the urban 
environment remains of and for humans.

The parallels drawn between the two novels and the city landscapes reveal that Kirill’s 
comment is not only correct, but the same applies to The Stolen Troll despite the different attitude 
towards otherness. Irrespective of the level of integration, the use of urban spaces suggests a 
human-centered approach, in which the other can live in the humans’ world yet can’t remake it in 
their image.

Conclusion

In his study, Ekman argues that urban fantasy is the genre of the unseen that offers the 
possibility to “discuss and discover” what we usually do not or do not want to see (466). I would 
add that the combination of the primary-world setting, the contemporary environment, and the 
immersive fantasy in Fur and Skin and The Stolen Troll can be called (sub-)genre of otherness. As 
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we have seen, the novels display otherness in different ways, yet have one crucial common motif: 
the other is no longer something hidden in the dark, outside our world and our society but walks 
amongst us in the familiar streets. Therefore, this form of urban fantasy, on one hand, mirrors 
what we think about ourselves and our society, and at the same time, invites us to think about 
the situation of the other. The discussed novels explore the reactions of society to otherness, and, 
in this regard, they can be considered as steps of a process from rejection to almost complete 
acceptance of otherness. The characters focus on the differences between humans, chimeras and 
magicians, and the novels depict internal social tensions, raising the question whether complete 
acceptance is possible. Only one chimera, a nameless, ancillary character, addresses the problem 
from a different point of view: “Ugyanazt szeretnénk, mint minden élőlény a Földön: legyen 
biztonság, legyen meleg, legyen mit enni. És mellettünk legyenek azok, akik szeretnek” [“We all 
just want the same things as all the living things on Earth: to be safe, to keep warm, and have 
enough to eat. And we want the ones we love to be there for us”] (Moskát 153). The comment 
applies equally to humans, chimeras, and magicians, and suggests focusing on similarities rather 
than differences. In other words, not only others can be the unseen, but the differences that make 
them the other.
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Poetic Justice for the Nonhuman Realm: Anita Moskát’s Irha és bőr 
as a Tool to Reflect on Public Life

András Molnár

Speculative fiction bears much relevance to how we experience the twenty-first century. After 
having been relegated to popular culture and discredited for offering nothing more than cheap 
and superficial entertainment for the masses, not only does speculative fiction constitute a sizable 
portion of contemporary entertainment nowadays; its tropes address some of humanity’s most 
salient issues in the twenty-first century. 

Hungarian speculative fiction has gained a strong momentum throughout the past decade. 
The 2010s witnessed the emergence of a new generation of authors with unique voices, new 
regular anthologies, and an intensified discussion of issues related to speculative fiction. 
Research groups and conferences are devoted to exploring the ways this subset of fiction reflects 
contemporary issues, and new thematic and annual anthologies are being published. Perhaps the 
most salient attribute of this new wave of Hungarian speculative fiction is that it is imbued with 
“local color.” Several stories are located in an all too familiar Hungary––either in the capital or in 
various country regions—and the plots are embedded in the cultural, social and political context 
of present-day Hungary (e.g., events take place in decaying villages or rural pubs, locations well 
known to many readers who grew up after the transition). There is also a marked usage of motifs 
from Hungarian folklore, exemplified by Attila Veres’s short story “Kisgömböc” [Little Hog Maw],1 
a reinterpretation of a popular Hungarian folk tale with the same title, or Alfonz Fekete I.’s A 
mosolygó zsonglőr [The Smiling Juggler], a collection of short stories that reach back to Hungarian 
folklore and the surrealist fiction of fin de siècle and early twentieth century Central Europe. The 
characteristic tropes of the various genres within speculative fiction, and speculative fiction’s now 
generally acknowledged role as a tool to reflect on contemporary challenges, are combined with 
regional topography and cultural background.

This article is an analysis of Anita Moskát’s 2019 novel Irha és bőr [Hide and Skin] by utilizing 
Martha C. Nussbaum’s approach, which views novels as a useful tool to recognize and appreciate 
the plight of others. For this reason, it can enhance empathy in public life. My point is that while 
Nussbaum’s focus was aimed at the modern realist novel, Moskát’s novel also has the potential to 
serve as a similar tool for present-day public discourse. The plight of nonhuman animals, their 
moral status, and our relationship with them are becoming increasingly important matters to deal 
with, not only because the harm humans cause Earth’s ecosystem may result in harm to humanity 
itself (e.g., by the perils of the decline of biodiversity), but also because the treatment of sentient 
beings is a matter of moral deliberation. Irha és bőr distinctively focuses on the perspective of 
its nonhuman (or perhaps semi-human) characters who need to cope with the mostly hostile 
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attitudes and prejudices of the human world surrounding them, and this feature makes it eligible 
for an analysis within Nussbaum’s theoretical framework.

Irha és bőr at the Crossroad of Genres

Wolfe and Beamer’s suggestion that it is preferable to avoid “replac[ing] meaningful critical 
discourse with ingenious tagging” (164) seems especially well-founded in the case of Irha és 
bőr considering that the novel evades categorization particularly well. Perhaps it is not entirely 
unfounded to claim that the novel bears the characteristics of the urban fantasy subgenre as it 
takes place in contemporary Hungary, and quasi-supernatural events play a crucial role in the 
narrative. I think “quasi-supernatural” is the proper word to use here, because while some of the 
phenomena in the fictitious setting are indeed not possible in real life—or at least not today and 
not exactly the way they are presented to the reader—they cannot be said to be supernatural in 
the common meaning of the word. So while the plot does take place in an urban environment, 
and it contains some mythic elements, it does not feature the horror tropes that, according to 
Peter S. Beagle, are part of the subgenre (n.p.). On the other hand, the hybrid, asymmetrical, 
and sometimes dysfunctional bodies of the “sentient creatures,” their sometimes grotesque and 
repulsive appearance, and the sometimes gruesome, visceral descriptions give the novel a tinge 
of horror, calling to mind Carroll’s thought on impurity and fusion in the horror genre (Carroll 
42–45).

Irha és bőr takes place in Hungary in an imagined world, in which millions of animals cocoon 
themselves and undergo inexplicable transformations. The result of these transformations is the 
emergence of a large group of half-human, half-animal beings called “chimeras” or “sentient 
creatures.” For the record, it should be noted that the original Hungarian text uses the derogatory 
word “fajzat,” a word used to emphasize the tainted bloodline or descendancy of its object. The 
chimeras are in no way “regular” hybrids; the proportion of their human and animal organs and 
the degree of their transformation are absolutely arbitrary, nor do they necessarily serve any 
meaningful purpose. They are more or less capable of rational thought (this feature also varies 
according to the development of their human brain). Humans are dumbfounded and disgusted by 
the inexplicable appearance of the new race and restrict them to ghettos and meticulously regulate 
their social life. At the time of the novel’s plot, tension mounts as the dissatisfaction of chimeras 
in the ghettos rises. In Hungary, a referendum is being initiated with the support of August Dahl, 
an activist of the International Organization for the Cause of Chimeras (Nemzetközi Fajzatügyi 
Szervezet, hereafter NFSZ) and a protagonist of the novel. Meanwhile, a mysterious, sect-like 
organization, led by the Black Sheep, a sheep-human hybrid, is causing revolt among chimeras. 
The incredibly complex and multi-layered novel relates the conflicts and struggles of chimeras in 
the shadow of an overheated discourse of nonhuman rights.

Partly through an omniscient, third-person narrator, partly through the narratives related 
in the blog posts of one of the protagonists, Kirill, a deer-human hybrid, the novel tells about 
the calamities that ensued after the inexplicable transformation of millions of animals all over 
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the planet. There are three main protagonists of the novel. The aforementioned Kirill is an 
activist for the oppressed, who wants to uncover the atrocities the chimeras have to suffer. He is 
animated by an unrelenting desire for justice and revenge. His curiosity leads him to the Black 
Sheep, but it is his desire for revenge that makes him the Sheep’s follower and finally becomes his 
undoing. August, the NFSZ activist, is sincerely, even desperately, concerned with the plight of 
chimeras, but he is forced to face conflicts and difficulties that arise from the differences between 
his seemingly upper-class position as opposed to the underclass position of his impatient and 
ghettoized protégés who, under the influence of the Black Sheep, consider him a traitor to the 
cause of chimera liberation. The appearance of the Sheep also unfolds a series of events that make 
August face his true origins. Pilar, the badger-human hybrid, was initially exploited by her former 
master who posted footage of her to social media and thrived on her ever-increasing fandom. 
Pilar, after her master gets rid of her, begins learning about and wondering at the real world while 
gradually leaving the mediated illusions of her former life behind. This journey is full of perils and 
misunderstandings, but in the end, she becomes an indispensable key to discovering the origin of 
the chimeras. Through the omniscient, third-person narrator, the reader gets to understand the 
perspectives and ambitions of the various characters.

The novel focuses sharply on the emotions and motives of its characters, but the abstract 
issue at stake, equality of human and nonhuman (or partly human), is not marginalized as the 
plight of chimeras is one of the primary factors that influence the decisions of the characters 
and creates tensions. The reader is driven to experience what it’s like to belong to an outcast 
group. Paradoxically, the excluded group does not consist of ordinary humans—its members are 
beings that could easily be monsterized in a B-movie and are in fact monsterized by the millions 
of humans in the story who are perplexed at their emergence; yet the novel lets the reader see 
the plot through the eyes of three chimeras. Mentally, the chimeras are often closer to humans 
than animals, even though they display various animal features—for instance, the collective 
consciousness of Kirill and his herd of does—and this makes it easier for the reader to empathize 
with them. So much so that some passages in Irha és bőr, like the one about the “galambok[, ]akik 
gyermeket akartak” [“doves who wanted a child”] (93), describe emotions in a way that if one  
did not know the context, they could be about any human beings who behaved contrary to 
negative expectations.

Irha és Bőr and Literary Imagination

Recent advances in cognitive science concerning literature confirm the suggestion that reading 
fiction enhances people’s ability to be more empathic and receptive to the feelings of others. For 
example, Oatley argues that fiction is not so much an imitation of life as “a kind of simulation that 
enables exploration of minds and their interactions in the social world” (626). Fiction can engage 
the reader by inference (the skill of understanding others by indirect signs), transportation (being 
capable of involvement with the fictional situations), and pluralism (fiction’s tendency to introduce 
alternate realities) (621-624). Overviewing related research, Wolf concludes that “the capacity 
for compassionate knowledge of others may be our best antidote to the ‘culture of indifference’” 
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(53). These findings correlate with Martha Nussbaum’s theory, elaborated in the 1990s, that the 
novel can construct a “paradigm of a style of ethical reasoning”: it takes a “general idea of human 
flourishing” and couples it with a concrete situation. As a result of this pairing, we can obtain 
“universalizable concrete prescriptions” (8). In other words, novels can confront us with imaginary 
situations. These imaginary situations are related to certain general principles of right and wrong, 
and contrasting these two, the reader can draw their own conclusions about the issue at hand. 
Nussbaum herself exemplifies this in her chapter on Charles Dickens’s Hard Times, arguing that 
that novel “contains a normative vision of a scientific political economics and of the scientific 
political imagination,” making these ideas the target of “withering satirical attack” (13).

Nussbaum carefully explains why she chose the novel as a subject of her inquiry. In her view, 
the novel has a peculiar commitment to the individuality of persons; it attributes importance to 
what happens to individuals; it describes the events of life from an inner perspective; and it pays 
special attention to the ordinary, the everyday life and struggles of people (32). Of these four 
attributes, only the last one can be said to be untrue of speculative fiction for the obvious reason 
that this genre presents “modes of being that contrast with their audiences’ understanding of 
ordinary reality” (Gill 73). While of course we should not be encountering chimeras any time 
soon—at least in the sense of the hybrid beings in Irha és bőr—the problem of  animal rights is 
an all too real one, more timely than ever, and the issue is basically a moral one. Protecting the 
environment in general, and the animals in it, is a goal that serves the interests of human society 
as well, because the effects that come from subverting nature’s processes can be harmful to humans 
too. However, there is also the question of whether we should consider nonhuman animals as 
beings with inherent values and the right to be treated accordingly. This latter viewpoint is distinct 
from direct advantages, and concerns whether nonhuman animals are entitled to a respectful 
treatment. This is the approach the novel takes, and it is aided by representing the dynamics of the 
psychology of the mostly nonhuman characters in a subtle, complex, and realistic way. We may 
also tangentially mention that “chimeras,” in the sense of human/animal admixed embryos utilized 
for scientific and biotechnological purposes do exist, and pose a significant challenge to human 
identity as contrasted with nonhuman animals (Sharpe 130–33). Aside from the aforementioned 
nonconformity with the virtues of the novel as described by Nussbaum, Irha és bőr fits well with 
the other elements of the enumeration: the feelings, motives, and acts of the individual characters 
play a crucial role in the story, and their individual personality is detailed and realistic.

The plot of Irha és bőr takes place in an environment of outright inequality between humans 
and nonhumans. Chimeras are abhorred by humans because of their monstrosity (by human 
terms) and the prejudice that they are inherently inferior because of their half-animal state. The 
situation evokes a debate that is analogous to the issue of animal rights. Jeremy Bentham, one of 
the earliest open proponents of animal rights, argued that the common denominator that may 
one day ground animal rights is their capacity to suffer (Bentham 142-143., n. §). Pioneering 
animal rights activist Peter Singer agreed and dwelled extensively on the factors that underlie the 
argument (9–17). He goes on to consider the question of killing animals, arguing that to avoid 
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speciesism, animals should be granted the right to life, just like humans, because species borders 
cannot constitute a legitimate reason for the different treatment of humans and nonhumans (19). 
The capacity to feel pain and the deconstruction of borders between species is demonstrated in 
the novel as well. Singer attempts to prove indirectly that animals have the capacity to feel pain: 
“there are no good reasons, scientific or philosophical, for denying that animals feel pain. If we 
do not doubt that other humans feel pain we should not doubt that other animals do so too” (15). 
This argument is, of course, intuitively appealing, and supported by scientific evidence. However, 
it is still presented from an external point of view. Singer, obviously, cannot flawlessly reconstruct 
the experience of other—nonhuman—creatures because his imagination and experiences are 
inevitably human so they:

will not help to try to imagine that one has webbing on one's arms, which enables one 
to fly around at dusk and dawn catching insects in one's mouth; that one has very poor 
vision, and perceives the surrounding world by a system of reflected high-frequency 
sound signals; and that one spends the day hanging upside down by one's feet in an attic. 
(Nagel 439)

Moskát’s novel seems to take this a step further to understand the perspective of nonhuman 
animals by the means of fiction. One of the novel’s tools to create an approximate phenomenology 
of nonhuman animals is the use of chimeras, who are partly human, which makes it easier for 
the reader to empathize with them, and partly animal, which leaves its mark in the characters’ 
consciousness and behavior. This motif is most salient in the representation of Kirill, who 
experiences a telepathic bond with the community he is related to, be it his herd (9) or the Black 
Sheep (332-333). More importantly, the evolution of the chimeras into a conscious, semi-human 
state is often accompanied by a power to express themselves by language, which makes their voice 
heard. From his infancy, Kirill was convinced that “a történeteknek erejük van” [“stories have 
power,”] (577), and it was this conviction that motivated him in writing a blog to relate the plight 
of chimeras throughout the world. Writing the blog, on the one hand, made the voice of chimeras 
heard: they could express themselves by the very means humans use to convey messages about 
oppression, unfair discrimination, and exploitation. On the other hand, giving the chimeras a 
narrative is more than that: it is about giving them an identity, and in this regard, one should be 
very careful about what narrative one relates. This is the very reason Kirill refrains from telling 
their origins after learning that the “creation” of the chimeras was unintended and imperfect.

The chimeras’ struggle for legal recognition is fraught with distrust, and the individual stories 
that are presented to the reader give a glimpse of why this could be so. The three main protagonists 
of the novel have markedly different backgrounds. August, the activist of the NFSZ, is introduced 
as an upper-class human man. Kirill is relegated to a small flat in a ghetto, experiencing poverty 
and oppression first hand. Pilar—whose role in the store is less important for this study—is found 
abandoned in a garbage deposit. The issue at stake: the “general idea of human flourishing” is the 
equal legal acknowledgment of sentient beings in an environment where human exceptionalism 
is the self-evident and unquestioned norm, and the situation is worsened by fears of the unknown 
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posed by the absolute lack of knowledge concerning the reproduction of chimeras. The “concrete 
situations” that are contrasted with the general idea are forcefully expressed in the intermittent 
blog posts that report on dehumanizing, humiliating, and outright abusive practices like illegal 
experimentation (124-126), uses of chimeras as live target for bow shooting (167-168), lynching 
(282-284), or sexual exploitation (458-460). In the meantime, not only do we learn that mutually 
respectful relationships can be formed between humans and chimeras (283), but also, and more 
importantly, due to the novel’s focus on the viewpoint of chimeras, we can identify with their 
emotions and experiences, and understand their decisions.

These and other instances of discrimination presented in the novel make the tension more 
palpable as the reader can relate to the anger felt by many chimeras, and the conflict of August 
and the Black Sheep becomes more vivid. August strives to achieve legal equality by negotiation 
and persuasion; the Black Sheep takes a revolutionary stance that draws on the vengeful bloodlust 
of his followers. One manifestation of this conflict is the spectacular and brutal murder of 
Theodor Holm and the gruesome profanation of his corpse, which possibly contributed to losing 
the referendum because of the general fear such a crime arose in the public (343). Another 
manifestation is the debate between the Black Sheep and August about the former’s implausible 
and impractical list of demands (505).

While the sectarian fanaticism of the Black Sheep is doomed to failure, the drawbacks 
of August’s campaign are also vividly demonstrated in the novel. The figure of the activist is 
presented as a different type of fanatic, who stops at nothing to arouse sympathy among the 
public: he comes out as a chimera in a live interview for the benefit of the equal rights referendum 
campaign (40), he is prone to using others for his goals (253-254), and he arranges a failed attempt 
of assassination against himself so that he can morally triumph as a martyr of his cause (453). All 
these sacrifices deserve attention not only because, at this point, the novel reflects on the hardships 
of being an activist, but also, and more importantly, because the various personal conflicts that 
ensue from August’s decisions highlight new aspects of the characters’ emotional lives.

Conclusion

Irha és bőr is an odd mixture of the realist novel and speculative fiction; its quasi-supernatural 
elements are placed in a very real-life Hungary. This exceptionally multi-layered novel reflects 
on a variety of issues out of which I attempted to focus on the struggle of chimeras for legal 
recognition. I applied the thesis contained in Martha Nussbaum’s Poetic Justice, according to 
which the realist novel can be used to imagine social situations that are related to principles of 
right and wrong, and by this, the novel can become a tool of public discourse. My hypothesis 
was that this thesis can be extended to works of speculative fiction too, because even though this 
genre focuses on the irregular and the extraordinary—instead of the ordinary like the realist novel 
does in Nussbaum’s view—speculative fiction is capable of achieving the emotional involvement 
and empathy in the reader that helps them understand the situation and the dilemmas of the 
characters. Therefore, deliberation on public affairs is no less possible. Moskát’s novel frames 
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the issue of legal equality between human and nonhuman, sentient creatures. The individual 
narratives in the fables within the novel illustrate vividly what fates may befall the chimeras in 
a regime where they are not protected by law. The behavior of the chimeras as rational agents 
provides a contrast with, and makes the reader reflect on, the self-evident norm of the essential 
difference between the human and the nonhuman.

Notes

1. All translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
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Interview with Margit Sárdi

Translated by Beata Gubacsi

Margit Sárdi is a literary historian, specialising in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
Hungarian historiography and women’s writing. In the 1990s she began offering a regular science 
fiction course at Eötvös Loránd University—the first and only available at the time. Her dedication 
to science fiction studies led to the foundation of the Magyar Scifitörténeti Társaság [Society for 
the History of Hungarian SF]. 

The interview was conducted online in the summer of 2021, and translated by Beata Gubacsi.

Guest Editors Vera Benczik and Beata Gubacsi: How do you see the development of 
Hungarian fantastic from the 1980s? What aspects do you consider as strengths of the fantastic 
in Hungarian literature and culture? How can you see these changes through the Magyar 
Scifitörténeti Társaság [Society for the History of Hungarian SF]?

Margit Sárdi: Hungarian science fiction (or fantastic literature as a whole) has been on a wild 
roller coaster ride for the past few decades. Following a brief period of flourishing in the 1980s, 
in the 1990s writers and publishers fell into a difficult situation. There were fewer opportunities: 
book publishers were suddenly facing a competitive market, and magazines and series ceased to 
exist alongside the small fanzines SF readers and their communities had created and supported. 
The majority of accomplished authors began writing in other genres. The 2000s was a period of 
stabilisation; of the few communities and organisations that survived this murky phase, publishers 
and magazines were able to begin operating with greater security, providing a platform for new 
groups of predominantly young writers. Compared to these shifts, the changes in 2010s have been 
less transformative. I think these cliques continue to be relevant: it’s easier to publish if you belong 
to one or the other community, so it’s harder for new talent and creative practices to emerge. At 
the same time, there’s a growing discontent among “outsider” readers and writers, who dislike 
current, leading forums and organisations, and who wish to see a greater variety and diversity of 
writing. In the past few years, the Society has mostly felt difficulties caused by the pandemic: due 
to the lack of regular meetings and events, we can’t really see how Hungarian SF is  
currently changing. 

Guest Editors: How does the Hungarian fantastic incorporate and/or subvert the themes and 
tropes of Anglo-American fantastic tradition? 
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Margit Sárdi: First of all, I have to admit that I don’t read in English; I encounter Anglo-
American fiction in translation, so my knowledge of it is sporadic. As a researcher I regard my call 
to be unearthing and documenting the history of Hungarian SF (and so does the Society). 

As a literary historian, I believe that SF, just as other literary genres, is embedded in its era 
and responds to it, but science fiction uses a completely different set of “codes.” (This is why we 
often refer to SF as “hidden literature.”) The influence of Anglo-American literature has gradually 
increased over the past two decades. However, the Hungarian fantastic remains predominantly 
concerned with and responding to specifically Hungarian issues, so there might be huge 
differences. For instance, overpopulation, increasing crime rates, urban alienation, and artificial 
environments are not pivotal concerns in Hungary, so these provide little inspiration for writers; 
cyberpunk, steampunk and dieselpunk themes and aesthetics are mostly utilised by small groups 
to express their identities. Hungarian authors are more partial to the topics of soft SF. Depictions 
of diverse human and sentient non-human groups in future societies and civilisations is quite 
common, but even among these trends Botond Markovics’s (Brandon Hackett) engagement with 
transhumanism, the range of biological and augmented humans, or the biologically enhanced 
non/humans in Zoltán László’s fiction feels exciting and innovative.

Guest Editors: How does the uniquely Hungarian storytelling appear in the Hungarian 
fantastic, and how does the fantastic as a mode itself aid and amplify the Hungarian perspective?

Margit Sárdi: A peculiar characteristic of early science fiction writing in Hungary is that 
compared to other genres’ spatial journeys, they tend to focus on time travel or exploring the 
future. This can be explained by the possibilities utopia can offer: in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, political factions of both sides would use the rhetoric of utopia for expressing their 
views (and for propaganda purposes). Utopia as a genre needed the toolkit of SF to be able to 
imagine the future and depict a utopian society for which the present has no blueprint, and which 
thus remains unattainable. This literary tradition is still strong, however, these days you mostly 
see dystopias in Hungarian SF, and this seems to be true for the other strands of the fantastic as 
well. It is no surprise that these imagined futures tend to be inspired by the future of humanity’s 
relationship with the environment, and as a result, an apocalyptic or post-apocalyptic scenario. 

 Guest Editors: In the field of Anglo-American SF, generic boundaries have become 
increasingly porous, and experimenting with different genre-bending practices has been 
encouraged and celebrated. How do you think fantastic genres appear in Hungarian fantastic 
literature and culture? 

Margit Sárdi:  Mixing different genres and tones can be seen in the earliest SF authors, 
from the mid-nineteenth-century (SF and transcendent worlds, SF and crime fiction, see Miklós 
Jósika), or the twentieth century (Mária Szepes, András Gáspár). In the past two decades genre-
blending has become increasingly present, especially with new SF authors. Yet, perhaps the most 
outstanding examples for these experiments would be more accomplished writers who work in a 
wide range of modes (Sándor Szélesi, Tibor Fonyódi). It’s worth mentioning that the Hungarian 
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SFF readership is not considerable enough to be able to maintain continuous support for a variety 
of approaches. For this reason, publishers are more inclined to group together works with different 
genres and tones, which doesn’t help readers to navigate these differences. 

Guest Editors: What aspects do you consider the strengths of the fantastic in Hungarian 
literature and culture and how could they be supported?

Margit Sárdi: Hungarian SF is often concerned with future societies, and the relationship of 
people and power. (This seems to be a common Eastern-European concern). Twentieth-century 
Hungarian SF often blends into social satire. Since many traumatic events of Hungarian history 
have not been dealt with, they’re still painful and present in everyday conflicts; it is understandable 
that SF writers are drawn to alternate histories, where they can envision positive outcomes to 
real, tormenting issues. So much so that our time travel narratives are never concerned with the 
theoretical/technological aspects of time travel—they are a chance to resolve the sins of the past, 
committed by us or by others, even on historical scales. It is perhaps another typical Hungarian 
thing that short fiction has developed and reached a higher aesthetic quality than long-form prose, 
and short fiction is still a distinguished form, with well-known writers embracing it and using it as 
their first line of experimentation. 

Guest Editors: How do you see the development of fan communities in Hungary? How do 
they shape and reflect changes the fantastic is going through?

Margit Sárdi: In the 1980s and 1990s small SF fan communities played an important role 
in rural areas and universities; their fanzines represented modernity and a chance for renewal. 
Current laws regulating the foundation and operation of societies and small organisations 
complicate things, and in the past decade several SF communities have ceased operating. Websites 
and the fan communities attached to them took their place, with the intent of influencing SF 
writers and publishers with their critical engagement and reviews. The significance of their impact 
was especially felt during the discussions surrounding the only existing SF award, the Zsoldos 
Award, which resulted in the award being split. 

Guest Editors: Considering current trends in the production and consumption of fantastic 
literature and media, how is the Hungarian fantastic likely to change in the future? What new 
directions do you think are possible?

Margit Sárdi: Whatever I say here, it won’t be more than fortune telling. It’s hard to see 
how social circumstances will change, and what direction the trends building upon them will 
take. The situation of fantastic fictions will remain to be impacted by the publishing industry 
and the respectively small readership, the readers’ and writers’ disorganisation, the isolation of 
these communities due to the pandemic, which has, for example, affected the Hungarian Writer’s 
Alliance’s SF Division, as well as the regular meetings and events they organised. There’s still a lack 
of expert criticism, and I think for a long time, we won’t see critical, literary historical surveys or 
public databases, which could showcase the directions and values of the Hungarian fantastic. 
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Interview with István “Steve” Szabó 

Translated by Beata Gubacsi

István Zoltán “Steve” Szabó is the founding editor-in-chief of Próza Nostra, a literary 
journal dedicated to fantastic literature. He received his doctorate in comparative literature at 
the University of Szeged for his work on the role of technology in William Gibson’s novels. His 
research interests are technology, deconstruction and postmodern American prose. He is a 
lecturer at the University of Szeged, and “off duty” a technical writer at an American IT company. 

The interview was conducted in writing during the summer of 2021, and translated by Beata 
Gubacsi. 

Guest Editors Vera Benczik and Beata Gubacsi: How do you see the development of 
Hungarian fantastic since the 1980s? What aspects do you consider the strengths of the fantastic in 
Hungarian literature and culture? How can you see these changes through Próza Nostra?

Steve Szabó: This can be approached from different directions. The first thing that comes to 
my mind is the sheer number of new authors who have appeared on the scene of the Hungarian 
fantastic since the 2010s. I would highlight two of them, Anita Moskát and Attila Veres, who 
could be considered the most important debut authors. A number of new publishers specialising 
in fantastic literature have entered the market, and the field has expanded. There are also more 
thematic calls for manuscripts year after year. The increasing numbers, however, do not necessarily 
mean an improvement in quality. I do think that as time goes by, publishers and authors are giving 
us so much that it is becoming more difficult to survey the field, and see the big picture without 
getting lost among all the texts. 

Próza Nostra has never claimed to serve as a catalogue and report on everything. In this way, 
it does not reflect all the changes in the scene, and I think this is fine.  Our team is seeking to filter 
and introduce books we deem worthy of the readers’ attention via reviews and review essays, 
through the lens of literary criticism. We want them to be noticed. 

Guest Editors: How does the Hungarian fantastic incorporate and/or subvert the themes and 
tropes of Anglo-American fantastic tradition? 

Steve Szabó: This is really hard to answer because when you say “Hungarian fantastic,” 
it sounds like some kind of a homogenous entity, but this is not the case. Hence there is no 
straightforward answer. The readers’ expectations for the fantastic for quite some time have been 
no more than getting pretty much the same thing as well-known Anglophone texts. I’m mostly 
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thinking about fantasy here. The situation of science fiction is a lot more complicated since it 
follows a completely different tradition, and the weird and horror are, again, another beast.  

If we stay with fantasy for now, Anglophone themes and stylistic features have dominated the 
field for a long time. There was a huge demand for fantasy but at the same time a kind of resistance 
toward Hungarian authors of fantasy. In the 1990s it was common practice to publish Hungarian 
fantasy authors’ work under Anglo-American pen names because that is what readers would pick 
up from the shelves. Nowadays, this is not the case, but the writers still active today have kept 
their nom de plume. Good examples would be Botond Markovics (Brandon Hackett) or István 
Nemere (John Caldwell), among others. It’s interesting to note that Botond Markovics’s—one of 
the most important contemporary authors—writing career is as a science fiction writer, but at the 
beginning of his career similar SF authors faced similar expectations, meaning that they could not 
use a Hungarian name. The reason for this being that Soviet and Eastern European SF became less 
relevant after 1989 for a while.  

The themes and motives of the Anglophone fantastic have appeared obligatorily in these 
books—but with modifications—because the author’s cultural background would inevitably 
seep into the texts. As fantasy started to gain momentum in Hungary this process became more 
conscious, and there was a greater demand and appreciation for it. At the same time the elements 
or even clichés of Anglophone fantasy are sometimes still noticeable in the contemporary 
fantastic. And that’s fine. A literary tradition has been adopted, then adapted, shaped by our own 
cultural traditions.    

Guest Editors: How does the uniquely Hungarian storytelling appear in the Hungarian 
fantastic, and how does the fantastic as a mode itself aid and amplify the Hungarian perspective? 

Steve Szabó: This question logically follows from the previous one but it is more exciting. The 
main strands of the fantastic—I’m primarily talking about fantasy, science fiction, horror/weird, 
and their various subgenres—are naturally encouraging writers to integrate their own cultural and 
historical backgrounds, folklore, mythology, and archetypal stories into their fiction. There are 
plenty of examples for this in recent years in the field of the Hungarian fantastic. Just to mention 
a few, Csilla Kleinheincz’s Ólomerdő [Leaden Forest, own translation] trilogy or Mónika Rusvai’s 
debut novel Tündöklő [Shimmer, own translation] come to mind. These novels rely heavily on 
traditional Hungarian folk tales. They amalgamate the rich tradition with fantasy, a genre with 
Anglo-American roots. Yet, they don’t feel like experimental “crossovers,” but rather like genuine 
Hungarian fantasy. 

However, at the same time, not every aspect of fantastic poetics and rhetoric support the 
integration and representation of the Hungarian folk tradition, or at least not without difficulties. 
There seems to be a trend in contemporary fantasy that worldbuilding allows the use of fantastic 
elements, but it also requires a certain level of realism. This approach couldn’t be further from the 
traditions of Hungarian folk and fairy tales and generally genres originating from oral storytelling, 
so merging these thematic and aesthetic trends is no easy feat.  
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This issue is apparent in other genres, as well, not just the fantastic ones, where a given genre 
predominantly draws on Anglo-American culture, and so Hungarian authors find it difficult 
to come up with a believable story within the Hungarian cultural context. I would refer to an 
example here that Attila Veres brought up at a literary event in Szeged. Crime fiction is a difficult 
genre in Hungarian literature because—despite the end of the Soviet regime—people still distrust 
the police as they used to be seen as part of an oppressive force. Consequently, in Hungarian crime 
fiction, if someone approaches the police with trust, Hungarian readers will be thrown off, feeling 
that something is not quite right. 

Horror has also been looking for its typically Hungarian form before it flourished. To do so, 
initiatives like The Black Aether fanzine and its fanbase, a group of readers and writers, have been 
vital. When it comes to fantastic genres, they can’t be defined as culturally homogenous. Finding 
those entry points where they can be cracked open to let in specific cultural representations is a 
huge and incredibly exciting mission. We’ve seen many wonderful examples in the past decade. 

Guest Editors: In the field of Anglo-American SF generic boundaries have become 
increasingly porous, and experimenting with different genre-bending practices has been 
encouraged and celebrated. How do you think fantastic genres appear in Hungarian fantastic 
literature and culture? What is the role of Próza Nostra in representing genres and generic hybrids? 

Steve Szabó: I’m not a fan of labels. Genres are undoubtedly useful: literary critics can 
describe complex ideas through them fairly easily, in the bookstore we know which section 
has the books we are looking for, and they are also useful in dividing passionate readers, and 
beyond this there are other practical uses. Yet, reading reviews one gets the feeling as if genre 
and its characteristics were more important than the actual text. I think it’s more exciting to read 
fantasy than an essay trying to disentangle the subgenres of fantasy. These categories have become 
increasingly hybrid. Of course, you can find buzz words to render texts to certain categories. I’m 
glad we can allow these genres to blend on a theoretical level as well. 

It would be hypocritical to start talking about what’s happening to the principal fantastic 
genres in Hungary and how they could mix and match. I would still suggest—even if it means 
putting some of the above thoughts in brackets—that weird/horror and fantasy typically blend 
well with Hungarian themes. While there’s a significant tradition of combining typically science 
fiction and horror elements—not only in literature—I can see fewer examples of this in the field of 
the Hungarian fantastic. 

The criticism of the Hungarian fantastic definitely suffers from genre fetish, and Próza Nostra 
is no exception, not really. The website’s tags are based on generic labels so the readers can quickly 
find what they are most interested in.  This is a good example to show how we think of texts, 
systematically. Criticism observes and thematizes hybrid genres and crossover texts, and the 
entanglements of their characteristics. So, while we celebrate this kind of experimentation, using 
the same labels we simply reinforce the genres’ taxonomy. 
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Guest Editors: What aspects do you consider the strengths of the fantastic in Hungarian 
literature and culture, and how could they be supported?

Steve Szabó: The greatest strength seems to be—and I’m thinking about the outstanding 
texts that will be considered milestones as we look back at them in a few years—is that they can 
be topical without losing their global perspective. The majority of fantastic fiction, including the 
international scene, as far as I can see, is not like that. What I mean is that the way they reflect on 
current socio-political issues puts an expiry date on them. 

Literature and the arts have to reflect the world but I still think this is done most successfully 
when it does not remain mundane and it can reflect something of the human condition. From 
where I stand, the fantastic engages with contemporary issues in a way that it uses genre features 
to convey a message metaphorically, so the fantastic itself is just a shell. I can’t say this trend can’t 
be seen in the Hungarian fantastic, or that this is exclusive to fantastic literature, but I still think 
the biggest achievement of the Hungarian fantastic is that it can reflect on the problems honestly 
and uniquely in a timeless way. 

Guest Editors: How do you see the development of fan communities in Hungary? How do 
they shape and reflect changes the fantastic is going through?

Steve Szabó: In the past decade, quite a few new communities have formed that remained and 
developed further. I don’t know the statistics, but I feel like these groups are massively influential. 
They are instrumental in spreading information quickly, and through them readers can find 
books easily; they make it much simpler for writers to enter the market. The work of these vibrant 
communities comes to fruition. 

Just to mention my own journal first, Próza Nostra has had several offline events in Szeged and 
Budapest as well. We’ve got book launches, meet and greets, Q&As, conferences. We also have an 
active role in organising the inaugural convention ViTA or Világok Találkozása [Wor(l)ds Collide]. 
These events create their own communities.

I’ve already mentioned Black Aether. It began as a fanzine, supplying niche demands, 
warranting scepticism whether it’s got a future in the digital age. Yet, it was capable of reaching 
the fans of Lovecraftian horror, and readers of horror and weird in general. The above-mentioned 
Attila Veres debuted in the fanzine, and Balázs Farkas and Zoltán Komor also published there. 
The community surrounding the magazine has founded the Hungarian Lovecraft Society, which is 
equally visible in this field. 

The Facebook group, F.I.O.K.—Fantasztikus Irodalmi Olvasó Kör [Reading Group for 
Fantastic Literature], includes several writers, readers, editors, and publishers in their ranks as 
active community members.  The Spekulatív Zóna [Speculative Zone] is one of the most important 
resources when it comes to the fantastic scene. Bence Bukta’s podcast, Booktár [Bookhoard], 
specialises in the fantastic. These are all grassroot projects, they’re not backed by a publisher, it’s 
just a few passionate people who love fantastic genres. 
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This is, of course, not a comprehensive list but I think it shows that these literary communities 
not just follow the changes in the field of the fantastic but also shape it, make it more accessible 
with the intellectual material they accumulate. 

Guest Editors: Considering current trends in the production and consumption of fantastic 
literature and media, how is the Hungarian fantastic likely to change in the future? What new 
directions do you think are possible?

Steve Szabó: Someone in publishing should be able to provide a more accurate picture since 
they see the commercial data. Looking at the current trends, I would say the weird and horror 
are going to become more prominent. This would be great since there are fewer books published 
by Hungarian authors compared to other strands of the fantastic. At the same time, there’s 
considerable interest in the genre, so I can definitely see the increase of debut novels in the field. 
I also hope we are going to see more volumes that reach back to Hungarian myths, folklore, and 
storytelling traditions. This might be wishful thinking, though. I firmly believe, however, that 
unless there’s a huge global crash that changes everything, I can’t see the Hungarian fantastic 
become tepid or irrelevant. It’s definitely coming up, strongly. 
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Interview with Csilla Kleinheincz 

Csilla Kleinheincz is a Hungarian-Vietnamese SFF writer, author of the Ólomerdő [Leaden 
Forest] trilogy, and co-editor of Az  év magyar science fiction és fantasynovellái [The Best Hungarian 
Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year] for Gabo publishing house. Her short stories A Drops of 
Raspberries, After Midnight, Before Dawn, Rabbits, Last Service Line and A Single Year have been 
published in translation in various magazines and anthologies such as Expanded Horizons, Black 
Petals, Interfictions, The Apex Books of World SF, Heiresses of Russ, and Sunspot Jungles.

Guest Editors Vera Benczik and Beata Gubacsi: How do you see the development of the 
Hungarian fantastic over the past ten years? The 2017 launch and continued popularity of the 
Best Hungarian Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year anthology series you’ve been co-editing 
with Gábor Roboz is undoubtedly a significant part of this. Could you reflect on the origins of the 
projects and how it has shaped your own perspective of Hungarian SF?

Csilla Kleinheincz: The development of the Hungarian fantastic and fantastic fiction available 
on the market are inextricably bound together. Since fantastic literature, like any other literature, 
does not exist in a separate space, there’s been a shift toward publishing more translated fiction 
from contemporary authors and relatively new titles, sometimes only a few months after the 
international publication, and also publishing works that have won some kind of award and 
therefore are considered the “best,” as opposed to the previous practice of leaning heavily on 
classics and/or franchise literature lead to an opening horizon for Hungarian authors as well, 
not all of whom read in English. Mainstream and literary fiction also have had a great impact 
on Hungarian SF writers, and the publishers have been also more open to experimental and 
unconventional fiction, seeking unique visions and voices.

The Best Hungarian Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year anthology project stemmed from 
the realization that such new voices need to be heard, and that there are few open (and paying) 
anthologies or magazines that are not organized around a specific theme or that gather only 
authors of a particular publishing house or circle. The first time we opened the submissions to 
the public we were amazed at the diversity of topics and styles, and as the years passed, the ratio 
of unique and daring visions just increased—I like to think because, by selecting interesting ideas 
and exciting narratives the writers felt encouraged to experiment.

Guest Editors: How does the Hungarian fantastic incorporate and/or subvert the themes 
and tropes of Anglo-American fantastic tradition? Do you think there’s a pressure to follow 
international trends?
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Csilla Kleinheincz: There is certainly a pressure, if by pressure we mean that Hungarian SF 
has to compete with translated works (dominantly Anglo-American) on the market, and readers 
compare Hungarian sci-fi and fantasy to award-winning titles.

I think it is important to mention here that while my colleague Gábor Roboz and several 
other editors in the field are advocates of the “new Hungarian SF,” and encourage writers to 
diverge from mainstream science fiction and fantasy, other editors or publishing houses have 
different preferences and are more open to SF that resemble successful imported story types. This 
is especially true for YA, heroic fantasy, and space opera, and Hungary has its own kind of RPG 
literature as well. [Editor’s note: The M.A.G.U.S roleplaying handbooks were first published in 
1993 by Valhalla Páholy publishing house, and the latest one came out in 2007.]

What Hungarian SF can offer is its own unique blend of the fantastic that could be written 
only by Hungarian authors, reflecting on our own cultural and historical influences and leaning 
on our own surroundings. Hungarian weird fiction is especially strong nowadays, perhaps because 
our history and our present are so rich in grotesque and dystopian elements and also because a 
small but very active creative community has formed around the main publisher of weird fiction, 
The Black Aether.

The trending topics of science fiction also find their way into Hungarian SF: artificial 
intelligence and uploaded consciousness, climate change, biohacking and the future of current 
power structures, and entertainment media. These global phenomena can all be viewed through 
the lens of our small, central-European country and I think this angle can be really interesting. 
Although there are plenty of Hungarian SF works that follow Anglo-American traditions, even 
using American characters and settings, or copying story structures seen in Hollywood films, the 
exciting part is where Hungarian writers find ways to utilize their own personal experiences, living 
here to bring about something new and refreshing.

Guest Editors: Hungarian folklore seems to inspire a whole new generation of Hungarian SF 
writers; your own fantasy novels draw upon this rich tradition. How does the uniquely Hungarian 
storytelling appear in the Hungarian fantastic, and how does the fantastic as a mode itself aid and 
amplify the Hungarian perspective?

Csilla Kleinheincz: Fairy tales and myths always had a strong presence within fantasy, 
and it was only a matter of time until Hungarian writers realized the immense possibilities in 
Hungarian folklore. Many of the classical fantasy stories are based on Celtic, Anglo-Saxon, and 
Germanic mythologies so it is easy to forget that these are not required to be incorporated into a 
fantasy novel just so it can be considered “fantasy.” Archetypes and mythical symbolism provide 
a great structure to tell new stories about ourselves and our place in the world, and the familiar 
mythology brings these stories closer to the readers. My own Ólomerdő trilogy is based loosely 
on Hungarian fairy tales. Túlontúl by Ágnes Gaura and A látszat mesterei by Krisztina Tímár both 
draw upon Hungarian folklore while Kukoricza by Csaba Csurgó retells and modernizes one of the 
most famous epic poems of Hungarian literature. Also, Hungarian folk tales provide a rich basis 
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for weird and horror stories stemming from local legends and mythological creatures (like Túlpart 
by Zsolt Jónás, or Attila Veres’s many short stories, for example).

The unique position and historical background of Hungary within Europe provide advantage 
in the genres that are so interested in the Other. As someone with mixed nationality I am perhaps 
not the most authentic person to talk about the soul of the Hungarian people, but this otherness, 
this feeling of not quite fitting into the tapestry of our surrounding countries is very close to the 
sense of alienation and strangeness that is permeating the fantastic.

Guest Editors: In the field of Anglo-American SF, generic boundaries have become 
increasingly porous, and experimenting with different genre-bending practices has been 
encouraged and celebrated. How do you think fantastic genres appear in Hungarian fantastic 
literature and culture? How do you think this might affect your own writing?

Csilla Kleinheincz: While genre-bending works definitely exist within Hungarian literature, 
most of these are not traditionally published by genre publishers. The magical realist stories 
of Ervin Lázár, László Darvas, and György Dragomán, or the magical historical novel of Zsolt 
Láng (Bestiárium Transylvaniae) and several short stories that could be considered fantastic, are 
published by literary publishers and magazines and are marketed as literary or mainstream fiction. 
This distinction makes reader orientation difficult and creates a rift between “traditional” and 
“literary” fantasy.

Even so, I see a shift in the perception of fantasy in Hungary, and works by, for example, Anita 
Moskát, László Sepsi, and Attila Veres serve both as bridges and are amalgams of many literary 
and fantastic influences.

As for myself, I find my own writing changing. Not so much because of the trends but because 
I have gained the necessary confidence to freely experiment and write what I want, to use the 
fantastic as a finely honed tool, and I don’t let myself be restricted by what I perceive as “what is 
expected of fantasy writers.” Fortunately publication of unconventional fantasy is easier than it had 
been even ten years ago, and readers acquired a taste for the unexpected and the unique. Or rather, 
they were always hungry for it, just didn’t get it before in this quantity.

Guest Editors: Based on your work as co-editor of The Best Hungarian Science Fiction  
and Fantasy of the Year anthology, what aspects do you consider the strengths of the  
Hungarian fantastic?

Csilla Kleinheincz: What came as a surprise to us was how many well written weird and 
dark stories we get. The dominance of science fiction is a thing of the past—truly, we struggle to 
find enough science fiction short stories to merit the title . . . Fantasy is in abundance, and stories 
are no longer limited to tolkienesque fantasy or spaceships and robots, but most of them have 
strong Hungarian elements in them as well. Many works reflect on the socialist era of our history, 
bringing a “retro” feel, but also indicating that this part of our history is still not fully processed 
within the fantastic.
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The city/countryside polarization of the Hungarian nation is also represented in the stories 
we read. The sociological aspects of this distinction find their way into the SF and the specific 
neuroses associated with what living in Budapest or in the country power these dark stories. 
The fabric of Hungarian society leaves its imprint on the fantastic as well, and the symbols of the 
fantastic can capture our everyday struggles perfectly.

Another important revelation was the high percentage of women within the fantastic. 
Compared to the SF publications of the nineties it is very refreshing to see the number of women 
who produce high quality, innovative and exciting stories, and I very much hope we will see more 
novels by them also. The knee-jerk reaction of “women can’t write SF” starts to wear out, and 
women’s perspectives enrich the Hungarian SF.

Guest Editors: Anglo-American SF has become the site and source of exploring women’s 
experiences and role in socio-political and economic systems, which appears in your own writing 
as well. How do you see the position of women’s SF and YA in the field of the Hungarian fantastic? 
How does the fantastic itself negotiate women’s experiences and social discussions around  
gender roles?

Csilla Kleinheincz: Feminism and the discussion about gender has taken a different road 
in Hungary than in the US, and feminist science fiction and fantasy were mostly imported, with 
only a few Hungarian SF stories here and there. The great Hungarian SF boom was mostly run 
by male writers and editors, and for a long time, women were mainly portrayed only as love 
interests or sexy enemies. The romantic fantasy genre has always been dominated by women, but 
its readership was not open to other kinds of fantasy (and certainly not to science fiction), and 
“traditional” fantasy readers considered disdainfully romantic fantasy as a completely  
different genre.

After 2000, I see a turn in Hungarian SF as more women wrote and published short stories and 
novels. I think Raana Raas’s (Etelka Görgey) Csodaidők series was a paradigm-shifting endeavor 
that completely changed the way Hungarian science fiction viewed women and families. Written 
by a Hungarian pastor, the series explored the role of traditions and faith in a futuristic setting 
and had a huge impact: it introduced science fiction to a great mass of readers who never would 
have discovered the genre otherwise. The women readers stayed and voted for SF stories that 
were written by and for women. The market expanded and soon more and more women began to 
publish at the bigger publishing houses.

Exploration of women’s experiences and gender roles brought a fresh breeze into Hungarian 
SF as well. I think the most important, groundbreaking novel was Anita Moskát’s Horgonyhely, a 
dystopian fantasy set in a world where everybody was bound to the place they were born, and only 
pregnant women could travel. It’s a violent, dark story about gender roles and dominance that can 
be compared to Naomi Alderman’s The Power.
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YA fantasy and science fiction is dominated by women in Hungary, probably because the 
readers, the editors and publishers of YA are also mostly women. I would say writers of YA SF now 
have every opportunity to be published, although publisher’s expectations can be more restrictive 
as in the case of “adult” SF, and there is a greater tolerance for formulaic stories.

Guest Editors: Considering current trends in the production and consumption of fantastic 
literature and media, how is the Hungarian fantastic likely to change in the future? What new 
directions do you think are possible? How do you think the anthology can affect and showcase 
these changes?

Csilla Kleinheincz: Based on my experiences with the anthology and what is published at 
other publishing houses, the two genres where I expect the greatest changes and the most buzzing 
are the weird, the slipstream and the unconventional fantasy, and many of the new writers will 
be women. They are already present with their short stories, and soon novels will follow, and of 
course the leading Hungarian writers of today will also bring new visions.

SYMPOSIUM: THE HUNGARIAN FANTASTIC
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Note to “On the Edge: The Fantastic  
in Hungarian Literature and Culture” 

Beata Gubacsi and Vera Benczik

Introducing the special issue and the concept behind might as well begin with a brief 
explanation of the title. It is worth mentioning that the original title, as evidenced by our “call for 
papers” was “On the Edge: Hungarofuturism.” While we intended to use the term as an alternative 
for “Hungarian futurisms,” it would have led to ambiguity, due to the term’s association with the 
2017 “Hungarofuturist Manifesto”, a satiric response to and parody of contemporary nationalist 
myth-making. Another pragmatic reason for changing the title was that it simply did not cover 
the scope of the papers we had received. More importantly, however, “futurism” in Hungarian has 
different connotations to that of the Anglo-American usage, and here we talk about the satirical 
reaction to certain nationalistic rhetorics rather than a proper artistic movement. For this reason, 
we felt we cannot offer relevant parallels to more established or emerging futurisms such as Afro, 
African and Sinofuturism, among others. The remaining part of the title “On the Edge”, on the one 
hand, refers to the geopolitical situation of Hungary, and its historical, philosophical and spiritual 
position as a “border” between Western and Eastern Europe, resulting in a continuous struggle 
with belonging, and forming a stable identity. 

On the other hand, we felt, it also refers to the presence, reception and development of 
fantastic genres in Hungarian literature and culture: they have been gradually moving from the 
margins to the very centre of mainstream attention, meaning that they are “on the edge” of a great 
paradigm shift. The centralization of the fantastic owes greatly to the concentrated efforts of all 
participants—writers, publishers, fan communities, and audiences in general—within the field. 
While the 1990s still saw the fantastic as cheap and inferior mass market products, publishing 
houses, like Agave, Gabó or Könymolyképző, since the early 2000s have devoted increasing time 
and effort not only to produce good translations and quality editions of international SFF texts, 
but also to discover and mentor a new generation of Hungarian writers. Fan groups have grown 
into communities which embrace the complex layered meanings of texts, and especially the online 
communities have evolved into sites for sharing and communication.

There is a visibly growing interest in not just the fantastic itself but the study of it. In the past 
few years, major Hungarian literary journals and portals have published special issues dedicated 
to fantastic genres. Helikon published Posztmodern Gótika [Postmodern Gothic] in 2020, Ildikó 
Limpár’s ’s edited collection Rémesen Népszerű: Szörnyek a populáris kultúrában [Bloody Popular 
– Monster in Pop Culture] also came out in 2020, and the first issue of Prae’s Spekulativ Fikció 
[Speculative fiction] series appeared in March 2021. They do not only share several authors—some 
of whom are also featured in this collection—they also share similar, recurring critical approaches, 
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namely the hybridisation of genres, the revival of post/apocalyptic and Weird fictions, as well as a 
focus on ecocriticism and posthumanism, trends which also appear in this special issue.

Considering all this, it is not surprising that the papers presented in this special issue are 
largely concerned with time, historicity, spatiality and material culture. While the articles, 
published in two part in the Winter and Spring issues of 2022, can be read in any order, we 
arranged them in four distinct groups, exploring different areas from the history and historicity of 
science fiction, Kádár era science fiction, the emerging New/Weird scene of Hungary, to folklore, 
and the fantastic representations of the country’s capital, Budapest.

The collection starts off with Sándor Szélesi’s “The Hungarian Way of Science Fiction” 
(translated by Gergely Kamper), an invaluable introduction to the history of science fiction in 
Hungary, and an overview of the different magazines and fanzines, book publishers, and fan 
communities that defined the understanding of science fiction in Hungary. This historical  
context is further established and complicated by Ádám Gerencsér’s “Alternative Histories: A 
Survey of The Alternate Histories of An Isolated Literary Corpus” and Áron Domokos in “The 
Fight For Uchronia: Counterfactual Histories in Contemporary Hungarian Short Fiction”. Both 
texts are concerned with the representations of alternate histories as early, fairly mainstream 
examples of science fiction/speculative fiction, re-imagining some of the most traumatic events of 
the 20th century.

These perspectives on historicism, alternative histories and science fiction allow for the 
exploration of the fantastic originating in the Kádár era, spanning three decades from the 1950s 
to the 1980s. This coincides with the Golden Age and New Wave of Anglo-American Science 
Fiction, and sees the beginnings of Hungarian Science Fiction television and film, magazines and 
anthologies, borrowing from, mocking, and amalgamating the clichés of both Western and the 
USSR SFF production. Ildikó Limpár in “Undead Culture in the East: The Hungarian Vampire 
Negotiating the National Past in Comrade Drakulich” demonstrates how the fantastic facilitated 
political criticism and Daniel Panka in “Lemon Juicers in Space: The Adventures of Pirx (1972-73)” 
explores the material culture of the Kádar era and how the rhetoric of science fiction is utilised 
for political satire in times where open political criticism and discourse was not possible. Finally, 
in “Star Girl on the Time Train: Children’s science fiction by Hungarian women authors in the 
Kádár era (1956-1989)”, Bogi Takács maps women’s participation in SFF production despite the 
difficulties they faced, and offers brief portraits of a spectrum of well-known and almost forgotten 
women who wrote fantastic stories.

The last group of articles focuses on fantasy. Mónika Rusvai’s “Copper, Silver and Gold: 
Metal Woods Set to a New Purpose in Hungarian Folk Fantasy” provides a great overview and 
introduction to the history of folk and fairy tales, and explores the “metal woods” motif in 
Csilla Kleinheincz’s seminal fantasy trilogy. Éva Vancsó in “The Representation of Otherness 
in Contemporary Hungarian Urban Fantasy” and András Molnár in “Poetic Justice for the 
Nonhuman Realm: Anita Moskát’s Irha és bőr as a Tool to Reflect on Public Life” both analyse 
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Anita Moskát’s most recent novel, signalling how the Hungarian fantastic begins to address 
entering the Anthropocene through human-animal relationships. Continuing and further 
complicating the discussion of Weird spatiality, András Fodor in “Amongst you, we are the 
witnesses of withering: Hungarian New Weird spatial formations in the short fictions of Lilla 
Erdei, Balázs Farkas, and Attila Veres” provides a great overview of the emergence and emerging 
literary infrastructure of weird fiction in Hungary.

Finally, in many ways Péter Kristóf Makai’s article “The Austro-Hungarian Melting Pot: The 
Mythopoetics of Borgovia in The Incredible Adventures of Van Helsing” ties in the different themes 
we have introduced and seen in the collection from historicism and cultural memory politics to 
cultural identity, material culture and spatiality.

As the closing section of the collection, we solicited five interviews from prominent authors, 
editors and scholars—all of whom represent and excel in more than one of these categories—to 
reflect on their experiences witnessing, documenting and mapping, and changing the meaning 
and relevance of the fantastic in Hungarian literature and culture. In order to emphasise these 
unique points of view, we asked largely the same questions regarding the changing fantastic 
scene in Hungary, the way genres themselves are interpreted differently, and interrogating artistic 
practices which subvert the Anglo-American SFF traditions.

Margit Sárdi, perhaps one of the first SFF scholars in Hungary and the founder of the Magyar 
Scifitöténeti Társaság and István “Steve” Szabó founding editor-in-chief of Próza Nostra, a web 
platform that serves as a hub for critical and creative discussions about the fantastic represent 
different generations of science fiction fans, scholars and critics, giving insight into the state 
of the fantastic from the 1980s to the 2020s. Csilla Kleinheincz, author of the Ólomerdő [Lead 
Forest] trilogy and co-editor of the annual Hungarian SFF anthology series, and Bogi Takács, 
award-winning SFF author and critic have both contributed tremendously to the reception and 
shaping of the fantastic discourse in Hungary. In their respective interviews they also talk about 
their own creative practice, and approaches to writing SFF, as well as their insight into the future 
of the fantastic in Hungary. Last but not least, we were privileged to interview Theordora Goss, 
Hungarian-American author of The Strange Case of the Alchemist’s Daughter, European Travel 
of the Monstrous Gentlewoman, The Sinister Mystery of the Mesmerizing Girl, and ask about 
inspiration, diaspora and creative practice.

The articles and the interviews themselves are in conversation with each other. The first six 
papers, focusing on time and historicity and the Kádár era, can be juxtaposed with Margit Sárdi’s 
insights on unaddressed historical trauma, and how fantastic tropes from vampires to space and 
time travel can shape them, as well as the socio-political discourse surrounding these traumas. My 
intuition is that the current burgeoning interest in Weird and Horror genres in Hungary, as noted 
by all interviews, is a sign of the re-emerging of these traumas, and the need to engage with them, 
as well as picking up on the current anti-capitalism, posthumanist and ecological re-evaluation of 
the human-non-human relationships. Perhaps the writer and fan communities whose importance 
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the interviews noted can shape how these traumas—old and new—can be expressed, processed 
and discussed. Related to this, Bogi Takács in their interview notes that there is no shortage of 
inclusive SFF texts in Hungary but there is a visibility problem. An important takeaway for us 
readers, fans and critics would be to give the necessary attention to these historically  
marginalised voices.

We believe the collection is timely and topical, and hope the increasing attention will catalyse 
the further development of fantastic scholarship in Hungary, perhaps even beyond our borders. 
We also hope that the critical interest will lead to the translation of the wonderful works our 
authors have covered, and more. Finally, we would like to thank all the contributors for sharing 
their great scholarship, knowledge and experience, and the SFRA Review’s editorial team for the 
opportunity and their tremendous work putting everything together for publishing.

Beata Gubacsi is a PhD candidate at the University of Liverpool, and columnist at The 
Polyphony, the UK’s largest medical and health humanities web platform, affiliated with Durham 
University. She’s recently received the ECR Foundation Award of the University of Glasgow’s 
Centre for Medical Humanities for a short project, “Neurodiversity in SFF”. To learn more about 
her work on “Medical Humanities and the Fantastic”, follow her on Twitter @beata_gubacsi and @
fantastic_mhs.

Vera Benczik, PhD, is senior lecturer at the School of English and American Studies at Eötvös 
Loránd University, Budapest, where she teaches courses on American and Canadian literature, as 
well as popular culture. Her area of research is science fiction: she has published extensively on 
the science fiction of Ursula K. Le Guin, the fantastic in Margaret Atwood’s fiction, and the spatial 
formations of post-apocalyptic narratives.
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Invoking Hope: Theory and Utopia in Dark Times,  
by Phillip E. Wegner

Adam McLain 

Phillip E. Wegner. Invoking Hope: Theory and Utopia in Dark Times. 
University of Minnesota Press, 2020. Paperback. 264 pg. $28.00. ISBN 
9781517908867.

The hope of this review of Phillip E. Wegner’s Invoking Hope: 
Theory and Utopia in Dark Times, or rather this non-reading of 
Invoking Hope, is to not fall into the trap of the review, or the anti-
reading, as the author states in his introduction: the moralizing 
criticism “aimed either at dissuading engagements on the part of later 
readers or, at least, narrowing and directing the avenues down which 
any future non-reading might travel” (9). Indeed, approaching a book 
that is so interwoven with theory and utopia can be rather daunting, 
for in reviewing such a delightfully dense and enjoyably ensconced 
text, I will most assuredly not touch on all the positive aspects of 
the project nor critique and construct as many future narratives and critical impositions as are 
possible. The main takeaway I have from Wegner’s work is that those interested in utopia, reading, 
or the world in general should read it; it is a book that crosses academic boundaries and allows us 
to refocus our efforts on striving for a better, even utopian, world.

As Wegner is very clear about in his introduction, Invoking Hope is written as a response to 
a(n) (un)certain time and a (non-)specific event: the 2016 inauguration of a media and real estate 
mogul as the President of the United States. Wegner does not necessarily make his book an anti-
Trump text; instead, he weaves together a series of essays, split into two parts, that shows readers 
how to use utopia to (non-)read and then (non-)reading utopia through disparate texts. He 
wishes to show how an act of reading can be a utopian act that subverts and overcomes—by living 
through—even the darkest of times.

Wegner’s approach to utopia and the current moment is theoretical and philosophical rather 
than historical or practical (meaning a step-by-step instruction guide). This methodology is seen 
beautifully in the first chapter, in which he outlines a Greimas semiotic square, realized through 
the work of (and Wegner’s work on the work of) Fredric Jameson, to approach the Chicago school 
of New Critics; he then uses this approach to read with Alain Badiou’s Plato’s Republic (2013), itself 
a translation and re-reading (or re-writing/non-reading) of Plato, and collectively shows that one 
of the fundamental problems with democracy, especially in the United States, is its emphasis on 
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individual economic prosperity rather than collective political good. Wegner, then, creates the 
theoretical apparatus needed to show how, with semiotic square and Lacanian orders mapped onto 
each other, he is able to read, or rather non-read, utopian genres in order to invoke hope.

Having established a semiotic approach to utopia, he further engages in this conundrum 
in chapter two by arguing for the art of non-reading, as formulated by Pierre Bayard and his 
reviewers. Non-reading, for Wegner, is what people do when they approach a text through literary 
criticism; they are at both times reading the text and remembering the text as they write their 
own text. He then proceeds to non-read More’s Utopia (1516) to show that “utopia is located in 
Utopia, More’s book itself, and most particularly in the figure of a dialogue it offers us” (84). This 
non-reading of Utopia echoes through the rest of the book as Wegner approaches texts as utopian 
inside and as the text itself, rather than attempting to create or formulate a utopian mindset or 
utopian way of approaching the world around them.

Establishing this practice of non-reading allows Wegner to move beyond an ethical reading, 
which he does in the subsequent chapters. Instead of trying to read morality out of a text, then, he 
is attempting to non-read utopia through the text. This effort is seen in his recapitulation of the 
Henry James–H. G. Wells debate during the modernist period, in which James considered novels 
to need strict rules, while Wells was open to more fluid motion within a text. While James, for 
some time, won this debate, which led, in Wegner’s argument, to the rise of ethical reading and 
the New Criticism discussed in the first chapter, he shows how his non-reading can overcome 
this approach to four specific genres: the universal history, the kunstlerroman or artist’s story, 
the comedy of the (re-)marriage, and the science fiction. He concludes that utopia is “never no-
where, an imagined perfected future, but in fact always already potentially exists in the concrete 
now-here, in our collective fidelity to the project of making a world we so desire rather than a 
world we fear” (218): indeed, the hope of utopia that is invoked in the use of theory in the book 
is the striving toward the future that comes from non-reading, as Wegner shows as he non-reads 
such unique and seemingly unconnected texts as Du Bois, “Babette’s Feast” (1950), 50 First Dates 
(2004), 2312 (2013), and Cloud Atlas (2004). 

While the theory in the book is astute, diverse, and vast, much of the book is rooted in and 
heavily relies on the work of Fredric Jameson. This reliance makes sense: Wegner’s career has been 
focused on Jameson’s work as the central thinker with whom he engages. And yet, it seemed as 
if Jameson had something to say about every single topic in which Wegner engaged. In this way, 
then, parts of the book feel to be utopia and theory through Jameson rather than through Wegner. 
Thus, I read Invoking Hope as a new and innovative text that synthesizes many literary and utopian 
schools of thought in brilliant ways, and it is a part of Wegner’s project, seen through his other 
work (Imaginary Communities [2002], Life Between Two Deaths [2009], Shockwaves of Possibility 
[2014], and Periodizing Jameson [2014]), that continues to develop Jameson’s (and Wegner’s) 
thinking together. The book does invoke the hope needed during dark days that have passed and 
the dark days of the future as we collectively move toward utopian ideals and  
theoretical advancements.
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Adam McLain researches and writes on dystopian literature, legal theory, and sexual ethics. 
He is currently a Harvard Frank Knox Traveling Fellow, studying twentieth-century dystopian 
literature and the legal history of sexual violence in the UK. He has a bachelor’s degree in English 
from Brigham Young University and a master of theological studies from Harvard Divinity School.
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American Utopia: Literature, Society, and the Human Use of 
Human Beings, by Peter Swirski

Jennifer K. Farrell 

Peter Swirski. American Utopia: Literature, Society, and the Human Use of 
Human Beings. New York: Routledge, 2020.  Paperback, 256 pg. $44.95. 
ISBN-13: 978-0367144340. EBook ISBN-13: 
9780429032004.

Peter Swirski’s American Utopia: Literature, Society, and the 
Human Use of Human Beings is a whirlwind journey through the 
many aspects of “utopia.”  Along with literature, Swirski brings in 
history, psychology, sociology, and economics to ground America’s 
long-lived utopian fantasy. Early in the book, Swirski introduces 
the authors on whom he focuses, his proclaimed four horses of the 
utopian apocalypse, as the authors “take on the mantle of social 
reformers by diagnosing the pitfalls of social reform” (39). Those 
authors are Thomas Disch, Bernard Malamud, Kurt Vonnegut, and 
Margaret Atwood.

The book is divided into five parts with each part consisting of three chapters. Part One: 
Utopia, Eutopia and Youtopia covers the history of the concept of “utopia” from Thomas More’s 
16th century book to modern real world examples of utopian attempts, examines the history of 
utopia in America with a special focus on the 1960’s, and lays out the book’s thesis statement and 
the author’s methodology going forward. Swirski sees utopia as a diagnostic tool for society and 
not a prognostic tool as others in the past have treated it. In other words, utopia is a question for 
how society might function when various types of social engineering are applied, and not the 
answer to those experiments. His methodology is to ask questions regarding human nature vs. 
nurture, whether humans can be bioengineered to be better, and how Big Data might work with 
utopia in the 21st century. 

The remaining four parts of the book are each focused on one author. Each of the four 
authors serve as a different critique of utopia, starting with Disch’s social engineer who becomes 
Malamud’s social engineer stymied by biology. Vonnegut reverse-engineers humans, and Atwood 
bioengineers an entirely new species and abandons humans altogether. Within each of these 
sections, the first chapter is devoted to a biographical sketch of the author and a focused reading 
of a key work using utopia as a lens. The second chapter positions the work within its own literary 
context, highlighting influences and shared tropes. Finally, the third chapter of each section moves 
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into the present by looking at current (or at least recent) American socio-political trends with the 
author’s work serving as a framework. 

Part Two: Dischtopia looks at Thomas Disch’s work 334 (1972). Swirski uses Disch’s utopia 
to highlight utopia’s often used trope of social engineering via education. Then he takes an 
interesting turn in the third part of the section when he ties social engineering to Big Data. It’s an 
unexpected examination of how the age of Big Data is successfully social engineering Americans 
on a large scale in a way that education has been unable to. Swirski argues that Big Data will 
eventually remove choice, or the need for choice, because an algorithm will decide everything, a 
type of utopian hedonism. Swirski sees the loss of decision-making agency as both utopian (the 
algorithm is never wrong because the data is the data) and hedonism (people are no longer tasked 
with making decisions for themselves) that could lead to a reduction in critical thinking and 
critical activity by privileging passive consumption. From here Swirski discusses what he sees as 
the fallacy of Universal Basic Income versus a Utopian Basic Income. A Universal Basic Income 
allows room for social engineering due to existing wage gaps, something akin to the Chinese 
Social Credit System.  A Utopian Basic Income would be based on a more equitable redistribution 
of wealth throughout all social classes that would remove wage gaps.  Finally, Swirski talks about 
how the US is the current example of the undemocratic democracy of Athens and that the US 
democracy is based on income inequality which adversely affects the happiness of the population. 
The discussion here is adventurous and highly enlightening.

Part Three: Pantopia introduces the reader to Bernard Malamud’s God’s Grace (1982). Here 
Malamud’s utopia examines the tribalism that is inherent when one pits social engineering against 
biology. To connect this to current America, Swirski discusses cultural memory and proverbs. 
Swirski’s interest in proverbs lies in their lasting power and how that longevity runs counter to our 
Snapchat world. Swirski posits that religion might be a by-product of adaptive biology in the brain. 
He further points out that the United States has a high level of religious participation and that a 
high level of religious engagement might be one of the causes of the extensive social problems 
plaguing the country because the human brain seeks to find agency, even supernatural agency, 
to explain away phenomena. Of the author discussions, this one might be the weakest. While the 
connections to proverbs and the novel are solid, it’s less clear how God’s Grace completely relates to 
American utopia.

Part Four: Uchronia focuses on Kurt Vonnegut’s Galapagos (1985) while also touching on 
Timequake (1997) and Cat’s Cradle (1963). It’s not always clear which novel Swirski is discussing, 
which could be very confusing for someone who isn’t well-versed in Vonnegut. Vonnegut’s utopia 
is about reverse engineering evolution in order to inspect the quality of the human brain. Swirski 
takes this opportunity to explore the tension between the individual and society at large. In order 
to facilitate the discussion, game theory is posited as the opposite of decision theory as a means 
of understanding the irrational versus rational when it comes to decision making. To further 
elucidate his discussion, Swirski introduces the game Prisoner’s Dilemma to highlight strategic 
give and take.  Players in the Prisoner’s Dilemma can work against one another or attempt to 
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cooperate depending on the scenario. In terms of utopia, it becomes clear that cooperation is the 
best way to establish a utopia, but in America we undervalue niceness and tend to wield capitalism 
like a boot to the throat. While this does not make cooperation impossible, it makes it difficult. It 
is the way the country has evolved.

Part Five: Biotopia concentrates on Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake (2003). Whereas 
Vonnegut reverse engineers evolution, Atwood’s utopia results in bioengineering an entirely 
new species. Not surprisingly, Swirski connects this to current technologies such as CRISPR, 
genetically modified food, clones, genetically modified animals, and humans pushing evolution. 
Part of Swirski’s point in this chapter is that we are unaware of the potential side-effects we may 
sow as we play with genetics, especially considering the history of eugenics. Humans are the 
agency for change and human nature will dictate the success or lack of success that a utopia might 
reach.

Overall, American Utopia: Literature, Society, and the Human Use of Human Beings is a fast-
paced, highly informative read. The connections Swirski makes between the literary texts, utopia, 
and current American society are fascinating and varied. One minor quibble is that some of the 
section titles within the chapters can be confusing. Many of them are tongue-in-cheek literary 
references that aren’t explained in the context of the chapter or section. This book should appeal 
to those interested in the specific authors as well as those who are interested in utopia and utopia’s 
place in American culture.

Jennifer Kelso Farrell is an Associate Professor at the Milwaukee School of Engineering. 
She has degrees from the University of Montana, Montana State University, and Louisiana State 
University. Her writing has appeared in the Journal of Popular Culture and Foundations. Her book 
Lewis Carroll, Linguistic Nonsense, and Cyberpunk: An Alternate Genealogy for Science Fiction was 
published in 2008. Currently she resides in Milwaukee, WI with her husband and their three-
legged cat, Bomba, who is a survivor of the Beirut explosion.
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Science Fiction and Catholicism: The Rise and Fall of the Robot 
Papacy, by Jim Clarke

Dominick Grace 

Jim Clarke. Science Fiction and Catholicism: The Rise and Fall of the Robot 
Papacy. Gylphi, 2019. SF Storyworlds. Paperback. 292 pg. $29.99. ISBN 
9781780240848.

Jim Clarke tackles an ambitious topic in Science Fiction and 
Catholicism; though he notes that “this study […] tracks a series of 
historical narratives about how Anglophone literary sf has dealt with 
Catholicism in the late twentieth century” (4), he in fact traces the 
overlap between Catholicism and SF back to the Middle Ages and 
provides a formidably-researched analysis of how ideological conflicts 
between Catholicism and Protestantism have (mis)informed the 
treatment/representation of Catholicism in SF. (He also considers a 
few texts that are arguably earlier than the “late twentieth century” 
framework.) His assertion in his conclusion, that Catholics, rather 
than representatives of other religions, have featured more prominently than representatives 
of other religions as rigid antagonists of irrational revelation is because of the “role which faux 
Catholicism has played in sf as the genre’s Other, a role foisted upon actual Catholicism by an 
anti-Catholic literary tradition which dates back to the post-Reformation pamphlet wars” (251). 
He argues that “Catholicism, perhaps of all the world’s faiths, has demonstrated the most interest 
in topics close to sf interests, most specifically the possibility of alien life. In return it has been 
rewarded with a significant though largely malign presence within the corpus of sf works” (251). 
While these might seem like tendentious claims—and indeed, Clarke has nothing to say about 
how non-Catholic manifestations of Christianity (e. g. the Gileadean regime in Atwood’s The 
Handmaid’s Tale [1985], to name but one example) also are common in SF—Clarke’s extensive 
exploration not only of SF but also of the history of the Catholic Church provides strong support 
for his arguments. The overlap between those deeply conversant with SF traditions and those 
with deep knowledge of European intellectual history is perhaps smaller than it should be. Those 
already well-steeped in both will not be surprised by much that Clarke says, but for those lacking 
such twin expertises, this is an eminently useful book.

Especially important here are Clarke’s introduction and the first chapter, “Critical Mass: How 
Catholicism Became Science Fiction’s Counter-Narrative,” which between them take up close to a 
quarter of the book, and in which he builds a well-researched and thorough exploration of how 
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an understanding of the Reformation’s influence on how Catholicism came to be represented in 
literature (not only in SF but more generally, including in important antecedent genres such as the 
Gothic) lies beneath recurrent patterns in how Catholicism is treated in SF. Readers who know the 
SF but not the history will find these chapters extremely useful. Clarke follows with three further 
chapters, each focusing on a particular popular SF subject and considering examples of how 
Catholic perspectives on those issues have figured in SF, and how those perspective compare (or 
contrast) with what the Catholic Church has actually had to say on these subjects. Again, Clarke’s 
contextualization of SF representation with the Catholic Church’s actual positions is often very 
illuminating because his focus is not just on works of SF but on how they can be seen in dialogue 
(or debate) with actual Catholicism.

Chapter two provides the book’s subtitle: “The Rise and Fall of the Robot Papacy: Catholicism 
and Machine Intelligence.” Chapter three looks at “Missionaries to Alien Utopias: Exotheology and 
Catholicism in Science Fiction.” Chapter four, “Unwriting the Reformation: Anti-Catholic Uchronias 
in Science Fiction,” explores alternate versions of or analogues to the Catholic Church in alternate 
worlds narratives such as John Brunner’s Times without Number (1969), Keith Roberts’s Pavane 
(1968), Kingsley Amis’s The Alteration (1976), and most intriguingly, Robert Charles Wilson’s 
Julian Comstock: A Story of 22nd Century America (2009), among others. His discussion of Wilson 
is perhaps the most intriguing element of his book, as he sees in the novel “what may be a new 
juncture for sf—the depiction of a future made up entirely of allied or warring conservatisms” 
(247). For Clarke, Julian Comstock is a novel that “actively turns its back on the Enlightenment, 
progressive science and political liberalism, and additionally, rejects sf ’s characterization of itself as 
a product of the Enlightenment in opposition to conservative Christianity” (248). Time will tell as 
to whether Clarke’s bold claim about how this novel may have established a new paradigm going 
forward for how SF deals with Catholicism plays out, but it makes for a rousing final argument in 
this insightful and readable book.

Libraries with extensive SF holdings should acquire a copy of this book. Teachers of courses 
on the intersection between SF and religion will find it a valuable resource. Scholars interested 
in the topic will also find much worth careful thought here, as well—and possibly, a few more SF 
books to add to their to-read pile. I know I did.

Dominick Grace is Professor of English at Brescia University College in London, Ontario. His 
main area of research interest is popular culture, especially comics and Science Fiction.
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Pluriversal Politics: The Real and the Possible, by Arturo Escobar

Pedro Ponce 

Arturo Escobar. Pluriversal Politics: The Real and the Possible. Translated by 
David Frye. Duke UP, 2020. Cloth. 232 pg. $99.95. ISBN 9781478007937. 
Paper ISBN 9781478008460.

I was disappointed to learn that Arturo Escobar’s Pluriversal 
Politics is not a handbook for accessing alternate worlds—at least 
not in the familiar sense. Obliquely, this might be Escobar’s point. 
From Continuum (2012-2015) to 12 Monkeys (movie 1995; TV series 
2015-2018) to The Man in the High Castle (2015-2019), the focus 
on narratives navigating multiple realities is searching for the right 
world, or the struggle to restore characters to their original place and 
time. Escobar begins with the assumption that we already inhabit a 
“pluriverse,” “the idea of multiple worlds but also to the idea of life 
as limitless flow” (26). If we fail to perceive this flow, it’s because 
alternate possibilities for existing are obscured by anthropocentrism, 
colonialism, and the manufactured needs of capitalism. While Escobar’s vision of co-existing, 
autonomous worlds never leaves Earth, readers will nevertheless be taken on a philosophical 
journey that will leave them sobered, at times perplexed, yet quite possibly inspired.

Escobar begins with a fundamental question: “are we really the autonomous individuals 
we imagine ourselves to be?” (5). Certainly, this is how many have learned to see the world. 
Development and progress, as global values, are predicated on individual choice—of work, living 
space, and products to consume. Over the course of subsequent chapters, Escobar convincingly 
demonstrates how modern individualism, far from being an innate condition of contemporary 
reality, is rather one possibility among many that has prevailed only because it forecloses other 
worldviews:

What does “being realistic” mean? It means believing that in the final analysis there is 
a single correct way to see and understand things (based on rationality and science); 
believing that these (our) universal truths must prevail against all others, which in our 
view are less correct, or false; being convinced that we live in a world made of a single 
world, and being shocked by the opposite possibility; and being sure that the truth of this 
single (usually Western) reality—which obviously we all share, as we should!—is the space 
from which we ought to promote our projects (whether they be for becoming very rich or 
for resisting capitalism). (6)
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The problems we face as a planet, in other words, cannot be solved using the frameworks 
and practices that caused them in the first place. It’s not enough to resist if resistance is merely 
exchanging one form of individualism for another.

There are certainly precedents for thinking outside the individualist box. In Buddhism, for 
instance, there is no self, only being in relation to everything else: “nothing exists intrinsically; 
everything is mutually constituted” (19; Escobar’s italics). Other examples cited by Escobar 
implicate technology and the theorizing of Western knowledge. Cybernetics troubled the 
separation of observer and observed, implicating both in systemic relation: “This conclusion 
still remains at the center of debates about the real: to know is to transform yourself and the 
unfolding universe” (22). The developing field of political ontology “provides a space for studying 
the relationships between worlds, including the conflicts that result when different ontologies or 
worlds strive to preserve their existence in their interactions with other worlds, under asymmetric 
conditions of power” (25). And Foucault—an essential companion on this trip—discerned a 
fundamental structure to discourses, and in doing so illuminated possibilities beyond those that 
prevail, as in the example of discourse around Third World “development”: “What does it mean to 
assert that development began to function as a discourse; that is, that it created a space in which 
only certain things could be said or even imagined?” (51).

Ultimately, the precursors that most inform Escobar’s study/manifesto go all the way back to 
the beginnings of humanity as we know it:

inhabiting (habitar) can be defined as the recurrent associational interaction between 
living things and their environment, creating the conditions for well-being. For a good 
portion of their history, humans knew how to practice this form of inhabiting the habitats 
they found. This ethos began to crack with the Greek polis, with its geometrical forms and 
layouts, conceived by humans who had begun to think of themselves as superior to and 
apart from the natural world. Here began the long civilizational journey of the Western 
ontology of separation and dominion over the natural world; the habitat is transformed 
into ‘an out-of-focus, scarcely noticed background’ to the polis and its function of 
inhabiting. (154)

This prevailing ontology is contrasted with the knowledge it suppresses in order to 
circumscribe what passes for reality, what Escobar calls “the cosmovisions of the original peoples 
in many parts of the world” (15). These include groups in northwestern Colombia who practice 
“a relational ontology based on the idea that territories are living beings with memories, spaces 
in which the sacred and the everyday are lived experiences, possessing their own rights, which 
embody their relationships with other beings and the ways they interrelate with them” (16). In a 
narrative set piece, Escobar imagines a father and daughter navigating the Colombian rain forest 
via the Yurumanguí River, in a canoe made from the mangrove tree, using knowledge of the river’s 
tides, and traversing an environment rich in other species on their way home: “Ethnographers of 
these worlds describe it in terms of three contiguous worlds (el mundo de abajo, or infraworld; 
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este mundo, or the human world; and el mundo de arriba, or spiritual/supraworld). There are 
comings and goings between these worlds, and particular places and beings connecting them, 
including ‘visions’ and spiritual beings” (71). Rather than treat such knowledge as an object of 
curiosity or “enlightened” dismissal, Escobar sees it as another form of ontology that calls instead 
for engagement, one pluriversal link among many that potentially impacts our collective history, 
politics, and culture. In contrasting one possible way of life with another, Escobar’s intent is not 
to romanticize these cultures, which is merely another form of centering modernity: “those who 
defend place, territory, and the Earth are neither romantics nor ‘infantile.’ They represent the 
cutting edge of thought, for they are attuned to the Earth and to justice, and they understand 
the central issue of our historical moment: the transitions to other models for living, toward a 
pluriverse of worlds” (44-45).

(North) American readers may read Escobar with skepticism. If you’re reading this in the 
midst of 2021’s ongoing pandemic and political division, you might understandably have a 
problem with a scholar who encourages readers to think outside of science and the rational. In 
response, Escobar might remind us of what a pluriverse is: distinct worlds that co-exist as part 
of the same system. He might also respond with a simple question about our current state of 
individuality and consumption: How’s that working out for you?

Pedro Ponce is the author of The Devil and the Dairy Princess (Indiana University Press), 
winner of the 2020 Don Belton Fiction Prize. He teaches writing and literary theory at St. 
Lawrence University.
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Midwestern Strange: Hunting Monsters, Martians, and the Weird 
in Flyover Country, by B.J. Hollars

Mark Soderstrom 

B. J. Hollars. Midwestern Strange: Hunting Monsters, Martians, and the 
Weird in Flyover Country. U of Nebraska Press, 2019. Paperback. 224 pg. 
$19.95. ISBN 9781496215604.

I fell in love with the title of B. J. Hollars’s book Midwestern Strange, 
and am glad to review it as I also hail from the Midwest. Among other 
things, it’s the land of the big roadside attractions—the Corn Palace; 
the Largest Ball of Twine; and pop culture debutantes like the giant 
Paul Bunyan featured in the movie Fargo (1996) or the House on the 
Rock shown in Neil Gaiman’s American Gods (2001). Hollars here spins 
a charming narrative travelogue of his “year of living strangely” (1) 
detailing his visits to and researches into sites of the strange  
throughout the Midwest.

The book is divided into three sections: Monsters, UFOs, and The Weird. Each section is again 
divided into three case studies set up in procedural investigatory fashion. They include such tales 
as Oscar the Turtle, the Minot UFO sighting, and the grandaddy of Midwest controversies (one 
that divides families and actually has its own museum), the Kensington Runestone. Each case 
study provides historical context, a travelogue to the strange site in question, interviews with local 
informants and experts, as well as the author’s personal connection to the event. These personal 
memoirs are perhaps the most endearing aspect of the book. Here Hollars describes his childhood 
fear of Oscar the Turtle:

[By] the time I turned five I knew to fear northern Indiana’s murky lakes[…] . Where 
others saw nothing, I saw the dark and impenetrable water. And within it, an antediluvian 
monster, dead-eyed and licking his lips[…] . While my friends all believed their monsters 
lived under their beds, I knew mine lived just below the waterline. (37-38)

The personal memories and travel narratives restore to the reader the sense of wonder in 
the strange and unknowable. Similarly, the use of the prosaic Midwest as the site for fieldwork 
pokes gentle fun at the history of anthropology and exploration narratives. The author’s familial 
self portrait, with the author behind binoculars, his young son in a monster t-shirt, and younger 
daughter in swim goggles, is a gentle parody of the self portraits of the figurative “heroic colonial 
explorer” in the “native wilds.”
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The sections are not equal in strength. The UFO section is the weakest, while the section 
on monsters and the finale of the Runestone were the strongest. It is not a coincidence that the 
strongest sections were those in which the local communities used the strange incidents to 
develop what public historian Tammy Gordon calls community and vernacular exhibitions: Turtle 
Days in Churubusco, Indiana; The Mothman Museum in Point Pleasant West Virginia (which 
Hollars admits is a bit far afield for those of us who are Midwestern purists); the appearance 
of the Hodag as a community icon in Rhinelander, Wisconsin; and the Runestone Museum in 
Alexandria, Minn. In the words of some of Hollars’s informants, these community celebrations 
of their respective strange heritages give their towns “a dot on the map.” (49) Hollars provides 
wonderful examples of community heritage practices and the process of memory and identity 
creation that are easily the book’s best folklife chapters.

The less compelling chapters are built around UFOs. The participants’ desire to prove UFOs’ 
existence and their desire to be taken seriously are less narratively gripping. Describing the 
followers of The X Files’ Mulder is not as engaging on the written page as showing them was on 
TV. Hollars’s wonderful wit is not as evident (save when he is joking about space pancakes). And 
unfortunately, some of Hollars’s larger assertions here about the nature of knowledge and science 
are troubling. While it is true that the communities of UFO adherents and other paranormal 
investigators engage in behaviors that are often similar to the practices of scientists (publishing, 
peer critique, conference presentations), such similarities do not necessarily make them 
“outsider” scientists. While a few years ago I might have been more charmed by the assertions 
that paranormal investigators are just unappreciated scientists yearning for recognition, in these 
days of anti-vaxxers, doubletalk defending disingenuous practices in COVID-19 prevention, 
and QAnon, I am calling on my knowledge of Thomas Kuhn, whose The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions leads me to recognize that understanding scientific change and different knowledge 
paradigms does not make every such paradigm equal in scientific status or utility.

Still, Hollars’s observations on why we find the strange so compelling and how our embrace 
of curiosity and capacity for belief enhance our humanity are inspiring. In a book filled with tales 
about oddities such as a disappearing dinner-table-sized turtle, a reader might not expect such 
lofty observations on human nature and capacity.

The interdisciplinary nature of this project is its greatest strength. It is part history, part 
popular cultural studies, part folklore—it partakes in the forms of travel narrative, memoir, 
creative nonfiction, journalism, and ethnography. As someone who teaches in an interdisciplinary 
program, I admired its freedom and boldness in crossing boundaries. I will shelve this book with 
other authors like Sven Lundqvist, Tom Engelhardt, and Carol Spindel, whom I recommend as 
examples for my students wanting to do creative nonfiction/memoir projects.
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Planet Auschwitz: Holocaust Representation in Science Fiction 
and Horror Film and Television, by Brian E. Crim

Vibeke R. Petersen 

Brian E. Crim. Planet Auschwitz: Holocaust Representation in Science 
Fiction and Horror Film and Television. Rutgers University Press, 2020. 
Paperback. 280 pg. $37.50. ISBN 9781978801608. 
EBook ISBN 9781978801622.

Planet Auschwitz joins the many estimable works on the 
representation of the Holocaust, and it adds to the discussion about 
how to approach and partake in the grim repertoire of Holocaust 
imagery. The volume traces conversations among Holocaust scholars 
and survivors, particularly those that focus on the representations of the 
Holocaust, while it produces its own arguments grounded in thorough 
film and TV analyses. One of the unspoken questions Crim addresses 
in this work is “Who owns the Holocaust?” i.e. who can represent it?—a 
question that deserves much more attention than it commonly gets considering the pervasive use 
of its imagery. 

Eli Wiesel acquiesced that media was indeed needed to educate future generations, but 
warned that the Holocaust was un-representable. Crim is of the opinion that integrating Holocaust 
imagery into genres of popular culture may be instrumental in engaging those audiences 
previously intimidated by the historical Holocaust (6), facilitating a useful reflection and 
discussion among non-witnesses. 

Planet Auschwitz establishes early on that Weimar Culture was the fertile ground for Nazi 
anti-Semitism and that its films (Metropolis [1927] and Nosferatu [1922], in particular), created 
a repository of images for future uses. Crim is a historian, and the volume is about history—a 
particular part of history—and how its representations take on different shapes according to the 
current context. 

The volume consists of an introduction, six chapters, a conclusion, notes, a bibliography, 
and an index. The first four chapters examine horror cinema and television and look at the way 
Holocaust imagery has been employed in plots that incorporate historical trauma and address 
injustice and great acts of cruelty.  In zombie movies like The Walking Dead (2010-), Crim employs 
Primo Levi’s concept of “Muselmann”—a camp prisoner whose humanity was systematically and 
deliberately rooted out—as a trope of the collapse of civilization and its rules. The Muselmann 
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and the Holocaust appear as the lingering proof of trauma and violence in Sidney Lumet’s 1964 
film The Pawnbroker, that is set in a society ignorant of and indifferent to the Holocaust—a 
returning accusation from Crim. HBO’s series The Leftovers (2014-17) is analyzed as a meditation 
on survivors’ guilt and discloses how historic traumas are mapped on the representation of 
survivors. Chapter Three, entitled “Nazi Monsters and the Return of History,” is a very convincing 
demonstration of the cross-fertilization between our un-mastered past, modernity’s complacency 
about this past, and our Holocaust-beset popular culture. The FX channel’s American Horror Story 
(2011- ) series is the example here. Characters lifted out of the Holocaust’s own horror stories, 
based on Josef Mengele, Ilse Koch, or SS officers, intersect with a passive humanity suffering from 
history amnesia. Many “heroes” are camp survivors or victims of similar atrocities. Nazi vampires 
are sentient monsters driven to turning the globe into a wasteland.

Obstinately persisting images of Third Reich horrors indicate that evil forces are lurking in the 
periphery of a seemingly restored world. According to Planet Auschwitz, American horror films 
such as The Omen (1976), Rosemary’s Baby (1968), and The Shining (1980) suggest that structural 
forces and institutions that supported the Third Reich are alive and well through our own 
complacency, powerlessness, and complicity (125). The end of the horror section presents us with 
an interesting reading of The Shining as Kubrick’s “ongoing struggle with the Holocaust” (140).

The final section of the volume, Chapters Five and Six, examines science fiction film and TV 
narratives, among them Starship Troopers (1997), the Star Wars franchise (1977- ), and The Man in 
the High Castle (Amazon 2015- ). These works demonstrate Astrofascism, that is, highly functional 
societies that have adopted fascist aesthetics and ideology (142). Crim proposes that science-
fictional fascism often functions as “the other” (141), thus propping up the actual capitalist status 
quo, and he asks what consequences the consumption of fictional fascism may have. For example, 
Star Wars’s Empire perpetrates Holocausts as a matter of course, but it looks seductively good 
doing it.

Crim uses the Blade Runner and Terminator movies, Battlestar Galactica (2004-09) and 
Westworld (2016- ) TV series to explore humanity’s troubled and mediated relationship with 
cyborgs. It is perhaps the darkest of all the chapters, because it buttresses what his previous 
analyses have gradually made clear: humanity and whatever it shapes in its image, cannot, or 
perhaps even does not want to, escape its enduring legacies of slavery, colonialism, racism,  
and genocide.

There are few weaknesses in this volume. Not all of Crim’s analyses are equally convincing. I 
am thinking here of the section on Westworld. Moreover, there are too many extensive plot lines 
for this reviewer’s liking, and one finds a strangely unkind and out-of-character remark about 
Rosa Luxemburg on page 177. That apart, Planet Auschwitz is a decidedly timely work, appearing 
at a time when neo-fascist and neo-Nazi discourses are again circulating through Western culture, 
often, regrettably, unconstrained and with impunity. It tells a cautionary tale when it demonstrates, 
like other works on the same theme, that many users of Holocaust imagery are seduced by 
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its spectacularity and monumentalism and prefer to cut the images off from their historical 
context. In most of the examined texts, Crim is quick to point out that what accompanies the 
monumentalism of the parades, uniforms, art, etc. is also an undressing of our current culture’s 
lack of compassion, absence of investment and accountability, and an always present racism—
which brings us back to whether the Holocaust is representable at all. Crim’s insistence that 
Holocaust images, when embedded in popular culture, can facilitate cognizance of an event that 
otherwise just becomes a metaphor for horror is clearly laid out in this first-rate volume. His 
research is up-to-date and meticulous, demonstrating his long familiarity with the complexities 
and vicissitudes of modern German culture.

Dr. Vibeke Rützou Petersen (PhD German Studies, NYU, 1985) is Professor Emerita of 
Women’s Studies at Drake University. She has presented and  published extensively in areas of 
Weimar culture, German literature, New German Cinema, and German science fiction.
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Radical Botany: Plants and Speculative Fiction,  
by Natania Meeker and Antónia Szabari

Kelli Shermeyer 

Natania Meeker and Antónia Szabari. Radical Botany: Plants and 
Speculative Fiction. Fordham UP, 2020. Paperback. 314 pg. $32.00. ISBN: 
9780823286638.

For Natania Meeker and Antónia Szabari, plants are “engine[s] 
of social critique and speculation” (16), always already exceeding 
human categories and ways of being. In their argument, vegetality and 
speculative fiction share a foundational characteristic: a strangeness 
that both withdraws from human systems of meaning and fuels our 
imaginations, enabling us to contemplate possible futures. 

The authors’ comparative archive, too, evades traditional categories 
of scholarly study, as they read texts across time, language, and medium, 
looking at cultural productions from early modern libertines, experimental filmmakers, critical 
theorists, and contemporary novelists. Meeker and Szabari uncover a genealogy of what they call 
“radical botany” that begins in the seventeenth century, demonstrating how the posthuman is 
already present in the early modern.

From radical departures from standard taxonomical orthodoxy to a reimagining of Romantic 
vitalism, the first several chapters of Radical Botany trace an emergent modernity anchored, as 
Meeker and Szabari argue, in shifts in the vegetal imaginary. The first chapter, “Radical Botany: 
An Introduction,” outlines the shape of their inquiry and how it relates to previous scholarship in 
critical plant studies, including that of Michael Marder, Jeffrey Nealon, and Natasha Myers, among 
other areas of critical theory. Meeker and Szabari argue that while theories and representations 
of “vegetal beings” (13) are significant to the rise of Western modernity, their influence has often 
been overlooked in favor of the animal model—hungry and desiring—that has dominated our 
perception of the modern subject.

The second chapter, "Libertine Botany and Vegetal Modernity," demonstrates how Guy de 
La Brosse and Cyrano de Bergerac imagine plants as useful figures for a humankind that is now, 
post-Copernicus, coming to terms with the fact that it is not the center of the universe. For these 
writers, plants both undermine anthropocentric narratives and inspire curiosity (and, in the case 
of Cyrano's work, enable various erotic encounters). Plants also activate utopian speculation, as 
Meeker and Szabari argue in Chapter Three, “Plant Societies and Enlightened Vegetality," through 
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the intermingling of science and fiction in eighteenth-century fictions that use plant life as "a basis 
for imagining a better human existence" (56). The authors find a nascent biopolitics embedded in 
Ludvig Holberg and Charles-François Tiphaigne de La Roche's fictions, especially in the writers' 
portrayals of natural and biological processes, including reproduction, as "objects of social 
control" (69). Plants in these fictions offer suggestive models for human society; however, their 
preoccupation with cultivation, growth, and manipulation engenders new forms of violence,  
as well.

Chapter Four, "The Inorganic Plant in the Romanic Garden," crosses the pond to find in the 
work of Edgar Allen Poe and Charlotte Perkins Gilman an alternative to Romantic vitalism and 
its accompanying veneration of the garden as the model for interconnectedness and political 
community. In the Romantic garden, plants are essentially animalized and thus understood 
as containing some interior desire that draws them into economies of human sympathy and 
identification. In contrast, Poe's "Fall of the House of Usher" (1839), the chapter's primary focus, 
explores the horror of the inorganic plant, vegetal sentience utterly indifferent to humans yet 
capable of transforming our consciousness.

Rather than view the possibilities of vegetal vitality with horror, filmmakers Jean Epstein 
and Germaine Dulac, whose work is explored in the fifth chapter, “The End of the World by 
Other Means,” look with excitement toward how plants can be powerful tools for transforming 
audiences. For Epstein and Dulac, the plant is an avatar of modernity (139), a figure for cinema’s 
“alien logic” (116), or an embodiment of a queer perception, and (nonhuman) bodily geometry 
(138). The filmmakers share with writer Collette an interest in the time-lapse films of Jean 
Comandon, such as "La germination d'un grain de blé" (ca. 1922), which makes the germination 
of a grain of wheat perceptible to the human eye—at least through the mediation of the camera 
lens, which itself creates a hybrid of human/nonhuman points of view. In contrast to Epstein and 
Dulac, Collette sees horror in the instrumentalization of time-lapsed images of plants, which she 
argues removes them from the realm of human identification and "poetry" (142). 

Collette’s ambivalence leads into Chapter Six, “Plant Horror: Love Your Own Pod,” which 
looks at Don Siegel’s and Philip Kaufman's versions of Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956 and 
1978). Instead of reading the films as representations of paranoia about authoritarianism and 
standardization (146), Meeker and Szabari argue that they are connected to a longer speculative 
tradition that attributes to plants an inorganic vitality that cannot be captured by animal models 
of being.  The pods in both versions of Invasion bring about homogenization, but also, especially 
in Siegel’s version, allow us to explore desire outside of the bounds of the human and experience 
a “vegetal striving” that connect to plants’ capacity for proliferation. Here the authors return 
to Chapter Three’s interest in biopolitics, examining how plants can become “representatives 
of neoliberalism” (163) as the ability to intervene in the reproduction of life itself gives rise to 
economies focused on limitless growth. (Perhaps this point links Radical Botany to Rebekah 
Sheldon’s somatic capitalism, though the authors don’t cite her work). Despite that reading, 
the authors conclude that the Invasion films gesture toward a model of ecological thinking that 
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postdates them—one where separations between self and other, or natural object and human 
subject, no longer organize our relationship to the world.

The final chapter, “Becoming Plant Nonetheless,” examines the way that thinkers, artists, and 
writers employ the plant to spur on feminist politics and a critique of capitalism: modes of inquiry 
ready and willing to challenge (if not dispose of) models of the self that reveal inherent sexism 
and heteronormativity. What if plants destabilize our world-making efforts rather than augment 
them? The chapter’s objects of study range widely and include Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome as 
a radical botanical figure, artwork by Jessica Rath, and feminist speculative plant fictions by Anne 
Richter (“Un Sommeil de plante” [1967]), Ursula K. Le Guin “(Vaster than Empires and More 
Slow” [1971], The Word for World is Forest [1972]), and Han Kang (The Vegetarian [2007]). Meeker 
and Szabari conclude by reflecting on how the vision of hybridity that Jeff VanderMeer renders in 
his Southern Reach trilogy (2014) affirms ecologically committed, feminist, and antiracist political 
projects (200). Plants are, finally, our “guide to the end of the world” (201), ushering us toward 
political and social possibilities yet uncharted.

One of the book's earliest moments—a discussion of the tension between plants' apparent 
passivity and their ability to participate in the world—suggests a road not taken, or possible 
extension, for Radical Botany’s argument. Here Meeker and Szabari are in conversation with the 
field of performance and ecology, particularly with artist-activists like Beth Stephens and Annie 
Sprinkle (“Ecosex Manifesto”), and Genevieve Belleveau and Themba Alleyne, whose eco-
fetishism shares Radical Botany's interest in the oscillation between plant agency and passivity. 
The relevance of Radical Botany to performance studies underscores one of my favorite aspects of 
Meeker and Szabari's work: their rich and flexible archive that connects science, theories of art, 
visual and textual media, historical periods, and literary traditions and colorfully illustrates their 
vision of vegetal beings as enticing partners in lived experience that always retain an uncanny 
liveliness, never fully assimilable into human economies of meaning and desire.

This varied archive and the genealogy of speculative botanical texts it uncovers are the 
book’s most distinctive contributions to plant studies. The idea that nonhuman beings are both 
relevant to human world-imagining and a kind of impersonal materiality withdrawn from human 
concerns is not a new argument in posthuman theory, nor is the idea that speculative texts can aid 
us in imagining better worlds; however, the braid of speculative fiction, botanical texts, and the 
emergence of modernity is a compelling one and makes the book well worth reading and  
thinking with. 

Kelli Shermeyer is the visiting assistant professor of dramaturgy at the University of 
Oklahoma. Her current research focuses on the nonhuman in contemporary theater and 
performance.
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Science Fiction and Psychology, by Gavin Miller

Sue Smith 

Gavin Miller. Science Fiction and Psychology. Liverpool UP, 2020. Liverpool 
Science Fiction Texts and Studies 62. Hardback. 304 pg. $120.00. ISBN 
9781789620603. E-Book ISBN 9781789624717.

In Science Fiction and Psychology, Gavin Miller explores the 
intersection of science fiction and psychological discourses as they 
change and shift across different historical moments. Starting with 
the late nineteenth century and the emergence of “science fiction 
as a type” and “psychology as a discipline” and ending with the 
“‘psychologicalization’ of Western society” in the 1990s, when the 
rise of neuroscience marked the “decade of the brain” (13-14), Miller 
covers five key schools of psychological thought and asks: what is 
psychology doing in science fiction, and conversely, what is science 
fiction doing in psychology? Within this framework of inquiry, Miller 
explores the importance of understanding the place of psychology in 
science fiction literature as well as the potential role of science fiction to narrativize psychology 
theory and practice (39). As Miller argues, it is science fiction’s kinship with psychology and its 
process of “cognitive estrangement” that the convergence of the two is crucial for realizing the 
impact of social oppression and its practices on human differences, such as gender and race (40).

Structured to cover the emergence and development of both disciplines, Science Fiction and 
Psychology consists of an Introduction and five chapters: Chapter 1 “Evolutionary Psychology,” 
Chapter 2 “Psychoanalytic Psychology,” Chapter 3 “Behaviourism and Social Constructionism,” 
Chapter 4 “Existential Humanistic Psychology,” Chapter 5 “Cognitive Psychology,” and finally 
the Conclusion, “Science Fiction in Psychology.” Testimony to Miller’s expertise in the field of 
psychology and science fiction, the Introduction carefully outlines the book’s purpose, which is 
to introduce and juxtapose dominant narratives of psychology with their alternative counter-
narratives as they appear in science fiction. Miller explains that his book does not offer a 
comprehensive overview of the subject matter but should be treated as a starting point to stimulate 
further research. Chapters are sequenced in chronological order “in relation to each school as they 
emerged over time, from proto-psychologies to psychology as a newly emerging science” (41). 

The first chapter covers evolutionary psychology and references John Tooby and Leda 
Cosmides’s work on human selfishness, aggression, and survival of the fittest of the 1980s. Miller 
also looks to earlier schools such as Social Darwinism and socio-biology to examine the anti-
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utopian thread found in works such as H.G. Wells’s The Time Machine (1895) and Octavia Butler’s 
The Parable of the Talents (1998). Examined in these two texts is human progress hampered by a 
re-activated dormant evolutionary mechanism that destroys any hope for an idealised vision of a 
civilised society in the future. To offer a contrast to this view, Miller turns to Naomi Mitchison’s 
book, Memoirs of a Spacewoman (1962), whose take on evolutionary biology draws upon John 
Bowlby’s “attachment theory” to offer a “renewed feminist ethic of compassion” for “estranging 
our dominant ethical systems” (42). As Miller explains, Mitchison’s feminist interpretation offers a 
more hopeful vision of a human society that is open to others.

In the second chapter, Miller turns to the school of psychoanalytic psychology and Freud’s 
anti-utopian, Nietzschean idea of civilization as a thin fragile veneer “concealing displaced 
instinctual gratification” (42). Here Miller explores the edict that the human mind is incompatible 
with society as the psychological drive is to break free from social constraints to access unfettered 
desire (81). The science fiction works chosen for analysis are Barry N. Malzberg’s The Remaking 
of Sigmund Freud (1985), Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Word for World is Forest (1972), and Daniel 
Keyes’s Flowers for Algernon (1966) (42). In his analysis of these three narratives, Miller discusses 
the shift from Freud’s anti-utopian vision of humanity and the inability to change, to exploring 
the creative imagination of the collective consciousness in Le Guin’s Jungian text of connection 
and transformation. Finally, Miller focuses on Keyes’s examination of the social values attached 
to cognitive difference and intelligence in Flowers for Algernon and the consideration of the 
existential potential of being and becoming (81–123). At this point, Miller reveals how science 
fiction does not faithfully adopt psychology as it is presented in society but creatively sifts through 
and adapts elements for its own narrative purposes, challenging the discursive authority of Freud’s 
pessimistic prognosis of society (126). 

In Chapter 3, “Behaviourism and Social Constructionism,” Miller discusses how science 
fiction is informed by two psychological paradigms that insist on the malleability of human 
psychology. Examining behaviourism, Miller explores B.F. Skinner’s near-future utopian novel, 
Walden Two (1948). Also questioning Skinner’s behaviourist model, Miller turns to Anthony 
Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange (1962), Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Lathe of Heaven (1971), and William 
Sleator’s House of Stairs (1974). Next, in considering social constructionism, Miller examines 
the issue of contingency and unpredictability alongside science fiction’s tendency to allow the 
experimental thought of dissolving present psychological and cultural givens into an alternate 
future scenario. Texts that typify such a thought experiment are Joanna Russ’s The Female Man 
(1975), Edmund Cooper’s 1972 novel Who Needs Men?, and Naomi Mitchison’s Solution Three 
(1974). As Miller explains, the three texts chosen explore utopian and dystopian reconstructions of 
gender relations, but remain troubled by issues of nature and cultural diversity (43).

In Chapter 4, Miller looks to “Existential-Humanistic Psychology” and its anti-systematic 
school of psychological thought that questions behaviourism and psychoanalysis for its 
reductionist accounts of humans governed by biological and instinctual drives. Miller’s discussion 
draws on the work of Viktor Frankl and Abraham Maslow to examine proto-discourses such 
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as Vincent Hugh’s I Am Thinking of My Darling (1943), which critiques an “emerging ideal 
of personal authenticity” to question “the American Dream” in 1940s New York (44). A later 
postwar example that Miller examines is Marge Piercy’s Woman on the Edge of Time (1976), which 
critiques the instrumental tendencies of mainstream psychology.

In Chapter 5, “Cognitive Psychology,” Miller examines the founders of cognitive theory in 
psychology and science from George Miller and Noam Chomsky to Ulrich Neisser in order to 
look at Jack Finney’s Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1955), which uses earlier proto-cognitivist 
discourses to contend that “the mind as machine” operates like “a biased, limited capacity 
information processor” (44, 205). Looking further at science fiction texts that unsettle ideas about 
everyday perception, Miller analyses Ian Watson’s The Embedding (1973), Samuel R. Delany’s 
Babel-17 (1966), and Ted Chiang’s “Story of Your Life” (1998). The aim of focusing on these texts 
is to explore how science fiction has asked broader questions about “the nature and accessibility 
of ultimate reality” (44). In this chapter, Miller examines science fiction that asks whether we ever 
have access to an authentic reality or whether it is always in a process of construction and prone to 
faulty perception (203-204).

Finally, in the conclusion, “Science Fiction in Psychology,” Miller discusses the potential of 
deploying science fiction tropes within official psychological literature at a popular and scholarly 
level.  In particular, Miller examines the way science fiction can be exploited in psychology as a 
didactic tool, as he cites psychologists such as Sandra and Daryl Bem, Randy Thornhill and Craig 
Palmer, and Steven Pinker, who readily use speculative narratives of the future to “legitimate their 
particular psychological claims” (44).

To sum up, Science Fiction and Psychology is a rich, densely-argued study in how science 
fiction and psychology overlap and share the critical power to examine the human condition 
through the lens of historically situated psychological discourses and science fiction’s key concepts 
of the novum (plausible innovations) and cognitive estrangement.  It is a book for an academic 
audience, for students studying medicine and literature and/or the medical humanities and science 
fiction, as well as those interested in popular science fiction culture. Science Fiction and Psychology 
is incredibly detailed and painstakingly outlined in its aims and goals, which is to initiate an 
inquiry into the fruitful intersection of science fiction and psychology. Importantly, Miller’s 
work is perceptive about the potential of science fiction to foreground the shifting attitudes that 
accompanied new movements in psychology during different historical moments. In his account, 
science fiction does not slavishly adopt accepted views of psychology but instead, intended or not, 
Miller demonstrates how science fiction uses psychology in thought experiments that either reveal 
the inherent contradictions of social formations in modern society or plainly work to question 
and oppose them. As Miller affirms, “Wittingly, or unwittingly, psychology allows the telling and 
performance of narratives based on supposedly real, or imminent, psychological technologies–
stories that, like those of literary science fiction, take the reader to an estranged, critically 
distanced, version of their own reality” (258).     
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Sue Smith’s interest is in disability in cyborg fiction.  She has written articles that primarily 
intersect the cyborg soldier, disability and medicine.  Her most recent article is an essay on 
Imperator Furiosa that features in JLCDS’s Science Fiction Special (14:4).
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Furious Feminisms: Alternate Routes on Mad Max: Fury Road,  
by Alexis L. Boylan, Anna Mae Duane, Michael Gill,  

and Barbara Gurr

Gabriella Colombo Machado 

Alexis L. Boylan, Anna Mae Duane, Michael Gill, and Barbara Gurr. 
Furious Feminisms: Alternate Routes on Mad 
Max: Fury Road. University of Minnesota Press, 
2020. Forerunners: Ideas First, Volume 40. 
Paperback. 70 pg. $10.00. ISBN 9781517909192.

Furious Feminisms is both a collection of essays and a collaborative 
text. The book is the latest addition to the Forerunners series published 
by the University of Minnesota Press. As the title indicates, the guiding 
framework of the book is feminist theory. However, the authors do not 
presuppose a singular or unifying conception of what this feminism is, 
or how it should operate as a critical tool. Moreover, they use feminism in conjunction with other 
theories, like disability studies or visual arts, to engage with the movie in unique ways. The authors 
come from different fields, which means that the disciplinary approaches contained in the book 
are varied. While each of the four essays can stand on its own, each also references and expands on 
the others. The result is a rich dialogue between disciplines and theories that enlightens readers to 
the myriad ways one can analyze a single cultural artifact: Mad Max: Fury Road (2015). 

The first chapter is by Barbara Gurr, a sociologist with an emphasis on women’s and gender 
studies. Her essay, “Just a Warrior at the End of the World,” posits white hegemonic masculinity 
as the cause of the apocalypse in the Mad Max universe. As Gurr notes, race in the movie is 
present through absence, since only white bodies seem to survive the apocalypse. The same white 
masculinity that killed the world remains unscathed in the seat of power in the figure of Immortan 
Joe. For Gurr, Fury Road then constructs men as killers and women (in the figures of Furiosa, the 
Wives, and the Vuvalini) as saviors of the world. Gurr concludes that this dualism is essentialist 
and as dangerous as the forces that provoked the apocalypse in the first place.

Michael Gill, a disability studies scholar, follows. His essay, entitled “Is the Future Disabled?” 
is interested in the disabled bodies at the margins of the movie, who testify to the continued 
inequalities of the post-apocalypse. Gill points out that disabled bodies, today and in the 
apocalypse, are seen as non-productive and therefore expendable. He argues that the same 
hegemonic masculinity that created the apocalypse continues to contribute to the suffering of 
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the environment and its people by maintaining in place systems of oppression that generate 
disablement.

The third essay is by Anna Mae Duane, an American literature scholar. It focuses on the white 
slavery narrative of Fury Road. Duane demonstrates the similar rhetoric between the white slave 
narratives that deemed White women “incapable of making the decision to place themselves in the 
market” (37), thus needing saving, and the immaculate Wives of Fury Road, who are chaperoned 
by Max and Furiosa through the Wasteland. The defeat of their captor and the takeover of the 
Citadel seems like a feminist triumph, but Duane underscores that the women seem to be no wiser 
than Immortan Joe since they let the waters flow freely and ultimately be wasted on the floors of 
the desert.

Finally, the collection closes with Alexis L. Boylan’s essay about post-post-post beauty. As 
an art historian, Boylan argues the movie is “a new call for beauty, a new call for some kind of 
purpose, politics, solidity, and social justice from art and aesthetics” (54). The possibility of this 
new beauty arises when the War Boys demand that their sacrifice be witnessed. Boylan sees their 
cries to “Witness me” as radical decentering of the self that can catalyze social meaning  
and spirituality.

The conclusion to the collection presents itself at once as a collaborative text, an interview, and 
a dialogue. The authors ask themselves questions and each individually answers them as a way to 
expand and interact with the other scholars and their ideas. As they explain, this unconventional 
conclusion is “an invitation to pull our ideas forward and reformulate them as the reader(s) see 
fit” (59). Ultimately, the innovative format brings out the efforts of the authors to transform the 
individual pursuit of academic knowledge and writing into a truly collective endeavor.

This book is essential to anyone interested in Mad Max: Fury Road. However, as the authors 
themselves explain, they are not film scholars and do not wish to contribute to this specific 
type of scholarship. Thus, film scholars might find this lack of engagement with the medium 
itself frustrating. Another point of (potential) disappointment for readers looking for more in-
depth discussions is that the essays in the collection are rather short, which is a feature of the 
Forerunners series. Therefore, some arguments are not as fully developed as they could be. The 
upside of this format is that the text is well-suited for undergraduates who are either studying 
the movie or writing on it. The essays use approachable language that avoids unnecessary jargon, 
which makes the book a good choice for students of all levels.

Gabriella Colombo Machado has earned a PhD in English Studies from the University of 
Montreal. Her dissertation is on the politics of female friendship in contemporary speculative 
fiction across media. She has earned an MA in Comparative Literature fromWestern University, 
and an MA in Literatures in English from VU University Amsterdam. Her research interests are 
feminist theory, care ethics, science fiction, and graphic novels.
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The Supervillain Reader,  
edited by Robert Moses Peaslee and Robert G. Weiner

Jeremy Brett 

Robert Moses Peaslee and Robert G. Weiner, eds. The Supervillain 
Reader. University Press of Mississippi, 
2019. Paperback. 432 pg. $30.00. ISBN 
9781496826473.

A work like The Supervillain Reader, in today’s superhero-
obsessed popular culture, essentially sells itself. After all, as the 
book’s introduction notes with its title, “It’s All About the Villain.” 
More specifically, Stephen Graham Jones states in the Foreword 
that “[w]ithout supervillains, there can be no superheroes. This is 
an axiom in the world of capes and tights – it’s going to be a boring 
comic book if there’s no one to fight – but it goes for the world at 
large, too, since forever, which you can trace out baddie by baddie 
throughout the course of this book” (xii). Villains fascinate us 
with their, as Moses Peaslee, Weiner, and Duncan Prettyman put it, “beguiling sociopathy” (xiv). 
We find compelling, even tempting, their willingness to break apart the social order (a structure 
that superheroes by definition tend to support) for motivations that we can easily understand 
– revenge, power, money, even (in the cases of so-called “antivillains” like Magneto) the desire 
to effect real structural change. (One of the more thought-provoking essays in the book is Ryan 
Litsey’s “The Kingpin: A ‘Princely’ Villain for Social and Political Change,” which contextualizes 
the Marvel Netflix version of the Kingpin in light of his particularly Machiavellian type of virtue 
that uses chaos to ultimately stabilize societal order. It’s a prime example of the intellectual 
creativity of which this collection, all previously published work, is capable.) 

Because we find superheroes so entrancing, as our heroic fantasies and as personifications of 
hopes in a world where justice inevitably prevails, it follows logically that we find endlessly rich 
the opposites—the supervillains—that define them, give them motivation, and set their character 
traits into proper relief. To me, likewise, the most interesting pieces in Supervillain Reader examine 
this dichotomy in the context of comic books and related media, the sources of so much colorful 
and dramatic supervillainy. However, the Reader does not limit itself to explorations of comic 
book figures like the Joker, Lex Luthor, and Doctor Doom, but takes several deep dives into the 
supervillain concept as it has developed over millennia of human culture. These are not always 
successful or convincing to me, but taken as a collective they do demonstrate that the image of the 
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villain has always been with us, whether as a mirror into which the hero and we as readers gaze to 
see the inversion of our accepted societal values, or as an instigator of events that require a hero to 
rise and fulfill their role as a champion of those values. 

Although I would argue that as media consumers, we essentially know the supervillain when 
we see one—they’re not the bank robber, the terrorist, the insider trader, the petty thief; they’re 
the one with the private army of henchmen, the world-spanning criminal syndicate, the volcano 
lair, the grandiose dreams of world domination—the first section of the Reader builds on this 
innate knowledge, and is usefully and comprehensively devoted to exploring and defining the 
various identities of the supervillain. The centerpiece for me of Section 1 is comics studies scholar 
Peter Coogan’s analysis “The Supervillain,” which methodically charts out the various aspects that 
comprise a supervillain—their powers, their motives, their identities, their relationships with the 
hero that opposes them. This essay is not only analytical but demonstrates the book’s value as a 
creative and prescriptive text that allows readers interested in creating their own stories to build 
a better bad guy themselves. Most of the section is dedicated to establishing a moral taxonomy 
for supervillains in relation to social and moral philosophy as well as dramatic structure. Both 
Coogan’s piece and Robin S. Rosenberg’s “Sorting Out Villainy” are useful for dissecting the 
supervillain image into its raw materials, while in “Dividing Lines: A Brief Taxonomy of Moral 
Identity,” A.G. Holdier breaks down the spectrum of moral identities into which supervillains may 
be sorted (i.e., the “antihero”). Holdier’s piece is particularly effective at erasing the simplistic and 
reductive “supervillains = absolute evil 24-7” model.

The book’s second section takes the historical view, looking at various instances of the 
supervillain (or at least the proto-supervillain) from ancient myth (starting with Angulimala, 
a powerful figure of evil redeemed in Buddhism) forwards. The section examines villains from 
Shakespeare, including a powerful piece from Jerold J. Abrams, “Shakespeare’s Supervillain: 
Coriolanus,” that analyzes the generally-underlooked “man of steel” Coriolanus within the 
supervillain framework; Satan from Paradise Lost (1667); Captain Ahab; and Voldemort, to name 
a few. To me this section is the weakest of the entire work, containing as it does several pieces 
that seem tangential to the book’s overall thesis. Even allowing for an expansive definition of 
“supervillain” (and allowing for the fine quality of the essays in isolation), I’m not sure what value 
an exploration of midwives-as-witches, or a comparison between Irene Adler and Catwoman have 
to the project overall.

Section three concerns the role of supervillains in broadcast media: given that supervillains 
have such visible presences in film and television today, this section seems especially apropos 
to the interested scholar. Case studies of specific supervillains and their relationship make 
for deep reading about characters who benefit from quality textual analysis, including Dr. 
Caligari, Godzilla (in “Destructive Villain or Gigantic Hero? The Transformation of Godzilla in 
Contemporary Popular Culture,” Stefan Danter provides an interesting case, in the iconic Godzilla, 
of the transformative nature of supervillains, and of their ability to cross traditional villain-hero 
boundaries as popular sentiment evolves), Harley Quinn, Darth Vader, and the aforementioned 
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Kingpin. The final section of the Reader delves into comic books and animation, the traditional 
sources for supervillains as we generally understand them. Of particular note here, I found 
Jose Alaniz’s thoughtful essay on disability and physical deformities as traditional, and ableist, 
markers of the villainous in Silver Age comic books, “Disability and Silver Age Supervillain,” to be 
fascinating in its uncovering of a system of prejudice that marked this era in comics publishing. 
Equally intriguing is Phillip Lamaar Cunningham’s ”The Absence of Black Supervillains in 
Mainstream Comics,” that explores the general lack of Black supervillains, finding this absence 
rooted in bigotry, limited imagination, and in narrative conventions placed on Black superheroes 
that spread to villains. W.D. Phillips’ analysis of the DC Comics alternate story Superman: Red Son, 
“Where Did Superman’s White Hat Go? Villainy and Heroism in Superman: Red Son,” is a well-
written piece using that notable story arc as an example of the heroism-villainy inversion from the 
traditional model.

The Supervillain Reader exists because as human beings and as cultural consumers, we crave 
villains as parts of our ultimate fantasies. As Randy Duncan notes in the book’s Afterword, “We 
all have a bit of the villain in us. The shadow, the id, whatever you want to call it – there is a part 
of each of us that wants to break the rules imposed by civilization. But most of us do not…And 
that’s why we’re attracted to villains. They break the rules. They do what we dare not do. Isn’t that 
also true of superheroes? They do things we cannot do and might not dare, even if we could” 
(372). That attraction has a deep imaginative power, one worth exploring as a fundamental part of 
our cultural makeup. By analyzing what makes our supervillains who and what they are, we get a 
more full sense of our own moral limitations and boundaries. What supervillains will break free 
of society’s bonds and attempt to impose their wills and desires on the planet next, and what will 
those say about us?

Jeremy Brett is an Associate Professor at Cushing Memorial Library & Archives, where he is 
both Processing Archivist and the Curator of the Science Fiction & Fantasy Research Collection. 
He has also worked at the University of Iowa, the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the 
National Archives and Records Administration-Pacific Region, and the Wisconsin Historical 
Society. He received his MLS and his MA in History from the University of Maryland – College 
Park in 1999. His professional interests include science fiction, fan studies, and the intersection of 
libraries and social justice.
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Review of Flyaway

Jeremy Brett 

Kathleen Jennings. Flyaway. Tor.com, 2020. Hardcover. 175 pg. $19.99. ISBN 
978-1-250-260049-9.

Author and illustrator Kathleen Jennings has accomplished 
something wonderful – at least to my American eyes – with her 
graceful, evocative novella Flyaway. In bringing a fairytale sensibility 
and ethos to her native Australia (the story is set in the Outback of 
western Queensland, or, as Jennings poetically opens, “somewhere 
between the Coral Sea and the Indian Ocean but on the way to 
nowhere, there was a district called – oh, let’s call it Inglewell.”), she 
demonstrates the generality of that sensibility (11). The lessons of 
fairytales, their tropes, their internal constructions, their stories of 
mysterious and profound transformation – these are the common 
property of humanity and know no geographical boundaries. We’ve 
seen, of course, fairytales before that take place both from and in 
settings far and away from the traditional woods of Mitteleuropa, 
but Flyaway beautifully reinforces the universality of the fairytale. 
Leaving aside the beauty of the writing, the novella would be a powerful resource for scholars 
looking to explore not only Australian fantasy but the commonalities of the fairytale genre as  
a whole.  

At once Jennings establishes a powerful, immediate sense of fantastical place and mood, with 
her indeterminate and airy description. Her opening chapter “All That Was” describes Inglewell, 
and its central town of Runagate, in terms of their distance, their ephemerality in the face of harsh 
reality, and their underlying endurance that betrays the existence of a more lasting order of things.

It was a fragile beauty: too east to bleach with dust and history, to dehydrate with heat, 
rend with the retort of a shotgun or the strike of a bullbar, blind with sun on metal. Easy 
to turn from it, disgusted and afraid. But if you got out of a car to stretch your legs and 
instead were still, if you crouched down and waited, it would find you, nosing among the 
grass like the breeze. The light and loveliness would get into your bones, into your veins. It 
would beat in your blood like drumming in the ground.

Memory seeped and frayed there, where ghosts stood silent by fenceposts. (12-13)

And the story is deeply rooted in the slipperiness of memory. The novella’s protagonist is 
young Bettina Scott, troubled by her inability to recollect key elements of her past, including the 
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whereabouts of her missing father and brothers. Her fellow Runagate denizens (who are rife with 
suspicions and hatreds about one another’s families) seem to know more about Tina’s life and 
past than she does. There is a Gothic horror-style unease in Tina’s memory gaps, especially when 
combined with her mother’s unnerving need for reassurances about every aspect of their lives. 
Something is clearly askew, not right, not the way things are supposed to be. And so, Tina embarks 
on a quest of sorts, complete with companions, visits to mysterious places, and interwoven stories. 
As she notes, “It could be my dad, I thought, rustily – I’d so carefully not thought that. If all those 
stories mean anything, they mean sometimes people do just disappear. And maybe they can be  
found” (121).

Along with the unreliability of memory comes the exploration of loss. Things and people go 
missing all the time in Flyaway, despite attempts to bind them. A repeating theme is Tina’s friend/
enemy Gary Damson, who is also seeking to solve the mysteries of various disappearances and 
whose family builds fences in the district. The Damsons are concerned with maintaining order 
and balance in the face of wildness: his family is one of the ones who “know what’s going one...
It’s what my gran says. We’re charged with keeping things on an even keel” (161). In the most 
dramatic instance, an entire school in the town of Woodwild vanishes forever beneath creeping 
lantern-bush, taking with it most of the town’s children in an Australian Outback turn on the Pied 
Piper tale. Order and civilization (and memories) fall beneath the power of mystery and disorder 
and loss.

The world forgot we’d ever had a school. In Woodwild, it felt as if the vines had grown 
inside our skulls. We’d never get past them. No kiss could fix that…The police investigated. 
They went into steep country and gullies. They found dying stands of lantern-bush, sheep 
bones, cattle bones, rusting carcasses of cars. They went right into the caves. I heard a 
rumor they found a cavern nearly beneath the school, the stone white in light filtering 
down through knotted roots. Nothing else (113).

In the end, however, the encroaching power of loss is belied by liberation. As in the old 
stories, the quest is completed, the riddle solved, the lost found. (Not to give away the ending but 
suffice it to say that the novella’s title becomes quite literal by the book’s conclusion.) This is all 
too appropriate, given Flyaway’s deep immersion in the power and impact that stories can have. 
Stories can be embodied and given life - literally here, this being a fairytale. “The schoolchildren of 
Woodwild, David Spicer, Linda Aberdeen, all who went before and alongside and after them: they 
are trapped by the stories that made them and dragged them in; they are caught and held by town 
and road and lantern-bush and trees.” (158) Jennings artfully weaves the power of story into the 
whole of the novella: people tell stories, people become stories, people’s absences form their own 
stories in turn, and so on. Stories reflect the mysteries and randomness we encounter in our lives, 
and in Jennings’ tale, they often cause them as well. The true heart of Flyaway comes about halfway 
through the book, when that view is explicitly noted. It gives additional weight to Flyaway’s value 
as a profound work of modern folklore that carries on the hallowed fairytale tradition of exploring 
the human experience through the fantastical lens of story.
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“There aren’t any stories except the ones we bring with us,” Trish Aberdeen used to say, 
stamping into the long grass after school, as if she wanted it to be true (as if she didn’t keep 
thinking she’d seen wolves and tigers stalking her in the scrub). Gary Damson, who knew 
better, who suspected Trish knew better too, would hold his tongue.

Because even if she were right, something had to happen to all the stories no one wanted. 
Histories and memories that had been taken into the trees, beyond the fences and roads – 
those seams of the world from which reason and civilization leak – and abandoned.

They must have outnumbered all the living populations of Inglewell. Stories that had 
belonged to the people who lived there before the Spicers established Runagate Station…. 
Battles, massacres, murder; bushrangers and lonely revenge; tales of whose last stand was 
on this knob of land, of what will catch the toes of children swimming unattended, of 
witches in the scrub waiting for the unwary, of loping beats and whispering megarrities. 
Then there were the stories of those who had simply…gone. (48-49)

Jeremy Brett is an Associate Professor at Cushing Memorial Library & Archives, where he is 
both Processing Archivist and the Curator of the Science Fiction & Fantasy Research Collection. 
He has also worked at the University of Iowa, the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the 
National Archives and Records Administration-Pacific Region, and the Wisconsin Historical 
Society. He received his MLS and his MA in History from the University of Maryland – College 
Park in 1999. His professional interests include science fiction, fan studies, and the intersection of 
libraries and social justice.
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Review of Machine

Ian Campbell 

Elizabeth Bear. Machine. Saga Press, 2020. Trade paperback, 482 pg. $16.99. 
ISBN 978-1-5344-0302-4.

Elizabeth Bear, a master of the craft of SF, released Machine 
as the second novel in her White Space series. It is a direct 
follow-up to 2019’s Ancestral Night, also an excellent read: the 
events of Ancestral Night form part of the backdrop to Machine. 
The novel is a complex and sympathetic depiction of a seriously 
disabled person who is enabled to function at the much higher 
level she desires through the intervention of an empathetic social 
democratic government and technology developed by and among 
a diverse society. It is also a sustained critique of the utopian 
impulse, both directly and in its presentation of the conflict 
between an imperfect society still more utopian than our own and 
those whose wish to purify it puts that society at serious risk.

White Space is a universe in which humans crashed Earth’s 
ecology and their own society before learning to work together, whereupon they were contacted 
by the mostly benevolent and very diverse galactic society of the Synarche; after a few centuries, 
humanity has integrated into shared governance with other “syster” species and the advanced 
AIs that run starships and facilities. Machine takes as its setting the enormous, multispecies, 
multienvironment teaching hospital Core General; it is told from the perspective of Brookllyn 
“Llyn” Jens, who grew up on a backwater human planet to serve first as an officer in the Synarche’s 
law enforcement apparatus, then as an ER physician at Core General.

Llyn’s current job as the point person for a medical rescue team affiliated with the hospital 
leads her to a derelict human sublight generation ark, drifting in space far from where it should 
be and filled with the corpsicles of humans who fled Earth as things were collapsing, and thus 
represent the very bad past for Llyn. This encounter leads to the infection of Core General’s AIs 
with a virus; Llyn’s investigations lead her to discover that Core General is a corrupt institution 
that in a proudly egalitarian society allows wealthy individuals a form of immortality that crosses a 
real line in the Synarche, all in order to fund its services, including Llyn’s rescue team. Sorting out 
what is happening and how those she holds dear have manipulated her first into discovering the 
corruption, then having to work to ameliorate it is deeply wrenching for Llyn. She is a true believer 
in the benevolence of Core General and the Synarche, who have taken her from someone defined 
by her disability on a nasty backwater planet to someone everyone else regards as an action hero.
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The plot is significantly more complicated than this, but Machine is well worth not further 
spoiling. Let us rather consider the novel’s presentation of history, disability and utopia. Llyn is 
pleased, and proud, and very vocal, about how the modern humanity that was able to solve most 
of its problems benefitted still more from contact with and integration into the Synarche. She 
frames this as the human species reaching “adulthood”:

Adulthood begins when you look at the mess you’ve made and realize that the common 
element in all the terrible things that have gone wrong in your life is you. The choices you 
have made; the shortcuts you have taken; the times you have been lazy or selfish or not 
taken steps to mitigate damage; or have neglected to care for the community. As a species, 
the immature decisions we made contributed to the collapse of our own population and 
the radical alteration of our biosphere. Running away to space at sublight speeds was a 
desperate move. It made more sense and was more sustainable in the long run to fix the 
evolutionary issues in our own psyches that led us into irrational, hierarchal, and self-
destructive choice? (131)

The metaphor here is to compare an individual’s development to a society’s; the estrangement 
is of course to cast our own society as children, the implicit defining feature of which is to be 
so psychically damaged as to take shortcuts, or to neglect to care for the community. Llyn grew 
up, and became an adult and a self-admittedly very bad parent, in a society she considers not 
fully adult; she underwent therapy/medication, which Machine refers to as “rightminding”, to 
rid herself of selfish tendencies. Like most human adults in the Synarche, Llyn also has a “fox” 
or computer implanted and networked into her brain: at moments of high anxiety, she or her 
ship AI use the fox to moderate her brain chemistry. It is clear from the text that “rightminding” 
can be coercive and is widely used as a means of disciplining those deemed too selfish or who 
damage the community; it is less clear whether direct manipulation of brain chemistry is similarly 
imposed. Llyn is a big fan of rightminding, and preaches its virtues just often enough to point to 
how we as readers ought to pay attention to just how much free will is involved in rightminding 
and being a part of the Synarche. Her own less-rightminded birth society was something she 
escaped as soon as she could; she is apprehensive because the corpsicles might exhibit all sorts of 
the behavior she calls “socipathological”, and intelligent enough to be amused by her own shock 
that the one thawed corpsicle she spends meaningful time with turns out to exhibit nothing but 
communitarian, “adult” values when things become dire.

A primary reason Llyn is so enthusiastic about the Synarche is that it enables her. Llyn suffers 
from chronic pain and a never clearly defined autoimmune condition whose inflammatory 
response often nearly immobilizes her. She implies late in the text that her condition is hereditary, 
introduced into the human genome as one of many mostly idiopathic autoimmune conditions 
that sprung up in the wake of environmental catastrophe on Earth. Rightminding and tuning her 
brain chemistry help ameliorate, but never eliminate, her chronic pain, but the main gift of the 
Synarche is her exoskeleton. This is not a metal frame like the one Ripley puts on in Aliens, but 
rather a much more subtle assembly of nanotubes and the like: Llyn is of course hyperaware of the 
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exoskeleton, but the text implies that someone unfamiliar with Llyn and viewing her while clothed 
might not know that she’s wearing it. With the exoskeleton, she can leap out of spaceships into the 
void; without it, as happens once in the text when she outranges its battery life, even something 
as simple as walking can be fraught. From the perspective of the plot, Llyn’s disability is relevant 
only insofar as she loves the Synarche for providing her the means to become an action hero; 
otherwise, she is simply a disabled person who sometimes has to make time to tend to herself. It’s 
a complex and nuanced and sympathetic portrayal of a disabled person who is neither defined by 
her disability nor has to overcome or transcend it as a sort of personal growth: we can only hope 
that other writers of SF will look to Bear’s example as a model for disabled characters.

Llyn’s enthusiasm for the Synarche, and her despair and then determination when she finds 
it to be more corrupt than she’d believed, serves as the perspective for Bear’s estrangement of 
utopias and the utopian impulse. The Synarche is Bear’s own invention, but it’s also pretty clearly 
a critical read of Iain M. Banks’ “Culture” novels and the conditions of existence for a galaxy-
spanning utopia: the hinge point here are the lovingly silly names the AI ships give themselves. 
The Culture is whatever “pan-human” might be; the Synarche contains alien species ranging from 
supercold methane breathers to the inhabitants of superhot Venus-like environments. The Culture 
is uniformly high-development and primarily based on enormous starships and created mini-
Ringworlds; the Synarche has backwater planets that are clearly not economic or social utopias, 
and the particular sort of FTL technology it uses prevents ships from growing too large. Banks 
handwaves a great number of things to get where he wants to be; Bear interrogates how something 
like Core General might come to exist. Whereas Banks directly states in Consider Phlebas that 
resources are effectively unlimited in the Culture, Bear has resource allocation become a direct 
problem in Machine; due to a previous crisis, funds to Core General were cut before Llyn’s time.

The limitation of resources leads the AIs and systers who run Core General to cut corners, 
accepting an unpleasant tradeoff in return for the funds needed for its operation. Inequality 
persists in White Space: the very wealthy are treated to special privileges in a private wing of the 
hospital. Because this breach of ethics is intolerable to some, they engage in a grand conspiracy to 
expose it, manipulating Llyn to do some of their dirty work. To give more detail would again be to 
spoil a work I encourage you to read, but the crux of the story is whether Llyn will side with those 
who accept some corruption and those who want purity at any cost. The Culture novels handwave 
how they get to utopia because they are concerned with how utopia imposes itself upon others and 
what happens to people who are unhappy even within utopia. Bear, by contrast, is encouraging us 
to consider how the utopian impulse is itself as destructive as it can be constructive: the corruption 
at Core General doesn’t affect its ability to deliver services, and in fact even helps it to do so, while 
those who would expose that corruption in the name of true equality would impede its function. 
It’s a fast-paced, entertaining, fun and plausible read that has far more than it seems going on 
beneath its surface—and it's got three different giant talking bugs.

Ian Campbell is the editor of SFRA Review.
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Review of The Seep

Lucy Nield 

Chana Porter. The Seep. Soho Press, 2020. Hardcover, 216 pg. $20.99. ISBN 
978-1-6412-9-0869. 

Chana Porter’s debut novel The Seep is a vibrant and colourful  
piece of fiction. Often called a Utopian novel, Porter’s science fiction 
explores the deepest depths of ‘being human,’ freedom, and what matters 
to the ‘individual.’ The Seep appear to be an alien hive-mind-esque 
species who slowly take over the world and use human beings as hosts. 
The world abruptly changes around the humans who choose to live 
through this invasion. Those who remain can either accept and embrace 
the Seep, fight against them, or escape to the Compounds which are void 
of the Seep’s influence. Those who welcome the Seep begin to change, 
resulting in the human condition becoming something malleable and 
unstable. Concepts of mortality, death, love, grief, and sadness all come 
as part of the package deal of ‘being human,’ but the Seep challenge this 
and strive to remove the more difficult human attributes from everyone they encounter. Porter’s 
almost phantasmagorical narrative explores humanity, loss and the ever-changing world in which 
we live in. In using the unusual guise of “The Softest invasion” by all-loving aliens who want 
to suffocate all pain and unhappiness out of the world, Porter forces the reader to confront the 
knowledge that mortality and grief are built into the very fabric of who we are (3). The Fantasy 
Hive rightly notes that Porter’s novel ‘marks the emergence of a crucial new voice in speculative 
fiction,’ as this striking novel delves deep into ‘what it means to be human.’ Porter certainly does 
this and more; through her exploration of humanity in her speculative fiction, she also reaches 
into the realms of the individual. From the marginalized, the silenced and the ignored, Porter 
offers every individual a voice that can be heard, leaving no one behind. hero.

The novel is set slightly in the future, in a society not completely different from our own. 
Humans are concerned with longevity, relationships and affairs influenced by capitalism; the 
difference is that the Seep are here, and intend to stay, and so the world will never be the same. 
The novel begins by telling us that “The Seep had already infiltrated their city’s water supply. They 
were already compromised, already bodily hosts to our new friends” (9). We are introduced to our 
characters at a dinner party, because during the initial alien invasion “throwing a dinner party was 
all Trina and Deeba could think to do,” surrounding themselves with like-minded people and old 
friends to watch the apparent end of the world, as it was engulfed by the Seep (7).
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Quickly, the novel has familiar echoes of other omnibenevolent-alien-invasion narratives. A 
distinct similarity unites the Seep of Porter’s novel with Yivo, a sentient tentacle monster from 
Futurama’s “The Beast of a Billion Backs” (2008). Yivo loves all humans and wants only love in 
return. Before contact, characters in the year 3,000 are terrified of Yivo, but once contact is made, 
all fear of the tentacle fades away, with love and unity in its place: “thou shalt love the tentacle.” 
This distinct change of attitude of the humans, towards the sentient species that has come to 
Earth, is also seen in The Seep: “Eventually, everyone understood that those who had already made 
contact with the aliens felt fine about the extraterrestrial invasion, while those who had not felt no 
shortage of panic, despair, rage, and powerlessness” (11).

The reaction to this abrupt attitude change indeed fuels several of the concerns that linger 
throughout the narrative, without any drastic crescendo. Concerns and issues flicker throughout 
this novel, such as societal constructs and ideology, freedom, ethics, theories of reality, and 
the trustworthiness of human perception. The whole novel flickers with uncanniness and 
uncertainties that help the narrative thrive and encourage you to push on through the unfamiliar 
territory. At the beginning of the novel, characters at Trina’s dinner party question life and the 
numbness of it all, leading Trina to question her own reality: “what did Trina believe in with total 
certainty? [..] what was more mutable than her own perceptions?” (7). There seems to be a thin 
layer of ideological suggestions painted throughout the novel’s pages, which add to the uncertainty 
and questionable sanity surrounding the behavior of everyone in the novel.

After several years of The Seep taking over, Trina is unhappy as everything is different. The 
Seep know this an constantly harass Trina, trying to get inside her to remove all the sadness, “We 
are revealing the sadness you carry around you like a coat, like a skin. Let us in, let us in, let us 
in…” (151). The world has completely changed; the Seep have removed war, famine, and disease. 
Capitalism has fallen. The Seep “took away money and illness, the sickness of the land, the poison 
in the water and the air,” and can provide humans with anything they desire (177). Now humans 
can do whatever they choose; they do not have to work and can choose longevity and immortality; 
once you have connected with the Seep death becomes “an opt-in procedure,” one that you can 
choose to participate in or not (44). Human experience has been augmented and manipulated by 
the Seep, into something distant and unrecognizable. The Seeped human experience has familiar 
elements of the intoxicated aesthetic quality found in Jeff Noon’s Vurt, in which humans long to 
remain in a drug-like state of adventure or euphoria brought on by Vurt-feathers. Individuals 
choose to drink Seeped punch and release Seep into the air to make their music more enjoyable, 
enter into euphoric and aggressive orgies, or change themselves somehow. Once connected with 
The Seep, humans can feel the pain of buildings of stone, can choose to grow antlers, or be young 
forever. But they can never, ever be alone.

Whilst many may call this text a Utopia, I would push to label this text, as Margaret Atwood 
might, as an Ustopia. As Atwood states, Ustopia is a combination of “utopia and dystopia—the 
imagined perfect society and its opposite—because […] each contains a latent version of the other. 
In addition to being, almost always, a mapped location, Ustopia is also a state of mind, as is every 
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place in literature of whatever kind.” Atwood uses examples such as ‘Hell’ as a place and a concept 
in Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, because “In literature, every landscape is a state of mind, but every 
state of mind can also be portrayed by a landscape. And so, it is with Ustopia.” Atwood’s definition 
of an Ustopia describes Porter’s novel appropriately due to the uncertainty within the novel and 
the clear and defined binaries we are confronted with throughout the text.

The uncertainty of the novel does not only refer to the Seep themselves, their agenda, and the 
dramatic changes society is embracing (or rejecting), but also the uncertainty of what is “real,” in 
many of the scenes. Often, it is uncertain whether the places Trina visits are a memory, artificial, 
or reality and many occurrences are described in such a drunken-dreamlike way it is difficult 
to know whether one is reading about a real-time event in a mapped location or being taken 
on a walk-through of Trina’s mind. The defined binaries I mention refer to the drastic attitude 
changes characters have, from mortal fear to a deep respect and love, calling the Seep “our greatest 
teachers” as the abuses of the Seep simultaneously occur (25). Some use the Seep knowledge for 
the good of mankind, such as in the medical field, whilst other’s use the Seep to excess, forcing 
groups of people into hordes of orgy-like frenzies or stealing other people’s faces and wearing 
them. Porter acknowledges that even in a utopian future swaddled by sentient and benevolent 
aliens, there will always be a darker, dystopian underbelly.

Whilst this novel is a speculative piece that focuses on pain, mortality, and grief as vital 
human attributes, Porter also explores the physicality of the human and individual perceptions 
of the human body. By centering human characters that desire to change their bodies or become 
something nonhuman altogether, the novel acknowledges that part of who we are is retained in 
the core of our bodies and trapped beneath our very skin: “Our bodies may be containers, but 
they still carry specific histories. And these histories are still meaningful. Of course, The Seep 
doesn’t understand that – they’re amorphous beings with no physical bodies!” (36).  Whilst this 
is acknowledged, there is also mixed attitudes surrounding identity and the body: “everyone who 
has been joined even once with The Seep knows that we’re all the same. We’re all of the same 
essences, all layers of identity are just that, layers, and you can play with them just as we play with 
our appearances…” (35). This attitude upsets Trina sometimes. As a Trans woman before the Seep, 
Trina had faced difficulties in her life trying to obtain the body she felt was truly hers, and now 
that people can change whatever they want with the Seep, she is not tempted to change again: “But 
Trina had labored for this body! She’d fought and kicked and clawed to have her insides match her 
outsides, and now people changed their faces as easily as getting a haircut” (145).

The novel explores and confronts these contemporary struggles and concepts of identity in a 
way that dramatically fuels the rest of the narrative, making the novel ‘Powerful, beautiful, moving 
and uncompromising’ (The Fantasy Hive). This novel is a haunting but mesmerizing take on the 
alien invasion and Utopian, or Ustopian, or Dystopian visions of Future Earth. Posthumanism 
drips off the page at every opportunity, but more than that the concept of the human is questioned, 
unpicked, pulled apart, then reconstructed again and again, because “With The Seep, anything is 
possible” (35).
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The Falcon and the Winter Soldier

Jeremy Brett 

Spellman, Malcolm, creator. The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, Marvel 
Studios, 2021.

The recent flurry of Disney+ shows based in the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe are interesting not only as examples of well-budgeted and 
thoughtful superhero media, but also in their roles as episodic extended 
meditations. WandaVision was an examination of the lingering power 
and debilitating nature of grief. Viewers watched with fascination as 
an emotionally devastated Wanda Maximoff warped reality itself in an 
attempt to create a fictional life free from horrific family tragedies. Loki 
explored, among other things, the nature of identity – the titular God of 
Mischief confronted multiple versions of himself from different timelines 
and as a result began to come to grips with what and who made him 
who he is. The Falcon and the Winter Soldier (F&TWS), on the other hand, chooses for its own 
part to present an extended meditation on the concept and emotional burdens of legacy. What we 
owe to the past and what it owes to us – these form the thematic spine of the series and guide the 
motivations and actions of every major character in the show, from hero to antihero to villain. 

As importantly, the scale of legacy is not only overlapping and multilayered but varies from 
moment to moment in the series. Overwhelming everything else is the Blip (the wiping out of half 
the intelligent life of the universe by Thanos in Avengers: Infinity War, undone five years later in 
Avengers: Endgame), which reshuffled the social and political order of the entire planet. In those 
intervening years, borders changed or were erased; the return of the Blipped forced millions to 
become refugees in what had been their own homes. And the fates of the un-Blipped were not 
universally positive, either, to say the least. For former CIA agent and once-ally of the Avengers 
Sharon Carter (Emily VanCamp) for example, survival in the Blipped world and abandonment 
by her otherwise occupied hero friends meant carving out a place for herself as the ruthless crime 
lord Power Broker, a significant moral compromise that betrays her own past as well as the heroic 
legacy of her deceased aunt Peggy Carter.

In F&TWS, a UN-like agency called the Global Repatriation Council (GRC) directs the 
lives and fortunes of both the remaining and the returnees, herding many from both sides into 
temporary resettlement areas while promising ‘to get back to the way things were’. It is this 
immense power over peoples’ futures that is the disastrous legacy of Thanos’ choice to curb 
universal overpopulation, and it also drives the series’ antagonists—the Flag Smashers, an 
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international group of rebels whose rallying cry is “One World, One People” and want a return to 
the Blip’s simpler world of porous or entirely absent national borders.

However, the show makes clear that—tactics aside—the GRC and the Flag Smashers are 
both responsible for the societal injustices seen on the screen. Power differentials are the key: the 
GRC operates from a position of high political power where people are only masses and numbers 
and obstacles and threats. The Flag Smashers and their superpowered leader Karli Morgenthau 
(Erin Kellyman) work at the more visceral street level, engaging in direct action with traditional 
terrorist tactics of bombings, kidnappings, smuggling, and assaults while interacting with actual 
victims of the Blip-caused upheavals. The latter murder on an individual scale, while the former is 
poised to bring intense disruption and destruction to peoples’ lives. Both groups have the potential 
for immense good and immense carnage, and the decisions they make have consequences. As 
Sam Wilson (Anthony Mackie) notes to the rescued GRC members in the series’ concluding 
episode, the end of the Blip means the birth of a common struggle, and the powerful have a 
responsibility to “do better”, to step up else the next Karli will, and the results will be even more 
horrific. Power’s use or misuse leaves behind its own legacy. Among its other virtues, the series can 
provide media and popular culture scholars as well as scholars of more traditional social sciences 
with an examination of the ways in which superhero media looks at variations in structural 
power. Although the Flag Smashers are admittedly thinly drawn in character and motive, they 
nonetheless are intriguing as a symbol of popular revolt against established power structures.

But though smaller scale than the Blip, the legacy central to the series is that of Captain 
America, both as man and as symbol. Captain America since the 1960s has been an interestingly 
complex comic book figure, far more so than the patriotic propaganda symbol he began life as in 
1941. He is meant to represent the promise and dream of America—the concept of a democratic 
and equal society, rather than the too-often unfair reality that America is for so many. On multiple 
occasions in the comics, Steve Rogers has resigned as Captain America rather than serve a 
government he believes to be corrupt or unjust, doing so again in the 2016 MCU film Captain 
America: Civil War. Both the comics and films make clear that Captain America is not a great hero 
because America is great; he is great because Steve Rogers is a good man. All these burdens are 
part and parcel to the role of Captain America, and in F&TWS they fall with intense and increased 
weight upon Steve’s friend Sam. Sam has served through several MCU films as the highflying hero 
Falcon, but in the last scene of Endgame, an aged Steve (Chris Evans) passed the role and shield 
of Captain America to him. Sam wrestles with this choice both as a man who feels unworthy 
of Steve’s example and as an African-American in a racist society. The reality that Steve was a 
handsome blond-haired blue-eyed white man, the racist American ideal and the perfect mold of 
an acceptable American hero, has never escaped him.  In a moment of great decision, he returns 
the shield to the US government, noting that “we need new heroes, ones suited for the times we’re 
in. Symbols are nothing without the women and men who give them meaning.”

The emotional core of the series involves a reflection on the legacy of this symbol and those 
who bear it into battle. Sam encounters Isaiah Bradley (Carl Lumbly), an African-American 
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veteran of the Korean War with a horrific secret in his past. He himself is a super soldier, the only 
successful result of repeated US military experimentation upon Black soldiers to recreate the 
serum that gave Steve his superpowers. In a deliberate echo of the notorious Tuskegee experiments 
(as well as those of Nazi doctors), Bradley and his fellows were given dangerous unproven serums 
without being told the reason, with Bradley being the only survivor. For his pains, he was jailed 
for decades and repeatedly experimented on, his record and life erased from history to prevent 
exposure of the secret. In the series’ fifth episode, “Truth”, Sam faces this horrific legacy face-on 
as he debates whether to take up Cap’s shield at last. As he tells Bradley, “I need to understand”, to 
which Bradley responds simply, “You understand. Every black man does.” He goes on to say, “They 
will never let a Black man be Captain America. And even if they did, no self-respecting Black man 
would ever want to be.” Sam’s emotional struggles over his debt to his friend Steve, to his love of 
country, and to the history of his people, are profound. What does Sam owe to his past and that of 
those Black people who went before him? In the end, Sam decides that he (and Bucky [Sebastian 
Stan]) need to stop looking to other people (specifically to Steve) to know oneself, and despite the 
complicated legacy of the shield, he is fit to wield it. He tells Bradley near the series end, “We built 
this country, bled for it. I’m not going to let anybody tell me I can’t fight for it.”

Sam’s greatest triumph is, perhaps, less his and Bucky’s defeat of the Flag Smashers before they 
can successfully kidnap the members of the GRC, and much more his success in having Bradley’s 
story brought into the light of day and the first Black superhero given the recognition (at the 
Smithsonian, no less) he deserves as part of the Captain America story, and the American story. 
F&TWS can serve researchers well in its analysis of patriotism and the ways in which our cultural 
icons and heroes both reflect and refract our stated national values.

Steve’s shadow also looms over his best friend and fellow super soldier Bucky Barnes. Bucky 
labors with his own historical legacy—as the Winter Soldier, he was a brainwashed Hydra 
operative who assassinated countless people. Having been broken of that conditioning, he seeks 
to make amends by bringing former Hydra associates to justice. At the same time, Bucky judges 
himself relative to the impossibly good and noble Steve, who never stopped believing in Bucky’s 
goodness. In a powerful scene in episode 2, we find that Sam’s decision to refuse the role Steve 
offered him left Bucky angry and scared, because as Bucky notes, if Steve was wrong about Sam, 
then he might have been wrong about Bucky, too. Even the choices and decisions of a well-
meaning man like Steve can cause ripples in the lives of others, traces of worry and anger and 
insecurity. That is part of the power of legacy, too.

The weight of the past and its expectations affects yet another key character, John Walker 
(Wyatt Russell), the official replacement for Captain America after Sam returns the shield. Walker 
is, like Steve, a handsome chiseled white man; unlike Steve, Walker is also a decorated soldier 
and high school football hero, used to being popular and admired. Though a brave warrior who 
wants to do good, Walker lacks the core of common decency and compassion that made Steve 
such a particularly good man. He is prone to anger and quicker to resort to brutal tactics than 
his predecessor—a fatal flaw that ends with his publicly murdering a Flag Smasher in a vengeful 
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frenzy and his removal from the role so symbolic to what his country should represent. Like Sam, 
Walker lives in Steve’s shadow, unable to live up to the legend; that insecurity torments him into 
a permanent sense of inferiority. But he also lives in the aftermath of his own past—he angrily 
protests to the commission that fires him that he has always done what is expected of him in the 
service (even unsavory things), and that whatever he is, “you built me”. His deep-seated trauma 
and guilt are parts of his inheritance, his own legacy, as is, arguably, a powerful sense of privileged 
entitlement that clashes with his deep fears of failure.

The end of the series posits that the response to historical legacy is ultimately malleable—that 
people can change it to serve new causes and be represented by new symbols (people like Sam); 
that people can actively do service to their legacies in making true amends rather than pursue 
toxic revenge (Bucky); that legacies can do real psychological harm that negatively affect their 
outcomes (Walker, Sharon); and that legacies have serious emotional weight that, if left to fester, 
can corrupt and twist one’s entire life. Legacy is multifaceted, and F&TWS shines brightly in its 
equally multifaceted exploration of its effects—the good it can serve and the damage it can do both 
to individuals and to populations.

Jeremy Brett is an Associate Professor at Cushing Memorial Library & Archives, Texas A&M 
University, where he is both Processing Archivist and the Curator of the Science Fiction & Fantasy 
Research Collection. He received his MLS and his MA in History from the University of Maryland 
– College Park in 1999. His professional interests include science fiction, fan studies, and the 
intersection of libraries and social justice.
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Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts

Steven Holmes 

Sechrist, Radford, creator. Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts. Netflix, 2020.

In season 3 of Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts, the protagonists are 
joined by a band of singing mutant k-pop narwhals, a point which, in 
and of itself, highlights the show’s particular blend of absurdist humor 
(the series also features singing lumberjack cats and tuxedo-wearing 
frogs), commitment to diverse representation, and expansion of the 
contours of what “post-apocalyptic media” can mean or entail. The series 
is set in a post-apocalyptic earth where “mutes,” or mutated forms of 
conventional earth animals have either gained sentience and taken on 
human-like community structures, or become extremely large, forcing 
humanity to live in underground bunkers. When the series’ protagonist 
Kipo’s (Karen Fukuhara) bunker is attacked by a “Mega Monkey,” she’s separated from her father 
and the rest of her human community and has to learn to survive on a now foreign surface. Kipo 
befriends surface-dwellers Wolf (Sydney Mikayla), Benson (Coy Stewart), and the mutant insect 
Dave (Deon Cole) in her quest to reunite with her father. Along the way, she learns that she herself 
is a “mute,” causing an identity crisis and forcing her to learn to control new jaguar-related powers. 
She in turn works to reconcile the human and “mute” communities.

The series, produced by DreamWorks Animated Television and animated by Studio Mir 
certainly feels in keeping with both, especially when compared to DreamWorks’ contemporaneous 
She-Ra and the Princesses of Power (2018-2020) and Studio Mir’s earlier The Legend of Korra 
(2005-2008). The comparison to She-Ra and the Princesses of Power seems particularly on point, 
given that both series focus on a young female protagonist navigating a set of powers she doesn’t 
fully understand in the midst of a vibrantly-colored post-apocalyptic landscape. Both series also 
share voice talent (Karen Fukuhara voices Kipo and also Glimmer in She-Ra).

Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts is never the “first” in any of the areas where it could be 
considered breakthrough. It’s not the first to take the post-apocalyptic setting of Earth as the 
venue for a light-hearted fantasy-like adventure—that would at least be Adventure Time (2007, 
2010-2018). It’s not the first series to use mutations as a foil for racism or other phobias—that 
would be X-Men (1992-1997 for the children’s animated series, and the earlier incarnation in the 
comics). And it’s not the first children’s television series to have a character acknowledge they’re 
gay through dialogue—that would be 6teen (2004-2010). But, in being a polished, well-produced 
action series on Netflix, with all three seasons released in the midst of the first year of the shut-
downs from the Covid-19 pandemic, Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts offers a bold, fresh new 
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take that blends these various elements. It may end up being, if not a better-known, then at least 
fondly-remembered series that executed these elements well during a particularly rough year.

The main series arc focuses on the struggle to reconcile human and mute communities, 
a particular challenge given that the lead antagonist for the first two seasons, the mutated 
mandrill Scarlemagne (Dan Stevens), was experimented on as a child and seeks to enslave or 
annihilate the humans who once experimented on him. The most remarkable aspect of the series 
is perhaps the emphasis on series lead Kipo’s efforts at peacemaking, which more often revolve 
around finding common ground and friendship among the various “mute” communities rather 
than achieving victory through physical violence. While the series arc at this point may risk 
seeming humdrum given the decades-long prevalence of the very similar premise of the X-Men 
franchise in animation, comics, and film, it nonetheless still serves as an effective vehicle for the 
characterization of Kipo and her friends.

The series was nominated for a GLAAD award for its handling of Benson, one of Kipo’s 
friends who happens to acknowledge he’s gay through dialogue. Unlike 6teen, which broke that 
benchmark through a one-off character for a single episode, Benson is a lead supporting male 
role that remains significant through all three seasons. In later seasons, his crush becomes his      
boyfriend. But his queerness is never the subject of the main plot, and never feels like tokenism. 
It is, perhaps, refreshingly banal. He just is gay, and that’s not even the most interesting element 
of his character (that would be his friendship with Dave, the mutant insect). The representation 
of Benson doesn’t break any barriers that haven’t been broken before, especially when compared 
to Steven Universe (2013-2019), but the lack of backlash that Kipo received for its depiction of 
Benson will hopefully signal to other studio executives that they can stop hand wringing so much 
about LGBTQ+ representation in children’s animation, as there was in Adventure Time (where 
there were years of development before Cartoon Network would allow the queer relationship 
between Princess Bubblegum and Marceline to see any progress).

Between She-Ra and the Princesses of Power and Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts, there 
has been a significant departure from the years of “grimdark” that defined the idea of “post-
apocalypse.” After decades of The Walking Dead and the legacy of Cormac McCarthy’s The Road 
(2006), children’s animation is showing that post-apocalyptic media can be colorful, fun,  
and upbeat.

Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts is relevant to scholars of children’s media and LGBTQ+ 
studies as an exemplar of the transformation possible in the medium of animation after the 
decades of preceding transformational works. Although works like Steven Universe may be more 
groundbreaking, it’s works like Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts that solidify transformations 
in the medium, and that exemplify the changing definition of “normal,” both in terms of the 
directness with which characters’ sexual identities are managed as well as in audience acceptance 
of those topics. The series weaves together a multiracial, multicultural constellation of intelligent 
beings that by the series’ conclusion, with the exception of the antagonist of the third season, agree 
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to live and work together past their prejudices, and in this respect its utopianism and optimism 
serve as a sharp relief to many contemporary works of post-apocalyptic speculative fiction. Kipo 
and the Age of Wonderbeasts suggests that a movement away from “grimdark” can be accompanied 
with positive depictions of LGBTQ+ characters—and singing k-pop narwhals.

Dr. Steven Holmes is a lecturer at the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa, where he is currently 
finishing a book project entitled Exploding Empire: Imagining the Future of Nationalism and 
Capitalism. His publications include articles in Studies in the Fantastic, The Written Dead: The 
Zombie as a Literary Phenomenon, War Gothic in Literature and Culture, and Gender and Sexuality 
in Contemporary Popular Fantasy. He teaches classes on argumentative writing, science fiction, 
fantasy literature, digital art, and Shakespeare.
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Foundation, Season 1

Jari Käkelä 

Goyer, David S. and Josh Friedman, creators. Foundation. Season 1, Apple 
TV+, 2021.

When it was announced that Asimov’s famously un-filmable 
Foundation would finally be turned into a television series, online sf 
forums filled with excitement but also with fears over seeing another 
“inspired by” blend in the vein of Alex Proyas’s infamous I, Robot. Now 
that the first season has concluded, it is clear that, while Goyer and 
Friedman’s Foundation is in many respects closer to the original, it does 
not attempt a scene-by-scene adaptation of Asimov’s work, nor does it go 
for a condensed but rather faithful adaptation such as Villeneuve’s Dune. 
There are major changes, criticized by many (see e.g. Bricken), but in 
spite of its issues, the TV adaptation seems to retain some of the spirit of 
the original. 

Much of the appeal of Asimov’s original is in the sense of witnessing vast sweeps of history. 
Some of this comes from Asimov modeling the fall of the Galactic Empire on Edward Gibbon’s 
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776–89), and the TV version certainly 
injects elements of the Roman Empire into the storytelling. Overall, though, at the core of 
Asimov’s original were the notions that the ebb and flow of historical forces always surpass the 
individual, and that scientific calculation of the course of human history—through the fictional 
science of psychohistory—allows for the engineering of the course of future history. In Asimov’s 
work, the Foundation begins developing into a new Galactic Empire through stages that mirror 
the historical developments of the United States from the times of first European settlers to the 
early twentieth century. Along the way, this evokes undertones of Frederick Jackson Turner’s 
“Frontier Thesis,” and the metaphorical exile from a corrupt old empire turns into an analogy 
of revitalizing American expansionism and Manifest Destiny (see Käkelä 2016 for extensive 
discussion of these themes).

Goyer’s TV adaptation retains the central situation of the story: Psychohistory has revealed 
that the center of human civilization, the Galactic Empire, is headed toward a collapse—and the 
mathematician Hari Seldon’s scientific Foundation is placed on the distant planet of Terminus. In 
Asimov’s original, the plot was mostly on an intellectual level, even if the characters themselves 
often reflected the space cowboy traits of pulp sf. The TV version, on the other hand, brings the 
action to the physical plane, even as it goes for a more inclusive outlook with its casting (see 
Kaye) and updates several key characters, such as Salvor Hardin (Leah Harvey) and Gaal Dornick 
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(Lou Llobell), into black women. In addition to the goal of making Asimov’s galaxy full of people 
more diverse, his dialogue-heavy approach was deliberately exchanged for heightened action and 
emotional appeal by the showrunners (Jackson).

As a result, the TV version’s dynamic of storytelling evokes blockbuster action up to the point 
where Leah Harvey’s Salvor Hardin considers the book-version Hardin’s slogan “Violence is the 
last refuge of the incompetent” an “old man’s doctrine,” and approaches the situation with action 
hero one-liners such as “I want to see what violence we can muster.” While viewing violence as a 
valid solution reflects the showrunners’ background in superhero franchises and sf action, it does 
also seem to subvert Asimov’s fundamentally non-violent message of letting the greater rationality 
prevail instead of physical force. The implications of this change certainly warrant further critical 
attention: The show seems to consider Asimov’s antiviolence a naïve ideal of shaping history 
from behind the scenes without having to become emotionally invested in it yourself—perhaps 
implausible in the post-9/11 world. There is potential for sociocultural, racial and gender 
commentary, but it could be explored further if this extends beyond giving the black female 
protagonist the active, traditionally white, masculine power of the action hero—and if the show 
goes beyond rehearsing the stock Hollywood formula: violence equals emotion.

Finally seeing Asimov’s series on screen is part of the appeal with the adaptation, and it does 
look gorgeous. Significant attention has gone to the visual aspects of the TV show, and the details 
are full of small references to the sf megatext. The added storylines that deal with the Galactic 
Empire also reflect a variety of motifs in more contemporary works of sf (themselves influenced 
by Asimov’s original). For example, the Star Bridge space elevator—the crown jewel of the Galactic 
Empire’s technological prowess—borrows profusely from Kim Stanley Robinson’s Mars trilogy. 
In both, the massive piece of infrastructure is similarly destroyed, up to the spectacular image of 
its falling cable wrapping around the planet—even if in the adaptation its function is to provide a 
pointed 9/11 moment to the story. In visual details, there are also more subtle cues such as Salvor 
Hardin’s ground car, reminiscent of Luke’s at the beginning of Star Wars, and the arid desert of 
Terminus that evokes images of Tatooine and similar science-fictional desert planetscapes. The 
addition of mystical/religious elements also seems to hark back to motifs such as the Force in 
Star Wars and messianic elements in Dune. The representation of the Empire itself, on the other 
hand, takes visual cues from illustrations in pulp magazines, creates a sort of comic book version 
of the Roman Empire, and mashes these together with echoes of totalitarian monumentalism—all 
filtered through the stylizing lens of Apple’s futurism-style seen in their product design.

The visuality of the show certainly works to signal the massive scope of the original, but 
in addition to its attitude to violence, the first season of the TV adaptation breaks away from 
Asimov’s version through its emphasis on individual agency. Asimov himself did contradict his 
premise that characters would only be instruments of the larger Plan and historical movements 
as he created characters that were sort of Carlylean Great Man versions of pulp heroes. However, 
in the adaptation, Hari Seldon even directly says that the “entire galaxy [is] pivoting around the 
actions of an individual.” In Asimov’s version, a more overt focus on the individual only arose 
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when he started to retroactively connect his Robot series to the Foundation universe in novels 
such as Foundation’s Edge (1982), Foundation and Earth (1986), Prelude to Foundation (1988), and 
Forward the Foundation (1993). Right from the start, the TV adaptation draws on all of these, and 
privileges individual genius as the source of action. Turning Gaal Dornick from a minor character 
in Asimov’s original into a central protagonist is the most obvious element of this change. Even 
Seldon acknowledges her “sort of intuitive processing ability that puts [her] ahead of the math.” 
Dramatizing Gaal’s ability to “feel the future” commits the adaptation to the agency of exceptional 
individuals far beyond the original. In so doing, it also seems to suppress Asimov’s reliance on 
scientific understanding as the basis for action, and instead tilts towards an approach that seems to 
reflect the 21st-century self-help culture of discovering your inner strength.

While committing to individual agency from the start, the TV version shifts the original’s 
treatment of violence and politics also on the level of society. For example, Asimov’s original revels 
in the masterful, but essentially nonviolent, manipulation by which the Foundation solves its first 
crisis during which the surrounding “barbarian kingdoms” of Anacreon and others threaten to 
annex Terminus. Asimov’s original rather gleefully narrates how the Foundation weaponizes its 
techno-scientific knowledge and psychological understanding to manufacture a religion by which 
to control their less-educated neighbors. The TV series, on the other hand, bypasses these kinds 
of exploitations. Instead of resolving their first crisis by tricking the “barbarians” into submission, 
the Foundation first engages in violent combat but ultimately survives by taking their neighbors 
seriously and offering them a more equal role in the Foundation’s future. It seems that the cunning 
manipulations are present only on an individual level through various battles of wills, not in the 
larger societal impact of the Foundation.

Manipulation as a method of governance has not entirely disappeared from the adaptation, 
but it is now used by the old Galactic Empire and works to highlight its unviability. This is most 
clearly present in the storyline invented for the TV adaptation where the Empire is headed by 
clones of the original emperor. Effectively, this manipulation is a workaround for the emperor’s 
mortality, but it becomes a metaphorical dramatization for the Empire’s stagnation where literally 
the same (cloned) white man stays perpetually in power. Relegating ethically more questionable 
elements of utilitarianism to the falling empire, the TV series rather neatly bypasses many of 
the most glaring ethical issues of Asimov’s original by not letting the ‘good guys’ use devious 
means to attain their goals. Modernized attitudes are visible even in the Anacreonians who scold 
the Foundationers for calling them “barbarians, just a convenient slur for anyone not like you.” 
Through these kinds of meta-level comments on Asimov’s original, the TV series distances itself 
from the original’s dated colonialist infantilization of subjugated nations. This change also begins 
to deconstruct the way Asimov meshed his references to Gibbon’s history of Rome with the 
imagery of American expansionism and later policies of civilizational imperialism. 

Still, even this change does not come without its problems. While the series makes a 
conscious effort to transfer Asimov’s WWII and Cold War metaphors to the present, portraying 
the Anacreonians through stereotypical post-9/11 representations of Middle Eastern terrorists 
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complicates the TV series’ mission of inclusion. Dramatically, making Anacreon an Afghanistan 
analogy of sorts does allow for a plotline where the series can then present a rectification of the 
dynamic of recent decades in real-world history—by admitting the ostracized nations to a level 
playing field and engaging with them in actual cooperation. Nevertheless, even there the TV series 
still implies that the Western world-associated Foundation is needed to enable the agency of other 
nations on the world stage.

As the TV adaptation draws on all of Asimov’s Foundation universe, it also creates links 
similar to his 1980s retcon to his Robot stories. Although Apple apparently does not have rights 
to Asimov’s Robot stories, the character of Demerzel (Laura Birn), the 10.000-year-old robot 
assisting the emperors, is set up as similarly significant for the upcoming seasons. In Asimov’s 
connected Robot-Foundation universe, Demerzel was of course a disguise for his most famous 
robot character, R. Daneel Olivaw, who had become by the end of Foundation and Earth a primus 
motor of sorts for the whole retconned storyline. The TV show certainly shows a similar desire to 
connect everything, but it remains to be seen how much of this storyline the showrunners  
will retain.

Overall, already the first season makes it clear that the series is aiming to become something 
that stands on its own, apart from Asimov’s original stories. This is most apparent in the way 
the TV adaptation has begun to steer away from Asimov’s more cynical instrumentalism and 
utilitarian conception of history. Instead of recreating the original’s exploitation of people with 
less access to knowledge, endless chains of master-subject relationships and precarious balances 
of terror, the TV version seems to be aiming toward societies with more lasting and egalitarian 
stability. In a sense, though, Asimov’s original tension between determinism and free will has not 
disappeared; it has merely shifted, complicated by the increased focus on emotion, to a tension 
between mystical individual intuition and communal scientific work in building a better future. 
Apple has renewed the show for season 2, and Goyer has talked about going for at least 8 seasons. 
Time will tell how the upcoming seasons address the emerging, new tension between mysticism 
and science, but it will also be interesting to see if the fundamental optimism about humankind’s 
ability to set aside old animosities in the first season will be darkened by the currently looming 
shade of a new cold war in the real world.
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The Matrix Resurrections

Sándor Klapcsik 

The Matrix Resurrections. Dir. Lana Wachowski. Warner Brothers, 2021.

The Matrix, which was directed by the Wachowskis and released to 
worldwide acclaim in 1999, became a landmark in the history of science 
fiction cinema. An epitome of cyberpunk, it popularized postmodern 
philosophy and 1980s science fiction for a wider audience. Together with 
its turn-of-the-millennium contemporaries, such as George Lucas’s Star 
Wars: Episode I – The Phantom Menace (1999) and Peter Jackson’s The 
Lord of the Rings (2001), it paved the way for a new phase in Hollywood 
cinema, which intensively intends to mesmerize the audience by 
science fiction and fantasy spectacles. It featured revolutionary visual 
effects, such as the upgraded version of bullet time, and also became a 
landmark in the media history of home entertainment, since the special 
gimmicks on its DVD edition helped to popularize the DVD format (Jenkins 94; McFarlane 106). 
By creating a “collage of… high cultural and low cultural allusions and genres” (Barnett 366), for 
example, directly displaying Jean Baudrillard’s theoretical book ˆ, it became a favourite of young 
scholars whose education was dominated by postmodern continental philosophy. Hence – at least 
temporally – the film managed to bring closer scholarly research on high culture and popular 
culture (Barnett 365). With the exception of the animated anthology The Animatrix (2003), the 
sequels mostly disappointed the audience and critics alike. Nevertheless, with its sequels and 
interrelated comics, short stories, and computer games, the Matrix saga became an important early 
example of multimedia franchises and transmedia storytelling (Jenkins 21, 93-130). 

Since then, many of the cyberpunk extrapolations have turned into our reality and the young 
scholars have grown up. These days, selling DVDs serves a niche market of collectors only and 
multimedia franchises and transmedia storytelling are the standard. The question arises then: 
how—and as for the anti-nostalgic sceptics (for example, Bradshaw; Cameron), why—to make a 
sequel more than twenty years after the first film and roughly eighteen years after the heyday of the 
franchise?

As successful recent additions to the Batman saga such as The Joker (2019) indicate, movies 
based on superhero comics can always place their characters into a different era or a new mise-
en-scène, thus forming variants on the same theme without scruples. In contrast, as the struggling 
sequels of the Terminator saga demonstrate, science fiction franchises that want to revive old 
stories face a bigger challenge, since they cannot ignore the duties and restraints of nostalgia. As 
Svetlana Boym indicates, nostalgia can be either restorative, that is, serious and reconstructive, or 
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reflective, humorous, sarcastic and ambivalent. As for the latter, “This type of nostalgia is ironic, 
inconclusive and fragmentary” (Boym 50). Forming a perfect embodiment of restorative nostalgia, 
Denis Villeneuve’s Blade Runner 2049 (2017) proves that it is possible to create a beautiful and 
relatively meaningful pastiche to pay homage to the original story, which both the critics and the 
audience can appreciate. Terminator Genisys (2015) taught us that another possibility is to produce 
a self-reflexive, playful, fannish, somewhat goofy sequel, which the fans mostly enjoy, while the 
majority of critics patronizingly pan (see, for example, Hersko) and the general audience distantly 
tolerates or more-or-less ignores. With The Matrix Resurrections, Lana Wachowski chose the latter 
path, following the bumpy road of reflective, humorous and ironic nostalgia. 

Ironic and self-reflexive elements, multiple embedded stories and images, as well as moments 
of breaking the fourth wall, were already tangible in the first Matrix film. Surveillance footage, 
television screens, references to Bruce Lee’s iconic gestures and Hollywood clichés, addressing the 
audience directly, and other elements of parody saturated the film. Nevertheless, the cyberpunk 
themes, which were relatively fresh in Hollywood cinema, together with the revolutionary visual 
effects, managed to make the audience temporarily disregard or suspend the irony. Alternatively, 
the audience viewed the movie with a double vision: we saw that it was a goofy, banal, self-
reflexive film, but it was refreshingly new at the same time. Thus, it is only logical that if Lana 
Wachowski’s 2021 sequel did not bring to light fresh themes and revolutionary visual effects, but 
kept or even increased the intensity of parody, the result would be a significantly more comic 
and self-reflexive film. This explains the mixed, and mostly negative, reviews: for a few critics, 
The Matrix Resurrections is a sarcastic and ironic production that shows once again how digital 
surveillance, social media, and Hollywood filmmaking impact our lives. For many others, the film 
is a childish, clichéd, badly executed farce which can acquire cult value only due to its relatively 
faithful repetition of characters and plot elements.

As already highlighted in the marketing materials and trailers, the 2021 film revolves around 
déjà vu and reflective nostalgia. The opening sequence is an uncannily re-enacted version of the 
opening sequence of the first Matrix film. In this new version, different actors play the roles of 
policemen and agents, uniforms are more up-to-date, and Ellen Hollman appears as the reflection 
of the original Trinity character (Carrie-Anne Moss). The commentaries of the hackers who peek 
into this scene also emphasize that there is something wrong with the repetition. As gradually 
explained, the re-enactment is a “modal,” a test environment for computer games, and the hackers 
who monitor this are fans of Neo’s story depicted in the first three films. Soon after this, one of 
the fans who watches the uncanny repetition, Bug (Jessica Henwick), meets the re-embodiment 
of Morpheus (originally played by Laurence Fishburne and this time by Yahya Abdul-Mateen 
II). She is just as happy to see Morpheus—who at this time appears as an agent in the “modal”—
as a devoted fan is happy to meet an actor of a beloved television show or film; she even hugs 
him when it turns out that they are both fans and seekers of the long-lost Neo. It is easy for the 
audience to become disoriented and captivated by the multiple embedded levels in the renewed 
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opening sequence. Yet, at the same time, the fannish and somewhat naïve enthusiasm expressed by 
the characters results in a burlesque parody.   

The film is at its best when it self-reflexively mocks consumerism, reboots, and remakes. 
As verbalized in the film, “Reboots sell,” perhaps because “Nothing comforts anxiety like a little 
nostalgia.” A crucial and memorable sequence describes Thomas Anderson (Keanu Reeves), a 
successful but somewhat burnt out game developer who invented the fictional Matrix-themed 
video game series, which is part of the new matrix, the current version of the computer simulated 
dreamworld to keep humanity under control. He intends to refuse the task of adding a new sequel 
to the already finished world of his award-winning video game series—but his boss and Warner 
Brothers insist, and they will make a sequel, entitled Matrix 4, with or without the contribution of 
the creator. This is followed by a brainstorming by a think-tank, the development team of Matrix 
4, which comes up with various and sometimes contradictory explanations why the original 
game was impactful. Here the story is blatantly, perhaps all too blatantly, making fun of its own 
production process and the various intellectual and pseudo-intellectual reactions to the previous 
Matrix movies, which were, in fact, embraced and accentuated by the Wachowskis  
(Jenkins 99-100).

Other remarkable and tragicomic scenes depict the ordinary life of the disillusioned Thomas 
Anderson, that of Tiffany-Trinity (Carrie-Anne Moss), who eventually becomes more powerful 
than ever, and revolve around The Analyst (Neil Patrick Harris). The latter, after masquerading 
as Andersons’s psychotherapist, reveals himself to be the master of the current matrix. In a way 
similar to Agent Smith (Hugo Weaving) in the first film, Harris’s speeches are often ideologically 
revealing about consumerism, and at the same time, they inject additional humour into the film. 
The lives of Anderson and Tiffany are saturated with reflective nostalgia insofar as they search for 
their original selves, home and stories, but they need to realize that the target of their nostalgia “is 
in ruins or, on the contrary, has just been renovated and gentrified beyond recognition” (Boym 
50). Their previous romantic love story has been transformed into an extremely popular and 
commercialized computer game, Zion was destroyed by a war, and the new city of the resistance, 
Io, is much less rebellious and “human” than Zion was. For example, while in the first Matrix 
film the freedom fighters needed to eat tasteless food and only the traitor character Cypher (Joe 
Pantoliano) enjoyed his simulated juicy steak, in Io, humans and embodied computer programs 
cooperate to cultivate genetically resurrected, and supposedly delicious, fruits.

To sum up, The Matrix Resurrections features many self-reflexive moments, Easter eggs, 
multiple embedded worlds, playful references to the Matrix saga, strong female characters, and 
a relatively complex storyline with quite a few plot holes. True, the new Matrix film is not as 
revolutionary and does not impress the audience as much as the first film did. But it clearly does 
not intend to. The first film warned the audience of the increasing digitalization and upcoming 
artificiality of our environment. The fourth film reminds the audience of the omnipresent 
digitalization, consumerism, and artificiality of our environment. Further, it intends to mock 
reboots, remakes, and sequels, and unmask how the entertainment industry exploits our nostalgic 
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inclinations. The Matrix Resurrections is perhaps even more postmodern than the first Matrix 
film was (Barnett 363-366)—which does not mean that it is successful or excellent. Perhaps 
its postmodernity even marks it as somewhat outdated, less comprehensible and enjoyable, at 
least for the younger audiences. However, this should make it, to some extent at least, worthy of 
scholarly research and teaching.
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I'm Your Man [Ich bin dein Mensch]

T.S. Miller 

I’m Your Man [Ich bin dein Mensch]. Dir. Maria Schrader. Perf. Maren 
Eggert and Dan Stevens. Majestic Filmverleih, 2021.

Maria Schrader’s German-language film I’m Your Man [Ich bin 
dein Mensch] belongs to a by now familiar enough subgenre in science 
fiction, that of the robot rom-com. Schrader, however, crucially reverses 
the typical gender dynamics of the genre’s long fembot-filled history. 
In film, this tradition stretches back at least to Bernard Knowles’s 1949 
farce The Perfect Woman and includes more recognizable titles such as 
John Hughes’s 1985 cult teen sex comedy Weird Science and Spike Jonze’s 
2013 film Her, all of which electronically recast the Ovidian myth of 
Pygmalion and Galatea, the sculptor’s beloved statue come to life. While 
there is some precedent for this specific premise—the 2014 Disney 
Channel Original Movie by Paul Hoen called How to Build a Better Boy is one example—I’m 
Your Man is also notable for the ways it confronts the male gaze undergirding so many stories 
of eroticized gynoids under the leadership of a woman director, still such a rarity in the world 
of science fiction film. Students and scholars interested in media representations of artificial 
intelligence and/or androids will therefore find the film a must-see addition to the ever-widening 
corpus of such works.

Alma (Maren Eggert) is a recently single academic leading a team working at the Pergamon 
Museum in Berlin on ancient Sumerian cuneiform tablets as some of the earliest surviving 
expressions of the human artistic imagination. At the beginning of the film she has already 
agreed—ostensibly as an exchange of favors with the academic administrator who controls their 
institution’s purse strings, but possibly for other, more personal motivations as well—to offer 
her services as an expert evaluator of a new line of romantic companion robots that impeccably 
imitate a human appearance. Based on a personalized psychographic profile, her own “perfect 
man” has been created to become an ideal romantic partner. The result is a suave android who 
introduces himself as Tom (Dan Stevens) and begins showering her with transparently cheesy 
compliments. “Don’t you like compliments?” he observes with concern, already beginning to 
adjust his behavior according to her responses. “Do you believe in God?” Alma counters, and, in 
the way of the old chatbot SmarterChild and many of our contemporary digital assistants, Tom 
opts for a classically noncommittal deflection: “This is hardly the place to discuss such a question.” 
Alma thus enters her fixed-length trial period with Tom filled with intense skepticism about the 
initiative, and her expert report, we are told, will assist policymakers in determining whether 
such androids will be permitted “to marry, to work, to get passports, human rights, or partial 
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human rights.” The narrative that ensues does indeed hit many of the narrative beats familiar 
from the romantic comedy, but always with the additional layers of complexity that arise from the 
science fictional premise. Tom doesn’t simply have to win the more than reluctant Alma’s heart; 
succeeding or failing at this preprogrammed objective counterintuitively has implications for his 
very personhood.

In 1950, Alan Turing famously proposed his “imitation game” as a self-consciously imperfect 
but infinitely more practical replacement for the difficult question “Can machines think?”: could a 
computer persuade a human subject in a double-blind setup that a fellow human was speaking on 
the other end of the line? In his own 1995 Pygmalion novel Galatea 2.2, Richard Powers waggishly 
makes a further substitution, replacing the conventional Turing test with the more specific 
question of whether a neural net trained on the Great Books could pass the comprehensive exam 
for a master’s degree in English literature. The roboticists in I’m Your Man have set themselves a 
no less difficult challenge: it is not the hard problem of consciousness as such that they seek to 
solve, but instead the hard problem of love, or rather, of romantic and not simply sexual attraction. 
In the future that the film imagines, fooling the senses is easy, even cheap, with holograms and 
the androids alike as indistinguishable from humans as Ridley Scott’s replicants. The goal here 
is much more than a “basic pleasure model,” however, and the kind of uncanny valley that Tom 
must bridge to reach Alma and win her heart has more to do with the mysteries of human desire, 
memory, and emotion than any physical stiffness or inhuman jerkiness.

And try to woo Alma Tom does, and try and try. “Failed communication attempts are crucial 
for calibrating my algorithm to you,” he says good-naturedly upon learning that unsolicited 
advice about how to improve her driving is perhaps not the optimal way to a woman’s heart: 
“These mistakes will happen less and less.” Eggert’s performance as Alma communicates an 
extreme wariness towards Tom at all points and in all ways. After all, not only does she find 
herself suddenly cohabiting with a strange man, he isn’t even a man, but an unprecedented 
and unpredictable technological creation: “your thing, your dream partner.” Perhaps more 
threateningly still, Tom represents a something or someone she might allow herself to fall in love 
with if she isn’t constantly on her guard. In the first half of the film especially, we see Alma recoil 
the most viscerally at being told what she likes, that her desires can be solved via algorithm: “You 
are attracted to men who are slightly foreign,” Tom informs her, explaining his British accent. Such 
exchanges speak to one of the film’s major thematic concerns, the implications of the algorithms 
that, visible or not, already run our lives in an increasing number of ways. Along with Alma, we 
don’t like the idea of being turned into data, or thinking of ourselves as a series of data points 
in some mainframe to be manipulated and exploited by multinational corporations according 
to demographic profiles that fit us all too well. Schrader’s film recognizes that the real-world 
AI revolution of the past decade or so has relied not only on the neural nets and self-teaching 
algorithms we hear so much about, but fundamentally also on big data as a key component of its 
formula for success. When Tom locks eyes with Alma, his cerebral processes work on the problem 
of her heart through access to “mind files from 17 million people.” What’s at stake in falling in 
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love—or not—with a machine seems to have as much to do with our relationship as individuals 
to new forms of mass computation and abstraction that needn’t achieve self-awareness to have 
tremendous implications for human life and human lives.

Science fiction stories from the past century and more have given us a number of artificial 
women manufactured unselfconsciously for a male gaze. This film invites us to consider what 
might change, in the end, when the genders of the Pygmalion-Galatea relationship are reversed, 
and when, as in I’m Your Man, the artificial romantic partner is manufactured to fulfill the 
individualized desires of a particular heterosexual woman. The conclusion of the film may finally 
be as open-ended as the hard problem of consciousness (or romance), but overall I’m Your Man is 
certain to provoke much thought and discussion among many different audiences.

T.S. Miller teaches both medieval literature and modern science fiction as Assistant Professor 
of English at Florida Atlantic University, where he contributes to the department’s MA degree 
concentration in Science Fiction and Fantasy. Recent graduate course titles include “Theorizing 
the Fantastic” and “Artificial Intelligence in Literature and Film.” He has published on both later 
Middle English literature and various contemporary authors of speculative fiction. His current 
major project explores representations of plants and modes of plant being in literature and culture.
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Raised by Wolves, season 2

Daniel Lukes 

Aaron Guzikowski, creator. Raised by Wolves, season 2. HBO Max, 2022.

The most obvious fact to state about Raised by Wolves (RBW) is that 
it’s a Ridley Scott production: he is one of its executive producers (via his 
production company Scott Free), and he directed the first two episodes 
of Season 1; his son Luke Scott (director of the underrated android 
flick Morgan, 2016) also directed episodes 3,4 and 10. Ridley Scott’s 
vision is all over RBW, so much so that it could almost take place in the 
extended Alien universe. If xenomorphs were to make their appearance 
somehow among the crowded gallery of grotesque creatures and entities 
that already populate RBW, it would hardly be a surprise. Aesthetically, 
RBW shares much with the underrated Ridley Scott Alien prequels, 
Prometheus (2012) and Alien: Covenant (2017), with their muted and 
somewhat drab tones, colors turned down approaching grayscale, and a preponderance of dark, 
dimly lit settings. 

Set in a future following a war between two factions: theocrats (named Mithraic, after an 
ancient Roman mystery cult) and atheists, which has decimated the planet, the show follows the 
vicissitudes of two androids, “Mother” and “Father.” This somewhat hapless couple has been sent 
to planet Kepler-22b to raise a family of human children, away from the pernicious influence 
of the Mithraic, who have also reached the planet in a colonist ship named the Ark of Heaven. 
Though RBW follows the various and often bloody conflicts between the Mithraic and the atheists, 
most of the action is filtered through Mother and Father’s struggles to keep their family together 
and their children alive on this barely habitable and unpredictable planet. Mother, it turns out, is 
not a mere service model android, but actually a weapon of mass destruction, a “Necromancer,” 
used by the Mithraic and reprogrammed by atheist hacker Campion Sturges. Mother’s violent—
even genocidal—side comes out when she is provoked. Her actions provide one of the first moral 
dilemmas the show poses, and it is questionable whether Mother can really ever come back from 
her decision to exterminate circa-1000 Mithraic in the name of protecting her family.

RBW is science fiction of the “grimdark” variant, a type of sci-fi that stems from the world of 
tabletop game Warhammer 40,000, and one that generally depicts a Nietzschean universe: cold, 
mechanical, uncaring of human plight. In recent years, WH40K and grimdark have both been 
seized upon cynically by the Alt-Right, even though WH40K was originally born as a critique 
of heartless 1980s Thatcherism. Into this context comes RBW and its neomedievalist portrayal 
of future theocracy that directly recalls WH40K’s Roman Empire-influenced “Imperium” and 
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worldbuilding. Its somewhat low-key title relates to the mythical founder of Rome, Romulus, 
and his brother Remus, being raised by a female wolf. RBW’s central theme of faith vs. atheism is 
treated in a direct and explicit way that brings to mind more the British atheist tradition (from 
Monty Python’s The Life of Brian to Richard Dawkins and Christopher Hitchens) than how 
contemporary US television typically handles faith and religion, with multiple characters here 
openly declaring that God (known in the show as “Sol”) does not exist and is only a myth.

What lies at the heart of RBW are its android characters. Mother, expertly played by Amanda 
Collin, is an android for the ages, up there with Schwarzenegger’s Terminator,  Haley Joel Osment’s 
creepy child in AI, and of course the Alien franchise androids—Ian Holm as Ash in Alien, Lance 
Henrikson as Bishop in Aliens, and Michael Fassbender as David in Prometheus/Covenant. 
Tellingly, Mother and Father are powered by the same milky-white “fuel blood” spilled everywhere 
by Ash in his famous death scene. Whether in caring or terrifying “Necromancer” mode, Mother 
commands attention, and is perfectly complemented by the warmer, more caring identity of 
Father (brilliantly played by Abubakar Salim) with his awkward dad jokes and attempts to keep the 
peace. The androids in RBW have something of a classic comic feel to them: Mother and Father’s 
bickering are often only one step away from a Samuel Beckett play, and other androids and AIs 
such the medic Karl (Carel Nel) in S1 and S2’s sentient quantum computer The Trust (Michael 
Pennington), with their varying degrees of comic relief and Britishness, feel at one remove from a 
Monty Python sketch, or perhaps rather the Terry Gilliam of Time Bandits or Brazil.

Leaving behind the harsh deserts and valleys of Season 1 and their uncanny rolling 
mountaintop clouds—both seasons were beautifully shot on location in South Africa—Season 2 
is set around an atheist colony in the tropical zone. This season often feels like a cyborg reworking 
of Shakespeare’s The Tempest. The sea (made of acid) is ever present. Characters flit about in the 
countryside, appearing and disappearing at will, with Kepler-22b as a new “brave new world 
that has such people in it,” and a character even being directly called “Tempest.” By the end of S2 
though, the mysterious “entity” pulling strings in the background, the “Prospero” in a way, has yet 
to be revealed. S2’s uncanny, retro-futurist ambience recalls the original Star Trek, with characters 
stumbling around an alien landscape, though with the exoticism toned down, and also brings to 
mind early 1980s UK TV shows like Day of the Triffids or The Tripods.

The presence of Mother’s seventh child, a biomechanical “world serpent”, cements the show’s 
status as a weird retelling of the Genesis narrative. Asking the important questions here, RBW 
wonders: “What if God were an alien? And what if religious scriptures were a set of instructions 
for events yet to occur, on another planet?” As the assorted characters make their way around 
this very strange Garden of Eden, the show probes and negotiates the porous boundaries between 
animal, human, posthuman, and A.I. When young Campion (Winta McGrath), named after the 
android’s “creator” Campion Sturges (Cosmo Jarvis), falls in love with the android Vrille (Morgan 
Santo) and wishes to welcome her into his family, though he faces strong resistance, the show’s 
logic is firmly on his side. Likewise, the discovery that the planet’s humanoid creatures, of which 
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there are land and acid ocean-dwelling variants, are devolved humans, feels like a piece of poetic 
Darwinian reverse engineering.

RBW juggles many big themes—domesticity, child-rearing, settler colonialism, survivalism, 
precarity, grief, our increasing reliance on A.I.—and S2 expertly balances them with unpredictable 
plot twists, and visuals that are beautifully-rendered and often on the edge of body horror. While 
not relentlessly meta like The Boys or Mr. Robot, RBW can perhaps be compared to series like 
Yellowjackets, Tales from the Loop, Dark or Archive 81 for its ominous sense of impending doom 
introduced into the humdrum of daily life, bringing together the epic and the domestic. Wherever 
it goes next, RBW is a relevant and welcome addition to the SF canon at a time when everyday life 
often has the feel of a slow-motion apocalypse.

Daniel Lukes is Communications Officer in the Bieler School of Environment at McGill 
University. He has a PhD in Comparative Literature from New York University, and his reviews 
have appeared in Extrapolation, The Journal of the Fantastic in the Arts and Utopian Studies. He has 
published three books of non-fiction, and his next book will be Black Metal Rainbows  
(PM Press, 2022).
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